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"Serving the Bowling Green community for over 75years"

Ribeau stresses 'students first*
a President Sidney
Ribeau delivers his
Opening Day speech to
the University community, focusing on students and community.
By DARLA WARNOCK
The BC News

Higher education is changing.
And the University is changing
right along with all the rest.
That's what University President Sidney Ribeau emphasized
in his Opening Day address Monday.
Along with those changes
comes an emphasis on "students
first," along with seven other
University priorities.
It all ties into the big picture
which will allow the University
to advance Into becoming the
"premier learning community in
Ohio and one of the best in the
nation."
"I have a simple approach,"
Ribeau said. "We need to create a
place where all members of the
community share and grow
together.'"
In doing that, he listed the
eight main priorities the University is looking towards achieving.
They are:
■ Place the students at the
heart of the BGSU learning
community
■ Identify learning outcomes
of BGSU graduates
■ Promote a culture of leadership at BGSU
■ Develop an Institutional
Communication Plan: Tell story
Internally
■ Develop a University marketing plan: Tell story externally
■ Engage In professional development and training of faculty, staff and administrators
■ Manage enrollment: Set retention and recruitment targets
■ Continue to "Build the preI See RIBEAU, page 11.
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President Ribeau jokes with the crowd during his speech Monday.

Assistance offered for those
seeking campus employment

Flipping

□ There is help available for those students
who are looking for employment on campus.
By HEATHER PERRY
The BG News

BG New* Photo by Doug Khrrnovsky

Harley Loveland, a senior archHechture major, flips hamburgers during Tuesday's University picnic.
Loveland is an employee at McDonald Dining Hall. Almost 5,000 people from the community took
part in the event. A closer look at the picnic appears on page 9.

Getting a Job can be a pretty
terrifying experience and that is
why on tiie BG campus the
"powers that be" try to make the
experience as painless as possible.
One example of the methods
used to ease a student's mind
about employment is the "Hire
Education" workshop which was
one of several such workshops
engineered to make the transition to college life easier.
Primarily for incoming freshmen, the workshop was hosted by
Reva Walker, assistant director
of Student Employment. Walker
described many of the positive
aspects about having a job while
in school and how one can go
about obtaining a job.
According to Walker, students
who are employed tend to do bet-

ter academically while also
learning how to manage their
time and money.
Another program designed to
help students find employment is
the Job Opportunity Fair which is
held every year in the Lenhart
Ballroom located on the second
floor of the Union.
There are a multitude of employment opportunities at this
fair and oftentimes students are
hired on the spot.
Willa Bird, sophomore social
work major, found employment
at the job fair last year with
Telefund. She found working her
freshman year a very enjoyable
and enriching experience and
she recommends finding employment because "not only does
It build character but it teaches
responsibility." Although the job
fair was held yesterday, that
does not mean that every position
was filled.
If a student does venture out on
a job hunt there are several
things to keep in mind. Walker
said.
First of all, make sure that
your original Social Security
card is on hand as well an addi-

tional form of identification (a
driver's license, student ID, etc.).
The proper documentation is
crucial when job hunting, she
said.
Second, Walker explained that
students should be prepared to
fill out numerous documents and
return these documents to the
Student Employment Office.
Among these documents is a
hire form which the student will
receive from his/her new employer. It is very important that
all forms are filled out completely and returned, because without
these forms the student will not
get paid.
Finally, the student should remember not to give up in his or
her job search. Walker said.
If, for example, a student is
looking for a job in a particular
department the student can always call and inquire about prospective employment.
Another path one can take to
employment is to periodically inquire at the Student Employment
Office which is located at 31S
Saddlemire Student Services
Building.
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Welcome to the 114th best school in America
"Welcome back, welcome back,
welcome back." Similar to the
repetitive lyrics of the "Welcome
Back Kotter" theme, most BGSU
faculty spew us all their usual
courtesies and other Inspirational trite.
Like a freshman at his first
kegger - excuse me. I think I'm
going to be (enter your vomit
sound here) sick.
Unfortunately, this spirited
let's-all-get-along honeymoon
comes to a rather abrupt end.
Not that the University isn't
trying to put its best foot forward, it most certainly is. but
this facade Is simply too much
work for our professors and
administrators to maintain for
the next 30 weeks. AND THEY
KNOW IT TOO.
I know the first day of the
semester might seem a bit early
to start pointing out negative
aspects of our beloved University,
but these salad days just won't
last.
Like Luke Skywalker when he
discovered the power of the
Force, roughly 5.000 new Children of the Corn today are taking

TOM
DENK
their first steps into a much
larger world. But Instead of
light sabers and extrasensory
powers, the world of BGSU
offers potential employment,
unemployment, and much more
than you can shake a wookie
at.
For seniors like myself, we can
barely save ourselves. Unknowingly, our collegiate records
were semi-doomed long before
our arrival by what I feel was
the mediocre presidency of Paul
J. Olscamp. You freshman can
save yourselves, but you have
to DEMAND improvement
NOW.
But what exactly shall we
expect our University to remedy? Last week two magazines.
Money Magazine and U.S. News
& World Report, published
their annual rankings of our
nation's universities. Money

Magazine ranked schools on how
much bang vou get for your
buck, while U.S. News & World
Report went more the strict
academic route.
Money Magazine used four
criteria for ranking the schools,
the first being the caliber of the
students at the school. This is
great if you went Ivy League or to
a similarly-regarded university.
But shouldn't universities be
rated on how they educate their
student bodies, not how smart
the students were before they
enrolled? Regardless, with
BGSU accepting 84 percent of
the students who apply here, It's
not hard to realize the University
got spanked in this area. This is
probably why the U.S. News &
World Report listed us as a "#3
Tier" school, or one of the
universities ranked interchangeably anywhere from #117 to
#174.
The next criteria Money
Magazine used was the quality
and approachabllity of a school's
faculty. Obviously, the more
motivated the students, the more
they will find their teachers

approachable. At Money
magazines's # 1 ranked school.
California Institute of Technology, some instructors have
office hours from midnight to 2
a.m.. because they feel that's
when students do homework
and can use help the most.
That's one extreme, and
rightfully, the better extreme.
On the other hand, a common
BGSU professor's office hours
might be Monday and Friday:
8-10 a.m. But can you blame
our faculty? I mean they need
all those precious mid-afternoon hours to research for
professional journal entries!
Spanked again.
The third ranking tool was a
university's social life. I think
BGSU mildly overachleves
here, that is If you don't go
home every weekend. However.
I don't think the Violent
Femmes is the answer, but
we'll get to that later.
Money Magazine's final criteria
for Judging universities is a
school's "zeal for self-Improvement." Does the University
have an enthusiasm and

eagerness to improve? Definitely.
Are we improving the right areas
of concern? I don't think that can
be correctly answered for some
time.
Since Dr. Ribeau took the reins
here In 1995, it seems he's
addressed improving our aesthetics and the making the residence
halls a place worth staying on the
weekends. These actions have
seemingly been taken to Increase
the number of students who want
to come here. If this happens,
then perhaps the University will
be able to be more selective in
accepting students, which will
lead to a more academlcalrycompetitlve student body.
That's what we want, right, a
more academically-competitive
student body? Will that help us
all get Jobs after graduation? It
better, because that's why most of
us are here.
According to the U.S. News &
World Report, the University had
a freshman retention rate of 77
percent this past year. That may
sound great, but when you
consider that means one-fourth of
freshman say adios annually, It

sucks. The schools U.S. News
and World Report ranked
highest all have retention rates
over 90 percent. So maybe
making the school more student-friendly is a step in the
right direction.
As I navigated my way
through the throngs of students
at Tuesday's "All-Campus
Picnic", some University volunteers could be seen wearing Tshlrts with the slogan ' It's ALL
right here at BGSU" slapped
across the back. After I wondered how much the University
paid some company to come up
with that slogan, I pondered
another dilemma. When you
hopefully get that diploma this
year or perhaps a few corn
harvests later, should the
University keep that slogan, or
should It be altered to "It's allright. HERE at BGSU."
Tom Denk is a columnist for the
News. Questions, comments and
strains of the E. Coli bacteria can be
sent to tomdenk@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to
210 West Hall.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Parents' Weekend conflicts holiday
A series of events have lead to the unfortunate situation of this
year's Parents' Weekend falling on the Jewish holiday of Yom Kippur.
This scheduling has been upsetting to a number of individuals of all
faiths. For this conflict of dates. I offer apologies on behalf of all
those areas that are Involved In the scheduling of major events. The
choice of dates was not made with any malice or with the Intent of
being Insensitive to any person's or group's religious beliefs.
The scheduling was based on a series of circumstances, the most
significant of which was the elimination of one home football game.
This left only four weekends in which to schedule Homecoming and
Parents' Weekend. Two of the four weekends were not available for
these events. The first home game on September 6 Is too early to
have parents return to campus and also does not leave enough time
to organize Homecoming because of the high level of student Involvement In the planning and production of the week. The last game of
the season Is on October 25 and is against Toledo. Major programs
such as Homecoming and Parent's Weekend cannot be held in
conjunction with this game due to the large regional crowd. Thus,
only the two weekends in October were available. Homecoming was
given the first date because of the amount of time required of students throughout the week to present the programs. Parents' Weekend Is easier to produce after Homecoming than it Is before. Again,
this is because of the impact on student and staff workloads in
presenting back to back major programs.
I do not offer the above as an excuse, but only as an explanation. I
can assure you that this is a situation that will not happen again.
Gregg DeCrane
Dean of Students

MOM, DAO. V^U'LL BE CLAP TO KNOW

ive.

GIVEN

ur> ctcyeci rt^s:.

A crash course in surving the college life
Hey freshman! Welcome to the
most Interesting, bizarre and
stressful part of the rest of your
life. Right about now, you're
probably trying to figure out what
the hell Is going on. but pretending that you're on top of things.
Believe me. everyone at BG has
been through the freshman
Jitters. But If we re sUH here, then
it can't be impossible. It's never
easy to make a huge adjustment
— but a little perspective can
keep you from losing your mind.
Ill admit right now that my
experience may not necessarily
reflect the one you will have but
maybe some of my observations
will help you.
Dorm*
•These are generally fun places to
meet people.
•It is very easy to get distracted,
by people, video games, and general chaos.
•Your closet Is a good place to hide
laundry, but not to find your shoes
(or anything else of Importance).
•Plenty of neighbors to meet; plenty
of neighbors to be noisy while you
sleep.
•Study lounges are rarely used for
studying. They become areas of

debate, procrastination, and an
occasional rugby game.
•You will get lots of entertainment
from pranks and drunks
•Sometimes the shower Is the
only place you can be alone to
think.
•You can still be lonely among all
those people.
•Many late night discussions will
reveal a great deal more about
personalities than anything else.
Roommates
•# 1 Rule: If something Is bothering you. talk to them about it. You
may solve It quickly rather than
ruining your relationship. This Is
not always easy, because you
each may be used to your own
way. Compromise.
•It's all an adjustment to personal
living styles, whether you knew
them previously or not. It's hard
because you are Just developing
your style now.
- If you already know your roommate:
What held you together in the
past may change, but it's nice to
have someone know where you
are coming from.
Try not to become cliquey, and
make an effort to meet new

people.
- if you Just met your roommate:
The difference in backgrounds
may be a great learning experience. You may lose some stereotypes about people.
People
•The fact that most people have no
Idea who you were before they met
you Is both scary and freeing. You
can now create a new Image, but
you have lost the one you built
before.
•Everyone has their own Issues
and Insecurities. They all deal with
them differently. This seems obvious, but It's sometimes hard to
understand why people do what
they do.
•You have entered the zone of undefinable relationships. Sometimes
there is Just no category that fits.
This can be confusing.
• Many first impressions turn out
to be wrong. Sometimes people
who seem stuck-up are Just shy.
•Always Go to the Source/
•There are snobby Greeks, but also
cool ones, Just like the rest of the
population.
•University employees are used to
students and their questions, don't
be afraid to ask them anything that

you don't know.
•People are friendly, but that
doesn't mean you can trust
them. Don't let your naivete lead
you Into a dangerous situation.
Heads up!
For Guy•
•A lot of fraternities will be Interested in having you at their
parties — tf you're thinking about
rushing.
•Your attitude makes or breaks
you In most girls eyes; not your
clothes, your car or how you
look.
•Pimping around gets old quick
(for you and us.)
•Do not go home with anyone
you don't know.
•Treat girls like human beings.
We are.
•If you are even thinking about
having sex. get some protection.
•We understand that your hormones are raging, but please
have some class about trying to
get in our pants.
For Girls
• There are guys who will be
friends with you even if you have
a boyfriend in hopes that he can
get with you later.
•Guys still honk and look when

NATALIE
MILLER
you look like you Just got out of bed.
•Don't let Jealously make you do
anything stupid.
•Be careful at night, but don't be
so scared that It keeps you from doing things.
•Be prepared to be offered much
free beer.
•Don't go home with anyone you
don't know.
•If you are even thinking about having sex. make sure to protect yourself.
Parties
•When you are a freshman/sophomore, you go to parties thrown by
Juniors/seniors. Then when you are
an upperclassman, It's your turn.
•Getting wasted and passing out
anywhere besides your bed may be
amusing, but It's not safe.
•Stay with your friends and keep
an eye out for each other.
Lastly—Classes
•This Is where you will learn the

least lessons this year (In
comparison to the rest of the
aspects of college).
•While going to and from
classes, be aware of what
activities are going on. and look
for flyers for organizations,
events and programs. There will
always be something that
Interests you.
•Find someone In each class
that you can get notes from. Be
prompt In returning them.
•Take notes about what the
professor says, not Just what
they write. They often use
anecdotes on tests to see who
came to class.
•Do not let others talk you In or
out of taking a class. Everyone
learns differently and has
different strengths.
OK, that's all my semi-wise
advice for now. Good Luck. And
realize that every day teaches us
all something. I'm starting a new
year, with new adjustments and
challenges, too. Everyone is, Just
learn to take It in stride.
Natalie Miller is a columnist for the
News. Questions and comments can be
sent to annefiitQbgnet.bgsu.e<lu.
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FACT:
arc oniy 122 days /<•//
un/i/ Christmas

FICTION:
The Parking and Iraffic
police look the other way
during Week I

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
TODAY'S

A look at how some members of the community feel about the issue of the day:

EVENTS
Today's Question:

m>K'

"What do you think of the
University picnic?"

Wednesday, 8/27/97
Ice Cream Social (Noon - 2
pm)

., -*, >H

Union Mall. Free Ice Cream Social;
part of Welcome Week. Sponsored by
the University Activities Organization For more information call
372-7164.

s•
Jim Foust
Faculty
Journalism

Lorna Gonzalves-Pinto
Administration
Multicultural Affairs

Christian Hansen
Senior
HPER

Tracy Modin
Freshman
Diatetics

David Gengo
Senior
Marketing

"I'm usual skeptical of
these things. When I
came out of the building, I saw all of the
people and I think it's
a good idea."

"I think it's really
important to reach out
to each other. This is
where the student can
interact on a more
personal level."

"It's a lot better than
last ear
y -' hope "
continues."

"I think it's nice. It's
free. Everyone is here."

"I think all of this is
really great. I've seen a
million people who I
don't know."

AccuWcather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

Public Skating (8 pm -10
pm)
Ice Arena.

Main and Firelands campuses. Fall
semester starts.

Thursday, 8/28/97
Free Bowling and Billiards
(7 pm-9 pm)

QUOTE OF
THE DAY

Wednesday, Aug. 27

Mosefey Hall. Punch and cookies
offered to all commuting students.
Stop by and see what the center has
to offer! Welcome Week event.

First Day of Classes (TBA)

TODAY'S

OHIO Weather

Hazel Smith Off-Campus
Student Center Reception
(12:30 pm - 2:30 pm)

MICH

"Someone once said that only
art, love and politics matter.
Well, I'll take two of those."
Swindell!
lead singer of British band ManBREAK

Campus Bowling and Billiards.
Free night of Bowling and Billiards;
part of Welcome Week. Sponsored by
the University Activities Organization. For more information call 3727164.

Comedian Bill Fry (8 pm)
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Student
Lnion. Bill Fry, creator of "Comedy in
the Air," juggles everything imaginable while doing his hilarious
stand-up routine. Welcome Week
event.

Friday, 8/29/97
THUMBS UP
■ To the University, for putting on a great Welcome Week
and giving all of us free food at the Picnic. Here's hoping
this event becomes commonplace. Now, if we can only
keep that tuition down ...
■ To seeing Bowling Green alive again after a long, sleepy
summer.
;■

Showers T-slorms Rain

Flumes

>*

Via Associated Press QraphicsNel

Snot*

Ice

Sunny PI Cloudy

■ To letting Northern Illinois in the Mid-American Conference, so the rest of the MAC has somebody to beat up on.

Cloudy

Women's Soccer at Kent (4
pm)
Kent, Ohio. The first varsity
women's soccer match in BGSU
history. Although both schools are
MAC members, this match will not
count in the conference standings.

Volleyball vs. Marquette (5
pm)

Kalamazoo, Mich. Denise Van De
VValle's 15th Falcon volleyball squad
begins the season at the Western
Michigan Invitational The Golden
Eagles provide the opposition for this
Friday evening affair.

Private Parts (8 pm)

THUMBS DOWN

111 Olscamp. Movie sponsored by
UAO. Welcome Week event.

■ To October weather in August.

Private Parts (11 pm)

■ To hordes of new students and their parents who have no
idea where they are going and generally driving like
tourists.

TODAY'S

WEATHER

111 Olscamp. Movie sponsored by
UAO. Welcome Week event.

■ To professors who keep us the whole time on Day 1 of
classes.

Today

■ To $300 bills for books - we had better be able to use these!

:: Partly cloudy and warmer. High: 84. Low: 62.

■ To baseball realignment and trying to put the Reds in that
"other league."

Thursday
[ Scattered showers and thunderstorms. High: 80.
'•: Low: 62.

PACE THREE is intended as mi irrelei'ant look at the Uniivrsily We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for eivrybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.

As You're Coming Back to
School, Come Back to...

WeCcome (Bac^
Students

Wiuthrop

SUBWAY"

Ten-ace
A|Kirtfiiiei4s

Woodland Mall
828 S. Main
and
524 E. Wooster

4O0 E. Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

\\\\\\\\\u\\\\v\\\\\\\vvv\\\\\v\\\\\

.suBuunv*
750 off any 12" inch sub
.

Extra meat not included. Not good
with any other offer. Offer expires 9/30/97
Now hiring all shifts at
all 3 of our Subway locations

.. - - .- -.-.-.-

The calender of events is a service of The
BG News for the community. The
listings are pulled from the University
u<eb page.
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Hospital pay debate centers on training
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Should the government pay teaching hospitals not to train
doctors?
A plan based on the assertion that
there are simply too many doctors has
raised hackles in Ohio's medical community.
"If we cut down on the number of
doctors we train, it should be driven by
the needs of the community," Dr. Bernadine Healy, dean of the Ohio State
University's College of Medicine told

The Columbus Dispatch in a story
Tuesday.
"It shouldn't be done because the
latest version of our federal budget is
dangling some short-term money out
there."
The federal government has agreed
to pay 1,025 teaching hospitals nationwide not to train doctors as part of
an initiative to reduce the glut of physicians.
The effort would mirror an experimental program in New York, which the
Clinton administration endorsed earlier

this year. Under the experiment. New
York receives $400 million over several
years to train fewer doctors, especially
in certain specialities.
The program hinges on changes in
Medicare, the insurance program for
the elderly and disabled. Medicare traditionally has underwritten residency
training programs with taxpayers paying as much as $7 billion on such programs. The subsidy has prevented hospitals from cutting back on such training programs.
Under the budget agreement, hospitals that voluntarily reduce residency

Driver fatigue
causes deaths
The Associated Press

PORT CLINTON - The driver
of a tractor-trailer that hit two
vans, killing six people, logged
too many hours on the road before the accident, the State
Highway Patrol said Tuesday.
George Croom, 59, of Cleveland, also failed to maintain a
safe distance from another vehicle, said Lt. Gabriel Ferencz,
commander of the patrol's Sandusky post.
Authorities said Croom's truck
hit the rear of a tanker on a
highway Aug. 19 and then collided head-on with two vans. One
was carrying Detroit-area teenagers to the Cedar Point amusement park. Eight people were injured, and four remained hospitalized on Tuesday.
"Driver fatigue is a possibility," Ferencz said about the
possible cause of the accident.
"But we just don't know. He refuses to talk to us about the accident."
The patrol and the National
Transportation Safety Board
have ruled out mechanical
defects as the cause, Ferencz
said.
No charges had been filed. The
patrol will forward the results of
its investigation to the Ottawa
County prosecutor's office for
possible criminal indictments,

training programs by 20 percent to 25
percent over five years will get money
to cushion the loss of subsidies.
But what's good for New York isn't
necessarily good elsewhere, Healy said.
"Eighty percent of residency training
spots in New York City are international medical school graduates at freestanding teaching hospitals," she said.
"That's not the way it is across the rest
of the country"
Ohio has seven medical colleges and
59 teaching hospitals. There are more
than 33,000 licensed physicians in the
state, but not all of those doctors prac-

tice here.
"We don't believe there are too many'
doctors in Ohio," said Brent Mulgruw,
executive director of the Ohio State.
Medical Association, which represents.
15,000 physicians.
Matthew Filipic, vice chancellor of
the Ohio Board of Regents, said teaching hospitals pay for training residents
through Medicare and Medicaid.
"As the belt has been tightened in
hospital funding, third-party payers
don't want to pay for this," Filipic said.
"They will pay the same amount they
pay to nontcaching hospitals."

Fun until the end

Ferencz said.
Federal law requires truckers
to drive a maximum 70 hours
over eight days. The patrol found
that Croom had logged 73 hours.
Croom had been driving six
straight hours when the accident
occurred and eight hours the day
before. The law requires truckers to take an eight-hour break
after no more than 10 hours on
the road.
Croom was hauling auto parts
from suburban Buffalo, N.Y., to
Romulus, Mich.
Ferencz said he was driving
under the speed limit of 55 mph.
A telephone call to Croom's
company, CC Midwest Inc. of
Warren, Mich., was not returned
Tuesday.
But earlier, Mickey Blashfield
of CC Midwest said the company
checked Croom's logbook and determined he had not violated the
rule requiring a break after at
least 10 hours.
He said Croom is experienced
and has a clean driving record.
Telephone messages also were
left for Steve Newcomer,
Croom's lawyer.
The patrol said it also found
problems with Croom's logbook,
which commercial operators
must carry to document the
number of hours they are on duty
and driving.

Anocbled PKM pkMo

Aaron Miller, 5, Anthony Graves, 5, Marquice Yongken, 6, Sasha
Gibb, 8, and Myles Miller, 10, enjoy some outdoor fun on the last

day of "summer" for Columbus schoolchildren Tuesday. Columbus
schools opened today.

Dayton's Cinerama survives as non-profit fundraiser
The Associated Press

DAYTON ~ Cinerama still has a
pulse.
Larry Smith, co-owner of the New
Neon Movies, said Tuesday he will extend through mid-November the run of
the three-camera, wide-screen films
popularized 30 years ago.
"A major part of cinema history will
stay accessible to the public," said
Smith.
Smith had said he would stop showing
Cinerama after this weekend because

Yd

of slow ticket sales.
But he said the additional screenings
- which will be shown on the third
weekends of September, October and
November - will serve as fund-raisers
for a non-profit organization he hopes to
form. The organization would accept
tax-deductible donations to pay for
showings of Cinerama after November.
The New Neon Movies, which began
showing the films last August, is the
only theater In the United States running Cinerama The films are also
shown at the National Museum of Pho-

tography, Film and Television in Bradford, England.
Cinerama surrounds viewers with
sight and sound shown on three movie
projectors and blasted over eight stereo
speakers onto a screen bent 146 degrees
to match the curve of the human eye.
At its peak in the early 1960s, Cinerama was shown in 240 theaters around
the world. Technology and high costs
killed Cinerama by the end of the decade.
The New Neon Movies shows "This Is
Cinerama," which introduces viewers

to the style with shots of a stomachchurning roller-coaster ride and airplane trip. It also plays an original
Technicolor version of "How the West
Was Won," the star-studded movie that
featured Jimmy Stewart.
Smith said he has filed papers with
the state to create the Cinerama Preservation Society. He said the organization must be approved by the state and
the Internal Revenue Service.
The goals of the society would be to
*
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STUDENT TEACHING
SPRING SEMESTER. 1998
or
FALL SEMESTER, 1998
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1997

WOOD COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY

205 N. Prospect B.G.

August 28 -29 -30

354-0303
Walk-ins Welcome

REQUIRED SIGN-UP MEETING FOR;
SECONDARY METHODS
SPRING SEMESTER, 1998
and
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"You read 4,000 letters from people
who say, 'I will come from Timbuktu. I
will pay whatever expenses to see it on
the screen,'" he said.

Garage Sale

(Communications, Computer Science, English
Math, Science, Social Studies)

EDUCATION MAJORS

Smith said the organization would
give the public a vehicle to save Cinerama. He said he believes it will work
because of the outpouring of support
for the films.

Colonial Barbers

SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJORS
(

continue showing Cinerama movies to
the public, to make new prints of the
films and to establish a Cinerama Museum, he said.

STUDENT TEACHING
FALL SEMESTER, 1998
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Sat. 8/30.9-2
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COLONIAL LANES
Voted
#1

NT SPECIAL

All oil can bowl
Monday

In
Wood
'County!

9:30-11:30pm

COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION
Meetings at: 8:30. 9:30, 10:30,11:30 a.m.
1:30, 2:30. 3:30. 4:30 p.m.
KNOW YOUR SIX WEEK SPRINT 1
i COURSE(S) AND ON-CAMPUS 4
MAILBOX NUMBER
ATTEND ONE MEETING!

'

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4,1997
TOWN ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
Attend One Meeting Time:
10:30, 11:30 a.m., 1:30, 2:30 p.m.
KNOW YOUR ON-CAMPUS MAILBOX NUMBER

DRINK SPECIALS • KOSMIC BOWLING
OPEN LANES Mon-Wed After 9pm
KOSMIC BOWLING (with college DD)
Friday 4-6pm
Monday 9:3011pm
(after Labor Day)

1010 North Main • 352-4637
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State to evaluate
radiation report
The Associated Press
MARION - State agencies plan
to conduct additional tests after
detecting some isolated samples
of a cancer-causing agent and
elevated readings of radiation at
River Valley High School.
But environmental and health
experts said their findings were
not dangerous enough to delay
the start of classes Tuesday. Assistant Principal David Cole-man
said Tuesday no parents that he
knew of had decided not to send
their children to school.
"I'm sure that the experts
would tell us if anyone was in
danger," he said.
Soil and water samples were
collected last week at the request
of parents who were concerned
there might be an environmental
problem on the school grounds
along Ohio 98 in northern Marion
County.
Thirty-five graduates since
1967 have developed leukemia
and other forms of cancer.
The Ohio Department of
Health detected elevated radiation readings in a high school
chemistry classroom and in a
grassy area about 70 yards from
the school entrance, according to
a preliminary Ohio Environmental Protection Agency report issued Monday.
Drinking water was free of
radiation.
On the practice football field,
the EPA found elevated levels of
a heavy petroleum compound
commonly found in asphalt,
charcoal and roofing shingles,
The Columbus Dispatch reported

Tuesday.
The EPA collected 25 soil and
water samples and analyzed 10 of
them for 57,000 chemical compounds. The other samples will
be tested this week.
"Nine compounds were identified at detectable levels in some
soil samples. Four of the nine are
considered to be probably cancer-causing agents," the report
said.
River Valley's high school and
middle school sit on grounds
formerly occupied by the Marion
Engineering Depot. Heavy construction equipment was stored
there for the Army until the
1960s. The school property abuts
a site once known as the Scioto
Ordnance Plant, where bombs
and ammunition were made during World War II.
The health department said
overall cancer rates among River
Valley alumni were not statistically surprising - 52 cases of
cancer would be expected among
the 5,000 or so graduates since
1967.
But the leukemia rates are
high, officials said. Seven cases
were confirmed when just two
would be expected.
Concerns prompted the school
district, the Ohio Department of
Health, the EPA, and the Army
Corps of Engineers to test the
school grounds.
A small rock containing
radium 226 was the source of
radiation in the classroom, and it
has been placed in a box and
locked in a cabinet until it can be
disposed of properly. Superintendent David J. Kirktonsaid.

Can old-timers beat Michigan?

AsaocUtrd Prtll phot*

Ohio State football coach John Cooper (right) is flanked by Ohio
governor George Voinovich Tuesday. Voinovich personally de-

Police dogs do effective job
of sniffing out drug crime
The Associated Press
DAYTON - Police dogs can take a bite out of
crime, but they usually don't do it with their
teeth
"Ninety-nine-point-nine percent of what we
have a dog do involves his nose, not his mouth,"
said Jeff Moody of the Central Ohio Police Canine Association.
During a training session last week at the
police station in the suburb of Huber Heights,
dogs practiced sniffing for drugs and other hidden items.
Based on their temperaments, police dogs are
trained in one or two of eight specialties, including detecting bombs, tracking missing people
and sniffing out dead bodies.
Drug detection is the most common function
of police dogs and perhaps the most misunderstood, Franklin police Officer Russ Whitman
said

"The question we get asked all the time is: 'Is
your dog really hooked on drugs and is that how
he finds it for you?'" Whitman said. "It's unbelievable, but people really think that."
Officers teach the dogs to sniff for drugs by
stuffing marijuana, cocaine, heroin or other
drugs into plastic tubes that are used as toys.
Whenever the dog finds a hidden drug, he is rewarded with a brief play session - positive reinforcement that encourages the animal to repeat
the behavior.
Cadaver-sniffing dogs are trained in much the
same way except that the toys are scented with
chemicals that smell like a decaying corpse,
training officers said. Even a submerged body
emits odors that break the water's surface and
can be detected by a trained dog.
Rob Graham, a canine-handling officer from
Huber Heights, said it is not known whether the
dogs searching for missing people track human
scents.

Findlay judge reduces bail
for murdering mother
The Associated Press
FINDLAY - A judge has re- duced bond for a woman convicted of killing her 5-month-old
daughter in the state's first case
to focus on postpartum depression as a defense.
Kimberlee Snyder has been
held on $500,000 bond since she
was convicted Feb. 7 of murder,
manslaughter and child endangering in the beating death of her
daughter, Tahlor.
Visiting Judge John Meagher
of Montgomery County on Tuesday reduced bond to $100,000. He
ordered Mrs. Snyder -- if
released from the Hancock
County Justice Center - to be
confined to her home 24 hours a
day. He said she would have to
stay away from drugs and alco-

^Ratliff Sound

Call for an appointment • 354-7895
Ask for Sue or Audra

T>J Service cV Sound 'Reinforcement

•Convenient off-street /Jret "Parking
•AvaUaSCe early morning and evening appointments

993 S. Main & located next to the Southside
Laundramat and Tanning Center
• One stop to do all
••Matrix •O&QQIS •Kfdskjn •SeSastian •TaulMitcfitl • %«^

•

hol and submit to random drug
testing.
The trial was the first in Ohio
in which an attorney narrowed
the focus of an insanity defense
to postpartum depression, a mental condition also known as "baby
blues" that afflicts a small percentage of women weeks after
they have given birth
Mrs. Snyder could get up to life
in prison for the murder conviction. The penalty for manslaughter is three to 10 years.
Her attorney, William Kluge,
has appealed the conviction.
Meagher did not make a decision
regarding the appeal.
Kluge says the verdict should
be overturned, based on new evidence and his objections over
two courtroom demonstrations.
He said it was "clearly er-

roneous" for Hancock County
Common Pleas Court Judge John
Patterson to order Mrs. Snyder,
25, to use a doll to show how she
killed her daughter July 30,1996.
She admitted breaking the child's
skull but claimed she didn't know
what she was doing.
Under cross-examination by
Prosecutor Bob Fry, Mrs. Snyder
was ordered to pick up a baby
doll and re-enact the killing. She
wept as she slapped the doll
across the head and twice threw
it down.
One hour later. Dr. Diane Barnett, deputy Lucas County coroner, conducted her own courtroom demonstration, shaking the
doll violently and striking its
head twice on the prosecutor's
table.

U\IE?ABE

9-Cair Unlimited
•

livered Cooper's recently-awarded Golden Buckeye Card.

Millstream Travel III, Inc.

Choose favorites on oar songlist...Oldies,
Top 40, Lots of 80's, Rock and more.
• We gladly take requests.
We also do live sound reinforcement for
indoor and outdoor occasions.

UNIGLOBE Emergency
Rescue Line:
Seven Days A Week
24 Hours A Day

Air Travel Experts
Vacation Planning
Free Ticket Delivery

A network ol o»et 1.100 travel agenoet wortdwWe
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Book your next party with us!!!

(419) 686-8501
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352-9336

Printing Services
Your Campus Printer

Attention

Professors and Students
Let Printing Services help you prepare for the fall! We offer a
wide variety of services to fulfill your printing needs:

"Dill Vour Bursar Account!
| 4C Self Serve Copies
| Binding Services
| Transparencies (regular & color)
| Custom Publishing w/ copyright clearance
| High speed & multi-color copying
| Come visit copy center in Union

Park Ave. Warehouse • 372-2216
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'Burning Man' festival draws
free spirits to Nevada desert
The county imposed a list of conditions, including an $11 million insurance policy and money up
RENO, Nev. - On the blank expanse of the front to pay for law enforcement and fire protecnorthern Nevada desert, a temporary city has ar- tion. Most of the conditions have been met.
isen that will be home to artists, performers and
"It will be a disaster if we let 10,000 to 15,000
free spirits drawn to what may be the ultimate people out there with no restrictions," Sheriff Dick
Kirkland said. "Whatever is going to happen out
anarchist party.
Burning Man, a festival that began 11 years ago there is going to happen, so maybe we should figon a San Francisco beach as a woeful tribute to ure the best way to manage it, to salvage it."
scorned love, starts Wednesday and culminates
The makeshift Black Rock City is a conglomeraLabor Day weekend with the torching of a 40-foot - tion of "theme camps."
They include the "Alien Abduction Camp" and
tall wooden man in a barren desert basin.
"Events like this are kind of needed, to go some- "Womb with a View," where, according to the proplace and be really goofy," said participant Jarico gram, "you walk through a 74-foot-long pregnant
Reese of Los Angeles. "It brings creative people female body, complete with orifice entrance, torso
and breasts." "Blowin' in the Wind" will attempt to
together."
Thousands are expected to attend the esoteric create the world's largest wind chime.
Many of the creative works, along with the woomix of pagan fire ritual and sci-fi Dada circus
where some paint their bodies, bang drums, dance den man himself, are burned during the festival's
naked and wear costumes that would draw stares - finale after sunset on Sunday. For that reason, the
in a Mardi Gras parade. One woman last year wore county demanded on-site firefighters.
The ritual began in 1986 when Harvey built a
oil funnels on her breasts Madonna-style, with
man representing his girlfriend's new love and
more funnels extending from her ears.
"We are. In terms of art jargon, outsider art," burned it on San Francisco's Baker Beach. The
event was moved to Nevada's Black Rock Desert
said founder Larry Harvey, a Bay Area artist. *
A mile-long esplanade will be lined with large-s- as the annual bonfire drew increasingly large
cale works, such as Jim Mason's "Temporal De- numbers of people.
When 10,000 people showed up last year at a site
composition," a huge ice sundial with clocks and
watches frozen inside. The melting sculpture will on public land in neighboring Pershing County,
be covered with 50 gallons of cherry snow cone northeast of Reno, county commissioners there
worried that the festival was getting out of control.
syrup and offered for communal licking.
Three people were injured, one critically, by a
Mason, a sculptor, said the event intrigues and
drunken driver who slammed into their tent.
inspires artists.

Ex-Miami
administrata?
sentenced to
year in jail

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

Odio, 60, was accused of telling city financial director
Manohar Surana last fall to lie
to federal agents investigating
allegations of kickbacks in a
city insurance contract.
Surana was an FBI informant, and the conversation was
recorded.
AaaocUted Pratt phttt

"The Man" of the Burning Man festival acts as a neon beacon in the
black rock desert about 90 miles north of Reno, Nev.

Bentley College expands to meet rising expectations
The Associated Press

WALTHAM, Mass. - The usual
summer silence on the Bentley
College campus was broken this
year by the pounding of jackhammers and heavy equipment.
For the first time this decade,
the private business university is
building to meet an anticipated

increase in enrollment. It's part
of a national building boom at universities and colleges that were
forced to delay construction
projects during leaner times in
the early 1990s.
But there's a twist. Much of the
work is going into dormitories,
student unions, dining services
and fitness centers to meet rising

UPTOWN
BG^ ORIGINAL DANCE BAR

expectations of new students,
who university officials say pit
one school against another based
on amenities.
"We are compared to our competition, so if they have a fantastic athletic center, students want
to know if we have a fantastic
athletic center," said Joanne
Yestramski, chief financial offi-

cer at Bentley, which has 6,400
students.
With tuition, room and board
already at $22310 a year, Bentley is spending $9 million to convert apartments into contemporary suites, remodel the cafeteria and build offices to accommodate the new faculty advisers
demanded by students.

Competition Isn't the only thing
driving this boomlet, university
officials said. Administrators
cite renewed donations, low interest rates, rebounding enrollment and technological advances
that require extensive rewiring.
They also point out that some
• See BOOM, page 7.

Wild Wednesdays Are Back!
70»s - 80's - 90»s Music
No cover before 11
50$ Drafts & Well Drinks All Nite!
(

Welcome back students!

T
tanning

and
2 booths

BG'S ORIGINAL DANCE BAR

Check out our
tropical decor!

THE

mini

One government tape
showed Odio taking $3,000 and
complaining it should have
been $5,000.
"I stand here before you and
the whole city of Miami, accepting full responsibility for
my actions," Odio told U.S.
District Judge K. Michael
Moore. "I made a terrible mi*
take."
Cuban-born Odio first came
to prominence as an assistant
city manager during the 1980
Mariel boatllft by coordinating the arrival of 125,000 Cubans. Then, as city manager,
he ran the city during race
riots, Super Bowls and Hurricane Andrew in 1992.

UPTOWN

Located at the
corner of
Ridge & Thurstin

5 beds

Always
unique

Totally Tropical
Hair, Nails, Tanning
Cutting edge
352-6459
of style
The heir design team in BG

-Aquariums
-Ponds &
Waterfalls
-Plants

ITS THE
GIFT OF
A LIFETIME.

Welcome Back To Bowling Green!
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TRAVEL AGENCY
414WoosterSt.
352-5276
1-800-328-4123
AAA Memberships not required
for these services TAOOM

TRAVEL AGENCY
SERVICES
• AirlineTickets
• Car Rentals
■ Hotel Reservations
• Rail Tickets
• Cruises
• Tour Packages
• Travelers Cheques
• Passport Photos
■ Travel Insurance

Making a bequest to the
American Heart Association
says something special about
you. It's a gift of health for
future generations — an
unselfish act of caring.
Your gift will fund research
and educational programs to
fight cardiovascular diseases.
And bring others the joy and
freedom of good health.
To learn more about how

College of Musical Arts
Start your semester off right and make Kinko's your resource, day or night, for great
products and services, like black & white copies and in-store computer rental.
Presentation materials
Full-color copies
Resume services

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
black & white copies
Buy one rw-iUrty-pnced. 8'.'* i It* bUck and white copy on 704b. white bond
and receive a tccond copy FREE. Limit W hee copies pet customer. Offer it
limited (o one coupon pet product type pet transaction. Coupon mutt be presented at time of purchase and is not valid with other discount programs. Offer
vabd at time of purchase only and may not be discounted or credited toward
future purchases. Valid at Kinko's listed location onty Void where prohibited by
law. No cash value.

Rent one hour and get one hour Ftll, up to one hour free per customer. Subject
to availability. Includes Macintosh* and IBM* self-serve or design
workstations. Offer is limited to one coupon pat product type per transaction.
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and is not vabd with other
discount programs. Offer vabd at time of purchase only and may not be
discounted or credited toward future purchases. Vabd at Kinko's listed location
only. Void where oroh*ited by law. Mo cash value.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

115 Railroad "354-3977

115 Railroad ■ 354-3977

kinko's
The new way to office.*

The new way to office.

EXP 9/30/97

AAA176

AAA177

EXP 9/30/97

OPEN 24 HOURS. 7 DAYS A WEEK
now>w Mrtym ——a n«iw^wi>.i|b»»'iw»"»
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you can leave a legacy for the
future, call l-800-AHA-USAl.
Do it today.

M

American Heart
Association.
Fionana mmn Dntn»

Tr*t apac* providr*) as a pubhc Murvtcs
97/98 festival series

RENT ONE HOUR,
GET ONE HOUR FREE
self-serve computer rental

0

Welcome BGSU Freshmen! The College of Musical Arts presents

the public. Mark your calendar for these special events.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

kinko's

Bowling Green State University
over 400 events each year, most of which are free and open to

Internet Access
Digital color output directly from
your disk to our color printers

<r

MIAMI - The city's former
city manager, ousted after li
years in office because of corruption charges, was sentenced to one year in federal
prison Tuesday after telling a
judge he accepted blame for
his actions.
In deal with prosecutors,
Cesar Odio pleaded guilty to
reduced charges of obstructing justice while more serious
charges that he took kick
backs were dropped.

additional events

TURTLE ISLAND STRING QUARTET ■

THE MUSIC MAN • Sept. S-* J

Oct. 7

ISTH ANNUAL NEW MUSIC t ART

TRIO-Nov. 17

FESTIVAL • Oct. 15-18

Joshua Redman, saxophone

Guest Composer: Bernard Rands

Christian McBnde. bass
Brian Blade, drums

OPERA THEATRE PRODUCTIONS • Nov.

mas 0f«-Decs

SOUNDS OF THE STADIUM • Nov. 2) $

A Cappella vocal Ensemble

Featunnj the Falcon Marching Band
(3 p.m.)

Louise F. Pees Memorial Concert

SAINT PAUL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA •
Fnb.4

7-8 and Feb. 27-28 $

HOLIDAY CONCERT • Dec. 5 5
NEW BAND MUSIC READING CUNIC •

Hugh Wolff, mime director
Emanuet Ax. piano

Jan. 30-31

Lois M. Nitschke Memorial Concert

CHORAL/ORCHESTRA CONCERT • Feb.

ALVIN AILEY REPERTORY ENSEMBLE •

8 S (3 p.m.)

March S

JAZZ WEEK '*8 • March 30-Aprll 4

Enjoy S Great Concerts with a Season

UNIVERSITY MEN'S CH0RUS/0SU

Sabstription! Student Subscript*)**

MEN'S GLEE CLUB-April 5 S

Sttrt os low os S40.

(Two Shows 4 ft 8 p.m.)

Al Events at 8 p.m in Keboctet Hoi of the Moore Musical Am Center unless indicated.
$ Admission chorged. call 372-81 71 for ticket information.

It keeps
more than
memories
alive.

V

American Heart
Association.1
Fronting HmnOmam
BnOStroh*

AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALS oc TRIBUTES
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Fall economy to get even stronger
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - New readings on
consumer confidence and manufacturing suggest the economy is
headed for more strength in the
second half of the year, again raising concerns about inflation.
Tuesday's reports come at a
time of uncertainty in the marketplace as economists scour
new data for any signs showing
the economy is moving too fast.
While the Federal Reserve
hasn't raised interest rates to
slow the economy since March,
investors fear another rate increase will come in the final
months of this year if the economy continues to grow.
"The economy is doing well
and we don't have inflation," said
Gary Thayer, a senior economist
at A.G. Edwards & Sons Inc. in St.
Louis. "But there are concerns
that the strong economy will
create some economic pressures."
Stocks initially fell following
the economic news, which helped
push long-term interest rates

higher in the bond market. As the
day wore on, bonds moved closer
to Monday's levels, but stocks
continued slipping. The Dow
Jones industrial average fell
77.35 to close at 7,782.22.
The Conference Board, a private business group, reported
Tuesday that its index of consumer confidence showed an unexpected rise in August.
Separately, the Commerce Department reported that orders
for big-ticket durable goods fell
0.6 percent in July, But excluding
aircraft and defense purchases,
which can skew month-to-month
numbers, the figures showed the
economy continuing to expand.
The National Association of
Realtors also reported that sales
of existing homes rose 2.2 percent in July to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 4.24 million
units. Sales rose in the West and
Northeast but fell in the Midwest
and were unchanged in the South
"There are two main factors at
work: a strong labor market and
stock market," said Kathleen
Stephansen, senior economist at

&w.
Consumer
From a monthly survey ol 5,000
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Continued from page 6.

there is no reason for consumer
confidence or consumption to go
down."

! confidence
130

BOOM

AP

Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Securities Corp. in New York.
"With those things working,

The consumer confidence index, calculated from a 1985 base
of 100, is derived from responses
to survey questions sent to 5,000
households nationwide. The index climbed to 129.1 from 126.3
in July.
Consumers in August were
more confident about current
business conditions than they
were in July and also said jobs
were more plentiful in August,
the report said. About 17 percent
said jobs were hard to find.
The index measuring consumers' expectations for the future rose in August, after a decline in July.

NEW YORK « Nickelodeon
says it will end the television
year next month as the highestrated network among children,
the first time a cable channel has
achieved such dominance over
general broadcasters.
Nickelodeon had a 3.2 Nielsen
Media Research rating among
children ages 2 to 11 from last
September to July 27, beating
Fox's 2.9 rating. The children's
television season doesn't end un-

r\

til Sept. 22, but both networks
agreed Tuesday that the standings wont change.
"It's taken us 18 years to get
here, of aggressively producing
great stuff," said Cyma Zarghami, Nick's general manager.
"This year we're seeing the
fruits of our labors."
Fox had been the leading children's television network since
the 1993-94 season.
Except for late-evening reruns
of old sitcoms, Nick is devoted to
children's programming.

Having five times as many
hours of children's programming
each week as Fox gives Nickelodeon a powerful advantage, said
Maureen Smith, a senior vice
president at Fox. When Fox and
Nick go head-to-head on Saturday mornings. Fox's audience is
bigger, she said.
"They can promote to kids almost 24 hours a day," Smith said.
"For us, we're kind of a little
island of kids surrounded by sitcoms, news and talk shows."
The purchase of the Family

Dorms and dining halls are
easiest to add or rebuild because
the work can be underwritten using loans or bonds leveraged
against future revenues from
student fees, rather than contributions that could take years to
collect.
But keeping up with the
Joneses seems a major motivation.

"Having a gymnasium is not
Consumers in the Mountain region of the country remained enough any more," said Retha
most confident in the economy, Lindsey Fielding, spokeswoman
while those living in the Middle for Keene State College In New
Atlantic states were least confi- Hampshire. "Our students are
asking for a building where they
dent.
can enjoy indoor recreation yearround. They want office space
for their organizations and more
than just books in the bookstore."

Nickelodeon out-foxes Fox among children
7he Associated Press

buildings dating from the last big
expansion in American higher
education in the 1960s are more
than 30 years old.
"If things have been on the
drawing board for a while, dollars are available again to do
some construction." said Wayne
Leroy, executive vice president
of the Association of Higher Education Facilities Officers.

Channel cable network by Fox's
parent company, News Corp.,
will give Fox more exposure for
its children's programming, she
said.
ABC was the third-rated network among children ages 2 to
11, followed by UPN, the WB,
CBS and the Cartoon Network.
The ratings are a measurement
of only children's programming.
Nick's achievement comes despite being available in only 70
million of the nation's estimated
97 million television households.

St. John's University in New
York and William Paterson University in New Jersey are building food courts with Burger
King, Taco Bell and other franchises, while Notre Dame is upgrading a food service facility to
increase menu selections to more
than 100 entrees. It is also renovating three residence halls and
building a new recreation center,
and has already spent $7 million
on a residence hall computer
network.
These trends make some

uneasy. Critics contend the
flurry of construction hides the
fact that classrooms and offices
continue to be neglected. Two industry associations estimate
American colleges and universities need $26 billion in longdelayed maintenance.
"Revenue-producing buildings
are easy to justify, but many of
us are not solving our deferred
maintenance problem because
it's hard to raise money for maintenance," said William Brown,
president of Bryan College in
Tennessee, which plans a new
fitness center, student union and
dormitory renovations.
Many of the improvements
also come with extra costs for
students and their parents - not
in tuition, but in separate residence and dining fees.
The new apartment suites
opening this week at the University of Wisconsin at Green Bay,
for example, have private rooms
with common living areas and
cost students $2,280 per year s $400 more than traditional
dormitories.
New fitness or recreation
centers, residence halls and student unions are planned or under
way at no less than 13 colleges
from Maine to California.
"There's been a real shift in
expectations and nobody wants
to blink," said Ray Ritchie, vice
president for enrollment services at Philadelphia's La Salle
University, which has added fully equipped townhouses for undergraduates.
"Families are looking for bells
and whistles, and a student union
that looks like the lobby of a
cruise ship is going to make a
more profound Impression than a
biology lab that has the latest
microscope," he said.

WELCOME BACK!
University Bookstore

in r\ r\

(Conveniently located on campus)

New and Used Textbooks
•Special Order Book Service • Children's Books • Best Sellers • Paperbacks • Study Aids • Magazines
• Calculators • Computer Software • BGSU Sweatshirts and T-Shirts • Art & School Supplies • Gifts
Film & Developing • Greeting Cards • BGSU Imprint Items • Health & Beauth Aids • Computer Supplies

SPECIAL OPENING HOURS
8/27 Wed.
8/28 Thurs.
8/29 Fri.
8/30 Sat.
9/02 Tue.

8
8
8
9
8

am am am amam -

8
8
5
5
8

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

9/03 Wed.
9/04 Thurs.
9/05 Fri.
9/06 Sat.
9/08 Mon.

8 am - 6 pm
8 am - 6 pm
8 am - 5 pm
8 am - 5 pm
Resume regular hours

REGULAR HOURS

CLOSED
Phone: 419-372-2851
Book Information & Software
372-7783 & 372-7782
Art Supplies 372-7784

8 a.m.-6 p.m
Mon.- Thurs.
8 a.m.-5 p.m
Fri.
9 a.m.-5 p.m
Sat.
Closed
Sun.
The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose
of supplying the students with textbooks, classroom materials and to supply your college needs

Sun. 8/31,
Mon. 9/01 (Labor Day)
Sun. 9/7
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Mir crew is surviving despite mishaps
The Associated Press
MOSCOW - Mir's crew was alive,
well and breathing oxygen Tuesday,
and the space station's main problem
seemed to be crossed wires between
NASA and Russian Mission Control.
Mir Itself sailed on serenely, slowly
regaining power after last week's successful repair mission.
NASA announced Monday that the
station's oxygen-generating systems
had gone down. Igniting urgent news
reports that caused a brief panic.
On the defensive after a string of mishaps in recent months, Russian officials insisted all was normal on board
and lashed out at the reports of a seri-

ous problem.
"The station is alive and will live,"
declared President Boris Yeltsin, who
has leaped to the Mir's defense during
its recent travails with both praise and
a proposed budget increase.
The widespread reports - all based on
NASA information - characterized the
latest trouble with the Mir's balky air
supply systems as potentially serious.
NASA said both the main and backup
oxygen-generating systems were not
working, and that without swift repairs,
the Russian-American crew might have
to abandon the space station.
Russian ground controllers branded
that "utter nonsense," saying a minor
technical problem had been blown out

of proportion. The two systems were
both a bit obstinate, they said, but never
failed simultaneously, and the problem
with oxygen canisters was fixed by replacing an igniter. The trouble had
passed even before NASA announced it.
"Dont worry - there is no reason to
say that the air on board is bad, and we
have no intention to stop the flight. Everything is fine," Mission Control chief
Vladimir Solovyov said.
"As we are switching systems back
on (after the repair mission) we are facing some problems, but none of them
has had any impact on the station's
operation, its life-support systems or
the crew's environment" he said.
NASA officials in the United States

De Klerk to resign
in South Africa
The Associated Press
CAPE TOWN, South Africa Former President F.W. de
Klerk, who shared the Nobel
Peace Prize for his role in dismantling apartheid, resigned
Tuesday as leader of the party
that created it.
Pragmatic to the end, de Klerk
said he is quitting politics to give
his party a chance to regroup before the 1999 elections. Divided
and in disarray, the party now is
trying to stay alive In a drastically changed political landscape.
"With my retirement, I wish to
open a door for the National
Party to provide further proof of
its dynamic break with the past,"
De Klerk told reporters.
Party officials said the 61 -yearold de Klerk would stay on until a
new leader is chosen on Sept. 9.
When he became president in
1989, De Klerk was widely
viewed as a moderate expected
to protect apartheid. Instead, he
declared soon after taking office
that "white domination will have
to disappear, otherwise there will
never be peace in South Africa"

to announce them.
Mir has had more than 1,500 breakdowns during about 4,000 days in space,
or about one every 2 days, space officials have said. Most are minor.
The Russians, for instance, waited
hours before notifying NASA about the
Feb. 23 fire aboard Mir and then played
down its seriousness. It wasnt until
American astronaut Jerry Linenger returned to Earth in May that NASA
learned how harrowing the fire was.
NASA has not yet decided whether to
send another American astronaut to
Mir once Michael Foale returns In September, White House spokesman Barry
Toiv said during a briefing from
Martha's Vineyard.

made no comment Tuesday, and Mission Control aimed no criticism toward
the American agency that has paid Russia about $472 million over five years to
use Mir. The Russians said there was no
need to change the system of communication.
"We think we coordinate things quite
well" with NASA Solovyov said. "It's
all the media's fault."
The U.S. and Russian space programs
approach problems differently. The
Russians have been slow to report some
incidents, and have expressed less concern about many others compared to
NASA After keeping Mir aloft for more
than 11 years, the Russians view many
breakdowns as routine and don't bother

She's gonna blow

De Klerk immediately began to
dismantle apartheid laws. Within
a year, he legalized 60 antiapartheid groups, including the
now-governing African National
Congress, whose leader, Nelson
Mandela, was elected president
in 1994.
Mandela said Tuesday he
hoped the country would remember how de Klerk, who freed
him from 27 years in prison,
helped bring about a peaceful
transformation.
De Klerk, who earned the
wrath of many conservative
whites, and Mandela shared the
1993 Nobel Peace Prize.
De Klerk was named one of two
deputy presidents in Mandela's
government of national unity. He
announced after the new constitution was approved in May 1996
that he was resigning and pulling
his party out of the coalition.
The National Party has been hit
hard by internal divisions and
defections by some more moderate members. Questions about de
Klerk's successor raised speculation the party could swing more
to the right.

Experts say next XEI Nino'
may be century's worst
Associated

The Associated Press
GENEVA - The "El Nino"
weather phenomenon brewing In
the Pacific Ocean may be the
largest climate event of the century, setting off an unprecedented number of global disasters,
world climate experts predicted
Tuesday.
Scientists at a three-day
U.N.-sponsored conference estimate the El Nino system developing now - likely to last into next
spring - shows all the earmarks
of equaling or exceeding this
century's strongest occurrence,
which hit in 1982-83.
El Nino is a warming of the
waters off equatorial South
America which causes climate
abnormalities around the world.
Its name, a Spanish reference to
the Christ child, comes from the

historic Christmas-time arrival
of the system's warm waters in
South America.
The system can cause flooding
- or sometimes drought - in California, searing droughts in Brazil, Africa and Australia, severe
storms in the central Pacific, and
a decline in hurricanes hitting
the Southeastern United States.
Water temperatures already
are rising off Ecuador and Peru,
indicating the new system will be
a powerful one.
"It will likely be the biggest El
Nino in ISO years," climatologist
Jagadish Shukla said.
"We have never observed such
high ocean temperatures in July
In ISO years. And the only reason
we say it will be the largest in ISO
years is because we don't have
any data from before then."

A woman watches as the Soufflcre Hills volcano on Montserrat
emits ash and steam Tuesday. Most of the tiny Caribbean island

10:45 A.M.
9:30 A.M.

Nursery Provided During Services

Margaret Connor - Pastor
875 Haskins Road, BG
(Corner of Haskins & Poe)

354-3989

The Associated Press
TOKYO - A woman is arrested after her
husband's dismembered corpse is found rotting in their bathtub. A teen-age couple is
caught trying to rob a bank. A man confesses
to randomly assaulting dozens of young
women with stones, beer bottles, metal
pipes.
And that was just last week.
Japan has an international reputation for
safe streets, but this summer has been gruesome - and authorities fear the rise in violence is more than just a seasonal fluke.
Throughout the summer, headlines have

1505 E. Wooster

CHURCH
<DI%ECTO!Ky

Sunday:
Service - 9:00 a.m.

All Are Welcome!
Welcome* BGSU Students Hock!
We invite you into our church family

Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 10:00 am
■Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Saturday evening at 5.00 p m
Fall Schedule baglna on Sunday, Sept 7
Wofinip SennoM on Sunday
8:30 and 1ID0 ajn.
Saturday Wottnip (Communion)
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Scoa lor all aoM
B.4S a.m.
315 S. College Drive
3 Blocks South of Campus
419-353-9305 or 353-6675
•mail: StMarks@wcnst.org
ELCA-- -Tha Waloome Plaof

6:00 pm Saturday
10:00 am, 11:30 am, 7:00 pm Sunday
12:06 pm Tuesday (in Prout Chapel)
Thursday 6:16 pm

1184 E. Wooster St.
•
352-5101
Contemporary Worship Sundays 10:30 am
Join us for friendship and fellowship
Everybody Welcome

phone 353-0881

St. Mark's Lutheran Church .

University Church

LUIHEKAN CHURCH & STDDEOT CEMTO

tim's body was found.
Assaults also have been well represented.
Police arrested a 20-year-old man this month
for randomly assaulting dozens of young
women in Tokyo. Attacks that may be copycat crimes continue. Assaults on homeless
people in Tokyo have risen significantly,
police say.
"Every day we see hateful murders,
crimes against small children and women,"
read one typically outraged letter recently
to the editor of a major newspaper. "I don't
think it will be so long until the Japanese
islands are awash in crime."

St. John's Episcopal Church

St. Thomas More

QMMIYcfCHRlSr

have fled in the wake of recent eruptions.

chilled Japanese because of the frequency of
the crimes and the cold-bloodedness displayed by some criminals.
In the robbery department, Japan has seen
two of its biggest armored car heists during
the past month. In one, robbers got away
with $900,000. No arrests have been made.
As for murders, Japan was shocked in
June at the arrest of a 14-year-old Kobe boy
suspected of killing two younger children; in
July by the capture of two men in their 20s
for the grisly murders of two young girls;
and, this month, by the Bathtub Killing, so
named because that is where most of the vic-
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Japan's violence, crime rates escalating

S^ First Christian Church
Worship
Church School

PITH

St. Aloysius Catholic Church

Dayspring Assembly of God
17360 N. Dixie BG.
Just North of Woodland Mall
3520672

Aug. 30: Mass at 5:30pm
Aug. 31: Mass at 8.00am and 10:30am Sunday
FALI M.VVS ,N4 III III 11., (IU«l....ln««r««rl«lM.r Day)
SATURDAY- BiSOPM
SUNDAY - SAM • IOOOAM • 18:00 NOON
HOLT DATSi
DAY BEFORE - 7«)PM VIGIL MASS
HOLY DAY - 9 ISAM a 7:00PM
*^»^-.--.-*.--CT.».--.--.-.-----.».^'^^'-.--.>.--.^--.--.'-?'

Sunday:
Worship at 10:00am & 6:00pm
School of Bible- 9:00am
Fresh encounter-7:00pm, Monday
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Events held to welcome new students to University
Picnic gives University
cornrnunity chance to mingle
Q The University sponsored its first all-campus
picnic to bring faculty,
staff and students
together.
By DARLA WARNOCK
The BG News

BG Newi Ph»t» by Doug Khrr noviky

The band Parallax View begins to play as members of the University
community begin to file into the grassy area in front of University

Hall for the all-campus picnic. The area was packed with students,
faculty and administrators for free food and socializing.

What drew many people to the
campus picnic was the free food
What made them enjoy it was
the opportunity to get together
with University faculty, staff,
students and administrators
without the pressures of classes
and academics.
The University sponsored its
first all-cam pus picnic Tuesday
in response to a need for the
campus community to join
together in an informal way.
And according to a few rough
estimates, about 5,000 members
of the campus community turned
out for the occasion.

A picnic was decided to be held
after the success of President
Sidney Ribeau's Installation picnic last year.
This year, the picnic followed
the new student convocation, but
was open to all University members.
Also on display at the event
was the Falcon Electric Car, a
puppet performance by the University Theatre, the Sound Recording Archives, Springboard
101, and Computer Services, and
the robot from the College of
Technology.
Ribeau said he wants to continue the picnic each year, possibly
twice a year.
"It's wonderful," Ribeau said.
"From the turnout, it Is obvious
that people enjoy this activity.
And the weather cooperated with
us."
The lunch featured entertainment by Bowling Green musician
Tom Gorman, the University
• See PICNIC, page 12.

Convocation at Anderson initiates school year for first-year students
□ The University community received incoming students to
campus in a brief ceremony on Tuesday.
By DARLA WARNOCK
The BG News
About 2,900 new students were
welcomed into the University
community Tuesday in a new
student convocation held in Anderson Arena.

State approves
funds to work
on roadways
Q State gives University $250,000 to
improve roadways.
By MAUREEN BARRY
The BG News
The State Controlling
Board approved the release
of $250,000 to the University to resurface roadways
and service driveways this
fall.
Although the schedule is
not official, repairs are
scheduled to begin after
Labor Day, explained Keith
Fogan, project manager.
According to Pogan, the
roadway just north of
Harshman Quadrangle will
be paved from Mercer
Road to the East Hall vacinity.
Stadium Drive will be
paved from the information
booth to the east and north
ending at Mercer Road.
Along with the two roadways, the area surrounding
the Facility Services building on Poe Road will be resurfaced, Pogan said.
The contractor, SC Johnson, is estimating that the
project will take 60 days to
complete, according to Pogan.
Pogan said the contractor
will begin by removing the
old roadbed, then laying a
base. Finally, the roadways
will be covered with blacktop, he said.
"This will mean the road
will be closed during certain short periods of time
during the day," Pogan
said.
• See STATE, page sixteen.

The 45-mlnute ceremony was
not short of people to welcome
the new students to campus.
With Steve Richardson, the
new dean of undergraduate studies, hosting, the students were
welcomed by all levels of University administration, staff and
students.
"This is a joyous occasion to
accept new students into the fabric of our community," Richardson said. "We're opening a
chapter in these students' lives."
Remarks and greetings were

"Circumstances, life and rights, privileges and responsibiheard from University President
Sidney Ribeau, USG President choices brought you to BGSU," lities therein," Ribeau said to
Tara Gore, Bowling Green Ribeau said. "And everyone here each group during the ceremony.
Patricia King, professor and
Mayor Wes Hoffman, Classified is determined to make this enviStaff Council Chairwoman Faith ronment a successful one for chairwoman of Higher Education
in Student Affairs, gave the facOlson, Administrative Staff you."
His statements were echoed by ulty charge to the new students.
Council Chairman Duane Whit"You have not just been admitmire, Faculty Senate Chairman most of the other speakers beBob Holmes and Lorna Gonsal- fore Ribeau began the actual ma- ted to any group," King said.
ves-Pinto from the Office of Di- triculation of students. Each of "You've been admitted into a
the colleges were asked to stand, learning community. You're not
versity Initiatives.
Each gave a separate introduc- recognizing their formal admis- here by chance."
She explained to the new stution of their area and a few words sion Into the University.
"I welcome you into our learn- dents about the role they were
of advice to the newest additions
ing community with all the expected to fulfill In the Univerto the University community.

sity community and challenged
them to go beyond what is expected of them.
"It's up to you to make the
most of your opportunities and
challenge yourself," King said.
"Reconsider some of your
choices."
The convocation also included
a singing and learning of the
University Alma Mater and Fight
Song. Appearances were made
by Freddie and Frieda Falcon,
SICSIC, the Univeisity Cheerleaders and the Marching Band.

'Bowling Green Thinker' sculptures added to Olscamp
□ Three-part sculpture
derived from the original, Rodin's 'The Thinker.'
By MAUREEN BARRY
TheSC News
A three-part sculpture has
been added to the landscape of
Paul J. Olscamp Hall.
In his proposal, artist Richard
Roth described the three-part
cast aluminum sculpture entitled
"Bowling Green Thinker" as being derived from the 19th-century sculpture by August Rodin,
"The Thinker."
Roth said he used the sculpture
as a basis for his project because
it has found a place within popular culture and for its appropriate nature in dealing with the
University.
The first sculpture, "Recumbent Thinker," is located outside
of the Ridge Street entrance to
Olscamp Hall. It Is seven feet
high, 22 feet long, and ten feet
deep and resembles Rodin's
"Thinker" In a horizontal format,
according to Roth.
The second sculpture of the series is located on the second
floor. North student lounge. "TV
Thinker" is a television set about
three feet high with a book on
top. The television displays an
image of Rodin's "Thinker."
Roth said he hoped this would
convey the difficulty of thinking
In the age of television.
"Thinker Pedestal Chairs," located outside the south entrance
of Olscamp Hall, are the third
part of the series. The pedestals
are functional.

The Bowling Green Thinker shown outside of Olscamp Hall
Roth said he did not have ideas
for the project until he visited
the University.
According to Bob Waddle,
Capital Planning director, one
percent of the appropriations the
University received to build Olscamp Hall helped fund the statues.

State agencies receiving more
than $4 million in state appropriations for public buildings
must have a portion that will be
spent on acquiring artwork, according to Irene Flnck, coordinator for the Ohio Percent for
According to Roth, students Art Program.
The Ohio Arts Council helped a
who sit In the pedestals can becommittee of University reprecome "The Thinker."
sentatives in choosing the statue
Two more chairs will be added that was erected last week.
within a week. Roth added.
According to Waddle, OAC

helped the committee decide
what type of project should be
used for Olscamp Hall.
The process for choosing the
project began in the fall of 1994,
Flnck said.
OAC advertised on behalf of
the University to attract artists
interested in making submissions of samples and slides for
the artwork to be placed in Olscamp Hall, Waddle said.
After the committee reviewed
the artists' applications, five remaining artists were asked to
submit a specific proposal, including a presentation, according
to Waddle.
Roth said he was present for
the Installation of his statues.
"I am pleased with how it
looks," he said.

1
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A television set rests in the lounge in Olscamp Hall. It is a part of the
Bowling Green Thinker art project.
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Holmes takes helm of Faculty Senate
□ The legal studies
professor advances to
the head of the organization.
By MEUSSA NAYMIK
The BC News
Who is the man behind the final
decisions regarding the welfare
of the faculty and the students at
the University?
His name Is Bob Holmes and he
is the new Faculty Senate chairman for the 1997-1998 academic
year.
Prior to coming to the University 20 years ago. Holmes taught
part-time at George Washington
University and worked as a trial
lawyer.
He currently teaches legal
studies for the University and
has been part of the Faculty Senate on and off for about 18 years.
Holmes is known for his work
to improve the University charter, as he has studied it to determine Inconsistencies. Once
those Inconsistencies are determined, he looks for the best
way to make them read well into
the current charter.
This year, the charter will have
to be amended In order to accomodate both the new President
and Provost of the University
and the faculty.
Two springs ago, he successfully ran for vice chair. Once a
person is the vice chair for one
year, he or she automatically becomes the Senate chair.

solve this year, which will take a
lot of time to accomplish," Hol"As being the Senate chair, I
will have a lot of problems to
mes said. "By being In this position, it will be difficult to attend
the needs of my work.

Students urged to visit
advisers early, often
By TAMI MELLINGER
The BC News

"However, with all the time
and energy put into being the
Senate chair, there is an advantage in knowing that what you do
will be in the best interest of the
faculty and students."
There are many goals in which
Holmes and the other members
of the Senate hope to accomplish
this year.
One of the main goals he referred to for this year is in regards to validation, or "gate
keeping" requirements for
majors. If a certain course will
not benefit a specific major, it
should be removed from the requirements. Holmes explained.
Another goal he has for the
year revolves around the budget.
Many people who are involved
with the campus want to know
exactly where their money is going, and students should be the
ones who decide where the
money goes since they are what
make the campus work, he add- Faculty Senate chairman Bob Holmes is looking forward to starting a
ed.
new year. He explained his goals to be very student-centered and
goals-oriented. The first Faculty Senate meeting is scheduled for Sept.
Other goals are in association 9, where a number of issues will be addressed.
with the domestic partner policy,
a harrassment policy, charter
"This will be a very successful one and work to get ideas and
revisions and dean-faculty evalyear In the Faculty Senate be- propositions passed," Holmes
uations.
cause the members will work as said.

Meeting with an academic adviser is not particularly invigorating. Most
students can find more interesting things to do.
However, meeting with
an adviser is crucial to success in college according to
Jack Taylor, Coordinator of
Undergraduate Advising
Initiatives.
"Advising is essential to
student learning," Taylor
said."It Is important that
advisers and students work
together to enhance student
learning, self assesment
and develop a personal plan
for success." Taylor was
appointed as the coordinator in April of this year.
His appointment was the
result of a report by a University task force on academic advising. The report
stated a need for one person
to coordinate improvements In academic advising. Academic advising Is a
priority to the University in
order to enhance student
learning and retension. The
goals of this year are to
strengthen the studentadviser relationship and
implement technology to
facilitate the advising

proccess Taylor said.
There are also four teams
to focus more on professional development including a training team, an assessment team, a mission
team and a technology
team.
The report by the task
force calls for the development of a web page to
serve as a centralized location for student advising.
Successful advising is the
result of a good "partnership" between adviser and
student. It Is the responsibility of the student to
maintain this relationship,
Taylor said.
It Is suggested that
freshmen meet with their
adviser at least twice a semester. Upperclassmen
should meet with an adviser
at least once a semester.
The more a student meets
with their adviser the better according to Joan Morgan, director of Academic
Enhancement. It is very
easy to get advice about
what classes to take from
the student next door, but it
is important to rely more on
experience according to
Barbara Keeley, director of
Advisement for the College
• See ADVISING, page page 16.

Students advised about healthy eating habits, dieting
□ Students advised to
maintain good eating
habits to combat
"Freshman 15."
By ANDREA VITANZA
The BC News
It's an issue that no matter
what race, religion, color, or
creed a person may be, at one
time or another, everyone has
had to deal with it
Weight
With the beginning of school
among students, the problems of

how to remain physically fit and cording to Judy Miller, Health
how not to succumb to the noto- Center nurse, it is important for
rious "Freshman 15" are begin- students to maintain regular eating patterns and learn to feel
ning to linger.
Now that students are far from good about one of the most sucthe comforts of home and their cessful techniques in losing
summer routine has been broken, weight, which starts with proper
it tends to become easier for one exercise, whether it be a walk in
to get caught up in all the free- the evening or a trip to the gym.
Miller suggests using the three
dom that college has to offer.
Students can eat any time of "S's"when thinking about balancday they want, dine out at restau- ing a healthy eating regimen: Not
rants to satisfy their hunger, or skipping meals, not stuffing and
take one too many snack breaks not starving.
Miller encourages healthy eatat the local ice cream store. They
may pack on more weight than ing which includes a variety of
they may like, but that does not food groups and proteins.
"It is important to eat a variety
have to be the case anymore. Ac-

of foods, and not just stick to one
type for all of your nutritional
needs,"she said.
Miller also warns students how
dieting is a thing of the past, and
a more modern and healthier way
of combatting "the battle of the
bulge" has been looked upon.
She made mention of a "New
Think" method and attitude
where old stereotypes of looking
at weight have been replaced
with safer and healthier alternatives.
The "New Think" outlook
stresses healthy eating by con• See DIETING, page page 16.

Difference in Weight Watching
The change of though! about
food u * freshman from the
normal stereotypical view:

Old Think
-Dieting
-Perfection
-Self-acceptance only when
you reach goal weight.
•"Ideal" weight
-Cutting back until you lose
weight
-Willpower
-Food Is enemy

New Think
-Variety of food from all food
group; regular eating
-Small steps to healthier lh/ing->
accept small setbacks
-Self-acceptance now
-Reasonable weight
-Skillpower,
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We Are Family"
Set The Year Off Right...

Buy Your BGSU Student A Bob Evans
Home Cooked Meal.
$5 Gift Certificates Available Now!!!
1726 E. Wooster • 352-2193
(Loated behind BP)
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If you arc what you cat.
why not cut back on fat?

i^J^
Welcome Back
BGSU Students!

<

Come and check out what's cooking at Kaufman's

All you can eat Buffet

CHECK IT OUT!!!
THURSDAYS
AT 8:30 PM
IN 115 EDUCATION

Soup & Salad Bar • Barbequed Ribs
Baked Chicken • Beef Stroganoff with Noodles
Lasagna • Homemade Desserts
and much morel

Kaufman's at the Lodge
354-2535
SPONSORED

CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
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STAR-90 adds lines to aid
future class registration
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News

It's the beginning of the fall
1997 semester and the last thing
on anyone's mind is registering
for spring 1998.
That is, except for the folks in
the Office of Registration and
Records who have busily been
updating STAR-90.
The official phone number for
STAR-90 is 372-8966.
Becky McOmber, University
Registrar, said one of the first
upgrades to the class registration
system is new computer system
and the addition of 32 phone
lines. The total number of lines
has doubled to 64, McOmber said.
"The first changes of the
system will be invisible except,
of course, for the number of
lines," McOmber said.
According to Ann Marie Lancaster, associate professor of
computer science, the upgrading
of the computer system is scheduled for completion in January
1998.
"We will install and test the
new system this fall," Lancaster
said. "The new system is more
reliable and efficient."
The University is also looking
to increase the number of services and
applications available to students, McOmber said.

STAR-90 Upgrades/Tips
That wonderful computer voice is beckoning! Here are a few things to
know when dialing up STAR-90, the University's computer-based class
registration s>stem.
• Mora phone lines available

page 11

Health Service accredited
□ The University's
Student Health Service
has been recognized
by the Accreditation
Association for Ambulatory Health Care.

" You want the recognition that your
health service provides excellent care."
Josh Kaplan
Director of Health Services

By ANDREA VITANZA
The BG News

132 last year

said.

164 this year
• Tips for STAR-90 usage

- never use the RODIAL builoa on your phone
- have alternative class requests ready
- pay close attention to your allotted times
NOTE: to UM STAR-90, you rnuit bo at i
touch-ton* phone - HOT Ilka the on* that
to pictured h*r».
BG News Gtaphic by Scon Brown

She said grade postings, financial aid, and housing information
are some of the possible services
to be available through accessing
Star-90.
"By increasing the options it
will enable us to help more students with problems," McOmber
said. "We want students to call us
if they are having problems with
Star-90."
In order to get freshmen and
transfer students acquainted
with the telephone registration
system, a video was shown during orientation, McOmber said.
"The more students use
STAR-90, the easier it is,"

McOmber said.
To avoid problems while using
STAR-90 students are advised to
prepare before they call. They
should choose alternative classes
in case one of their classes is
closed, McOmber said.
"It helps to be prepared and
have alternates ready," McOmber said. McOmber advises students not to press the re-dial button when trying to call Star-90.
"Pressing the re-dial button
just causes more problems and
ties up the lines," McOmber said.
"Also we hope students pay at-

the past year, from one computer
for each 162 students to a computer per every 22 students. Instead of "thinking about technology," Ribeau said the University
has implemented it.
But improving technology on
campus doesn't come without
additional funds from somewhere. A separate technology fee
has been installed for students.

"We need to contain costs, but
we shouldn't contain costs at the
expense of academic quality,"
Ribeau said. "We should never
compromise the quality for the
cost. Our goal is not to be the
cheapest, but the best. I think we
can do both."
Ribeau articulated that the
first-year experience program,
the position of dean of Undergraduate Studies, the residential
college living-learning center
and new student convocation are
programs which all enhance the
quality of the learning experience.

• See STAR-90, page 16.

The University's Student
Health Service lias been granted a three-year accreditation
by the Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health
Care, commonly known as the
AAAHC
The AAAHC, a non-profit organization, is one of two
nationally recognized accrediting agencies for outpatient
health care facilities. Receiving the accreditation from such
an organization has been an enjoyable experience for the faculty at the Health Service, according to Dr. Joshua Kaplan,
medical director at the center.
Although there is no legal
requirement suggesting all
ambulatory or outpatient facilities seek accreditation, this
did not deter the University's
Health Center from actively
pursuing it.
"You want the recognition
that your health service provides excellent care," Kaplan

full accreditation.
Rebecca Utz, radiology coordinator for the Student
Health Care Service, believes
accreditation is a real asset for
the University.
"I think that It's a real attribute for us to be able to say
that we are accredited," she
said. "It proves that this is a
top-notch medical provider in
an ambulatory setting and
speaks well for us nationwide
since there are so few that are
accredited."
The Issuing of accreditation
means that the University
meets nationally acceptable
standards that are geared
toward providing quality
health care, and of the 86 accredited health care services
in the country, 59 have
received their accreditation
from the AAAHC
BGSU is the second University in Ohio to receive accreditation falling behind Ohio State
University in Columbus.

To obtain accreditation, the
Student Health Care Service
went through a series of steps.
"You work to prepare for accreditation by documenting
what you have been doing and
begin revising and implementing some policies and procedures," Kaplan said.
It was the Health Care Service who had to initiate contact
with the Accreditation Association. From there, a manual
had to be purchased and revisions exceeding a year's time
began taking place.
In the final stage, an application seeking accreditation is
sent and a survey team is dispatched interviewing employees and surveying the facility and Its available services. Finally, a decision can
been rendered.
According to Kaplan, the
Health Care Service received a
very favorable review from
the surveyor and was awarded

RIBEAU
Continued from page 1.

mler learning community at
BGSU"
All of those priorities are well
on their way to happening,
. Ribeau assured.
"It outlines for us where we
are going," he said. "It all takes
us one step closer to our vision."
Ribeau explained that the vi| sion statement was compiled by
; over 1,500 faculty, staff, students
: and administrators two years
ago.
Since then the University has
' continued to make strides in attaining that goal.
The area of computer technology has unproved drastically In

Students were highly responsive to the charge, though,
Ribeau said. He explained that
students didn't mind the extra
charge once they saw that it was
going towards something that
He stressed the concept of
they could actually see happening, such as increased computer making University students able
to stand out as Bowling Green
technology.

Welcome Bac\

graduates.
The idea is to focus on key
points in each area to make graduates have a definite selling point
to future employers which is directly linked to a University education ~ including what difference they are able to make as
graduates of BGSU.
Ribeau explained the new positions in the Provost's Office are a
result of the attempt to attain the
highest quality education for
students, with an emphasis on
teaching and learning.
Valuing long-time University
traditions is also an important
part of making the campus stand
out among all of the others, he
said.

"One thing we need to improve cited that they don't want to
on is ways of valuing our tra- leave. How do you get students so
ditions," Ribeau said. "This Is a excited that they will learn in
very special place. You have to spite of anything the University
be prepared to learn and people does?" Ribeau asked his audience of mostly faculty, staff and
take that far too casually."
He announced that two new administrators. "We need to
awards will be Installed for ex- bring those to life. I know that we
cellence in academic advising can make a difference."
and in teaching and learning.
Both awards will include a monetary incentive.
All University employees
should take on the initiative of
becoming an informal adviser to
students as necessary. It is not
always the actual adviser that
makes the only impact in a student's life, he said.
"We need to make them so ex-

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

Bowling Green State University
Students!
Stop in and visit our team of
professionals at our
National City Office
located in Bowling Green.
735 S. Main Street

Power Macintosh" 6500/225
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WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?
Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because In addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are
eligible for special cash rebates.
•This Is a limited time rebate coupon offer. Saw your Apple campus
reseller today for complete details.
BGSU Computer Sales and Rental Office
129 Hayes HaU
37-»-77*4

National City.
FOLLOW YOUR

OWN

LEA D.SM

For more Information look us up at
http://www.bgsu.edu/departments/ucs/csar/
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"Pay attention to deadlines!!"
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USG attempts to represent students
□ Students have a voice
in campus matters with
the political organization.

" We are the voice for students. We let the
student know about all of the important
issues going on.
Tara Gore
USG President

ByJOHNSTEBBINS
The BG News

"If you're coming to BGSU with friends
from high school, make sure you don't just
hang around them. Make a point to meet
new people - you'll be surprised how different yet the same everyone is."

College is full of problems and
difficulties. Sometimes there are
problems that need to be fixed.
Maybe it is the students who
have the answer.
So how do you get a handle on
things and really get Involved
with the campus? Try the Undergraduate Student Government.
USG is made up of three units.
The first is the Executive Board
of President Tara Gore, Vice
President Chris Tartara, Chief
Legislative Officer Rob Pietruzka. Parliamentarian Scott Carr
and Secretary Mollie Perin.
The second unit is the cabinet,
consisting of appointed members
by Gore and works in a nonlegislative manner. The third is
the senate, 36 students elected by
individual groups or by the cam-

"Remember to sign up for an e-mail account as soon as you arrive on campus.
Some of your classes will require it and it's
a FREE way to talk to your other friends at
school."
"When it's your turn to schedule classes,
you are allowed to do it in person at the
Registration & Records windows. Sometimes
the STAR-90 system is busy all day and this
option might only take a few minutes."

pus at large.
There are 12 members of the
senate elected by at-large voting
with the preidential elections in
March. The other 24 positions
consist of 12 members elected by
individual student organizations
like the University Activities Organization, six members representing off-campus interests and
six senators elected from
different on-campus districts.
These last 12 positions have yet
to be filled.
Gore, returning as president
for a second year, said that USG
is the best way for students to
work with and develop leadership abilities.
"It can have a lot of positive
impact. We've seen a lot of it in
the past few years," she said.

PICNIC

"When you arrive on campus, make sure
you find all your classes before the school
year actually starts. Some of the buildings
on Bowling Green's campus have creative
ways of numbering the classrooms."

Continued from page 9.
Marching Band and the Black
Swamp Old-Time Stringband.
Sandra MacNevin, special assistant to the President, coordinated the picnic through the
President's office.
She said she was happy with
the number of people who turned
out for the event, and even happier that the weather held out to
allow all the people to enjoy the
picnic.
"Always when you get a lot of
people out, it seems to work out,"
MacNevin said. "I'm very
pleased with how it turned out."
She said the picnic did more
for the campus than allow people
to come out for free food.
It also provided an opportunity
to see the campus and all it has to
offer.
"It's such a beautiful campus,"
MacNevin said. "This gives us an
idea of what it looks like at its
fullest."

"Whenever you buy textbooks, ask how
long you have to return your books, save
your receipts, and keep your books in perfect condition."
"Buy lots of socks and undies so you don't
have to do laundry as often."
"Make an effort to go to the Rec Center.
Even if you don't really like the idea of
exercising, there's so many different things
to do, like racquetball, volleyball,
basketball...even squash!"
"Avoid the "Freshman Fifteen" - Eat healthful foods and resist those late night pizza
cravings."

Medical miracles
start with research

THE FLOWER BASKI
165 S. Main Downtown B.G.
352-6395
Free parking - We deliver

BC Ncwi Pk«» by Doug Khrrnoviky

Alked Hoxha holds his cousin's 16-month-old son Eric Doci grimaces as he watches the talking robot
during the all-campus picnic Tuesday.

Mary's

BGSU Women's Health Clinic

124 W. WOOSTEll 352-2611

Offers comprehensive education, medical and
counseling services regarding:

i r

i ~
20%
Off
« , ,
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WE CAN HELP YOU...
• Make your house (room or apt.) a home with...

■ All Hair Care Services
Mond ay-Thursday
w/ Coupon
a

live & silk plants, fresh & silk flowers, wreaths, candles,
pottery, pictures, & more.

■

• Put a smile on someone's face with...
a beautiful fresh arrangement, a teddy bear, a bouquet of
balloons or even a birthday cake.

op 10/1/97

■

in our selection of bath items, stationary, wood items,
holiday items, or the rest of our gift line.

• Plus...
watch for our Weekend Cash & Carry Rose
Special starting the first week in September.
^^^^^^^(jriuststof^nanaMel^ist^HT

i

• contraception • physical examinations •
pelvic exams, pap tests • sexually transmitted
diseases • sexual assault • other women's
health concerns

I

cap. 10/1/97

>

20% Off "i

Nail Balances
w/coupon

I
■

$30
*~~
lull Set of \all*
w/coupon

T "gl5~

• Find just the right gift...

|

All Shampoo &
i
I Conditioner Products
|
w/coupon
|

op. 10/1/97

e*p. 10/1/97

j

Bowling Green State University
Women's Health Clinic
Student Health Service
Hours: 8am-4:30pm Mon-fri

„, Call For Your Appointment Today! .,

I

I
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I

372-2271
An appointment is required.
As with all your medical records,
women's health records are confidential.
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"It's a resource for students to
voice concerns and ideas about
Issues and problems on campus."
She added the role of USG Is an
Important one within the University.
"We are the voice for students," she said. "We let the students know all about the important issues going on. We also
have a hand In a lot of progress in
resolving these issues working
with faculty and administration."
Students interested in running
for open seats may pick up petitions at the USG office in 404
Student Services Building. Those
are due Sept. 10 at 5 p.m. Elections will be held Sept. 17.
Gore said although by design
USG is an inclusive group, it does
take a certain character to be a

sucessful senator.
"It takes somebody who not
only can speak their minds, but
listen to the needs of the people
they represent. It takes a lot of
work to go out and find out what
is concerning people and if there
are any Ideas out there as well."
Vice President Tartara, a senator last year, feels that though
being a senator is a great deal of
hard work, it is more than worth
it when results are reached.
"You put In about four hours a
day. It's like a job in a lot of
ways," he said. "However, it's
not like you just put your time in
and leave.
"We have a lot of good people
here. They are willing to put in
the time and effort to get the job
done and see that all opinions are
heard and acknowledged."
USG meets every other Monday in Room 113 Olscamp Hall at
7 p.m. There will be an informational meeting in the USG office
on Sept 8 at 7:30 p.m. to address
coming issues for the semester.
Any other questions can be
guided to the USG office at
372-8116.

Mil

VIDEO SPECTRUM
A VIDEO SUPERSTORE

Gt

OVER 20.000 MOVIES & GAMES

H

WE'VE GOT THE MOVIES THE OTHER STORES DON'T
WE'VE GOT THE MOVIES THE OTHER STORES DO

-1

Cycling & Fitness
Sales & Service Since 1939

ALL
MARIN & GT BIKES

10% OFF

WE'VE GOT THE MOVIES

* Velocity Bar Ends $21.95
* Giant U-Locks $26.95
* Seat Keeper Cables $4.95
* Serfas Gel Seats $24.95
* No Fear T-Shirts $11.95
* Arnette Sunglasses 10% Off
5a/* ends 9-6-97

181 S. Main St. BG 353-BIKE
V

just 2 doors south of STAGE
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Administrators continue "building community"
You may see them on campus. You may read about
them in The BG News. Or you may even find yourself seeking
their expertise in a number of areas.
They are your campus administrators. They are here to
keep the inner wheels of the University turning so that students,
faculty or staff don't get caught in the spokes. They are there to
grease those wheels so they turn more smoothly. If a problem
arises, it should be brought to their attention in order to create
the best living and learning environment for students.
Listed below are the President's Cabinet members.
-WARNOCK

Name: Sidney Ribeau
Title: President

University vision:
"To become the premier learning community in the
state of Ohio and one of the best in the nation."

Name: Ed Whipple

Name: John Moore

Title: Vice President for Student
Affairs
What he does: Oversees all
areas of student affairs, including
life, organizations, career, health,
multicultural, recreational sports,
first-year and off-campus students.

Title: Interim Vice President of
University Advancement
Years at BGSU: 7
What he does: He heads up
the areas of University development,
alumni contacts and public relations
to assure proper University advancement.

Years at BGSU: 4
What she does: She is
responsible for all legal matters
related to the University. She is a
liason between the campus and state
agencies.

What that means: He makes
students go to class to get the best of
their four, five or six years here.

What that means: He makes
sure everyone has a life in and out of
the classroom.

What that means: He makes
sure everyone knows that the
University is the right place to be.

What that means: She makes
sure everything is done right legally
so the University stays out of court.

His goals: To develop a
centralized oversight to the development of University budgets.

His goals: To make sure that the
teaching and learning go hand in
hand at the University.

His goals: To continue assessing student needs and ensure
services meet them.

His goals: To keep the campus
community aware of new initiatives
on campus to better promote BGSU.

Her goals: To keep the University up to date on all issues and
aware of all legal policies.

HOW TO REACH HIM:
372-8262

HOW TO REACH HIM:
372-2915

HOW TO REACH HIM:

HOW TO REACH HIM:

372-2147

372-2708

HOW TO REACH HER:
372-0464

Years at BGSU: 2
What he does: He is the chief
executive officer responsible for the
entire administration of the University. He fosters and promotes
education. research and service.

Name: Chris Dalton
Title: Sr. Vice President for
Finances
Years at BGSU: 19
What he does: He is responsible for the administration and
implementation of the budget
planning process, as well as strategicplanning for the University.

Name: Charles Middleton
Title: Provosl/Vicc President for
Academic Affairs
Years at BGSU: I
What he does: Provides
academic leadership in a collaborative approach to general administration. He is an educational leader on
campus and in the community.

What that means: He s the
guy in charge of it all. He wants to
build a positive campus community.

What that means: Everyone
on campus must show him the
money.

His goals: To help the campus
community realize the University
vision statement.
HOW TO REACH HIM:
372-2211

bowling green pregnancy center
■(4I9HHHOPE '

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Information and support available.
Single Parent, Birth Parent,
and Post-Abortion Support Groups.
Help with maternity clothes and baby items.

Join us
in our
Health
and
Wellness
Programs

i;

(gargoyle*

UDUC
M/

Campus Pollyeyes
Check Oui Our SlulferJ Breadslicks
lilled wlih your lavorlle pizza Hems.

If you've been wanting to improve your well-being, reduce stress
and tone those muscles, but didn't know how to get started,
registration is just a phone call away - 419-372-8181.
KARATE
Beginning
Sept. 3 - Oct. 20
6 - 7:30 pm MW
Intermediate
Sept. 3-Oct. 13
6 - 7:30 pm MW
Advanced
Sept. 3-Oct. 13
7:30 - 9:30 pm MW

5 ELEMENT/CHI KUNG
Sept. 8 - Oct. 1
6 - 7 pm MW

BASIC YOGA
Sept. 16-Oct. 21
7 - 8:30 pm T

P.A.S.T.
(PERSONAL ASSAULT
STRATEGY TRAINING)
Sept. 23 - Oct. 28
6-8pmT

r Al CHI
Oct. 13-Nov. 19
5:30 - 7 pm MW

1 FREE I1EM IN A FULL ORDER
OF STUFFED STICKS.
i

CillTiWFfetlelrar:
m mmmmm torn HI/II.

352-9638

To register call Continuing Education
Bowling Green State University, 419-372-8181
http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/ContEd/

'( ONTI

143 E. Wooster, Suite B
-Bowling Green, Ohio 43402-

3

FALL INTO FITNESS

CONFIDENTAL - WE CAKE ABOUT YOU

354-4673

Years at BGSU:

Name: Nancy Footer
Title: General Counsel

»> Smmmtt Vitfni

CPR

can keep your love alive

IT MAKES GOOD CENTS
TO DONATE PLASMA
PLASMA IS NEEDED
IMMEDIATLY!

153 I. Wooster

353-7511

Thursday Only!
All Night!
• $1.00 48 oz Pitchers • $1.00 Domestic Bottles
1.50 Jack Daniels, Jim Beam, Captain Morsan and Jaser
• 50< Shot Specials • 50< Well Drinks
8:00 - 9:00pm $1 00 For of Ase
After 9:00pm $2.00 Cover for of ase
•NO COVER FOR OF AGE TUE., WED., FRI., AND SAT.'

BRING THIS COUPON
AND RECEIVE $1.00 OFF
COVER CHARGE ON
DAY AT GARGOy
after 9PM

Sera-Tee Biological*
Limited Partnership
350 W. Woodruff Ave.
Toledo, Ohio 43624

255-6772
ASK ABOUT OUR "FUND RAISER" PROGRAM
FOR FRATERNITIES & SOROITIES!

Save lives, Earn Money

Those Oid-pl

Giving Plasma
is completely
sterile and
safe.
• There is a
cash reward
for Plasma
Donations!

Receive an average of $ 120/month in cash VVE NEEDALL T Y P ES!
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1997 University Student Groups

List of BGSU Student Groups
B
Academic Quiz Team

BACCHUS

Similar to high school quizbowl and jeopardy
formats. BGSU's nationally recognized
program competes in intercollegiate Academic
( 1'inpetition.N all across the United States. The
Wademic Quiz Team offers a great opportunity
u-r menial challenge.camaradene and travel.

As a member of the BACCHUS and GAMMA
Peer Education Network our organization
encourages peers to consider talking honestly
about developing responsible habits, attitude
and lifestyles regarding alcohol and related
issues.

Active Christians Today

Baha'i Club

A nondenominational group of Christians from
J variety of backgrounds dedicated to loving
and serving God and reaching other students for
' hrist. Meetings are held regularly for
worship, study, service and witness.

The purpose of the Baha'i Faith Club is to
foster harmony and unity between races and
religions and to increase the awareness that we
are one human family.

Advertising Club
To provide members with an opportunity to
Icam more about the field of advertising and to
participate in advertising-related activities.

African-American Graduate
Student Association
The African American Graduate Association
promote* (he scholarship, artistic and literary
interests of African-American graduate students
and other graduate students of color It also
encourages discussion of issues of importance
in Al'nran-American graduate students and
international students at BGSU. The
■HOC (anon programs events of special interest
t.i African-American graduate students

African Peoples Association
The organization seeks among other things, to
promote understanding, oneness and
cooperation among its members: to foster closer
relationships between all people of African
descent, the University community and the
Bowling Green community in general

Air Fores R0TC
To train students in the skills necessary to he
leaders in the United States Air Force.

Alpha Epsilon Delta
Alpha Epsilon is a pre medical honorary
society It is a nationally recognized undergraduate society for pre-med students The
meetings include speakers from numerous
specialities of medicine, med school representatives and presentations by med school students
AED's activities include "shadow a doctor"
program and trips to med schools.

Alpha Lambda Delta
The purpose of Alpha Lambda Delta is to
encourage superior academic achievement
among students in their first year of college, to
promote intelligent living and a continued high
standard of learning and to assist men and
women in recognizing and developing
meaningful goals for their roles in society.

Alpha Phi Omega
We are a nonprofit national service fraternity our focus involves chapter, campus, community
and country

American Chemical Society
Student Affiliate
To provide chemistry-oriented services to the
University and promote an appreciation for
chemistry in the community.

American College of HealthCare Administrators
To promote unity of long-term care students at
Bowling Green State University and to provide
an environment for a professional student
organization in this field

American College of Health
Care Executives
The purpose of ACHE is to provide for its
members a variety of experiences to enlighten
them as to the future of health care and to help
them narrow down their area of specialization

American Institute of Architecture Students
The purpose of the AIAS shall be to promote
excellence in architectural education, training.
and practice; to foster an appreciation of
architecture and related disciplines, and to
organize architecture students and combine
their efforts to advance the art and science of
architecture

American Marketing Association
The Bowling Green Chapter of the AMAstmes
In provide lo members career direction.
ml ocvelopmcni activities, leadership
skills, community service projects, specializes
marketing experience, and social interaction
wilhothcis

American Production and
Inventory Control Society
To provide students interested in production and
.inventory management with the opportunity to
'learn more about the field

American Society of Interior
Designers
tThe

mission of ASID is to encourage excellence
■in the practice of interior design, assisi jfj
members to protest>nally serve the public,
demonstrate the value of the profession, and
-work for a favorable environment for the
practice nf interior design. ASID Student
Chapter members can participate in a wide
range of learning experiences and programs
which complement their academic training

Amnesty International
Amnesty International is an independent
worldwide movement working impartially for
the release of all prisoners of conscience, fair
and prompt trials (or political prisoners and and
end to torture, capital punishment, "disappear
antes" andcxtrajudicial executions

Beta Beta Beta is a society for students,
dedicated to improving the understanding and
appreciation of biological study and extending
knowledge through scientific research.

BG 24 News
To better inform the campus and community
about campus and community happenings.

Black Student Union
To promote awareness of political and academic
issues in multicultural students on campus and
to intercede between students and administration when necessary.

Black Swamp Rangers
The purpose behind the Black Swamp Rangers
is to increase the confidence and smalt-unit
leadership of students and cadets at BGSU. It
also provides physically and mentally
challenging training experiences to each
member.

Board of Black Cultural
Activities
The Board of Black Cultural Activities shall be
responsible for providing academic and social
activities which enhance cultural awareness. It
shall be the duty of the officers to plan,
organize, and promote events which are
beneficial to the multicultural community of
BGSU

Bowling Green Student
Development Association
BGSDA serves as the student group for the
Masters students in the College Student
Personnel program. This organization
represents the needs of the students in the
program and facilitates programs and events for
professional development, community building,
and other student needs

Brothers and Sisters in Christ
(BASIC)
To communicate the Gospel of the Lord Jesus
Christ on the campus, to introduce others to a
personal faith and to the baptism of the Holy
Spirit with His present ministry in and through
the believer.

Campus Crusade for Christ
Campus Crusade for C'hnst is an interdenominational Christian movement existing for the
purpose of helping college students know Christ
and make Him known. Activities include
fellowship meetings, prayer, training in
ministry. Bible studies, retreats and confer-

Campus Escort Service
Provide an escort to those who would otherwise
have to walk alone after dark. The
organization's members escort to destinations
on campus or within the city limits of Bowling
Green

Caribbean Association
To promote Caribbean culture, history and
politics To foster a continuing sense of unity
on campus and in the community

Catholic Student Connection
The Catholic Student Connection brings
Catholic students of Bowling Green State
University together to extend the Catholic
experience beyond the church walls, fostering
the growth of the whole person (spiritually,
emotionally, intellectually and physically)
through social activities, service to (he
community, religious events, and educational
opportunities

To promote interest and understanding of
Chinese culture by providing opportunities for
students to experience various aspects of
Chinese -.ulture

Chinese Students and Scholars
Association
To promote the relationship among Chinese
students and students of other ethnic groups to
otfer information and help to the newly arrived
Chinese students for their adjustment to life and
study in the United States

Christian Science Organization
Inlormal meetings in which ideas and
experiences are shared in relation to the study
ol Christian Science.

Christian Students

The purpose of this organization is to promote
understanding and unity within the College of
Musical Arts and provide a liaison between the
administration and faculty of the college and
the undergraduate student body. The
organization represents the interests of music
students in the areas of curriculum and
administration of the college.

College Republicans
Our purpose is to promote the ideals of the
Republican Party by supporting party
candidates, hosting speakers, and strengthening
friendships between Republican students. Our
club was also the recipient of the award "Most
Outstanding Club in the Nation."

Collegiate 4-H Club
To provide service to the community and BGSU
campus, to enhance personal development and
leadership, to promote social interaction, fun
and recreation

Collegiate Chorale
The Chorale exists for the purpose of education
future choral directors in the finest chorai
performance techniques and choral literature
available. The Chorale serves as an ambassador
of the University throughout the nation and
abroad through its touring.

The Mission of the March of Dimes is to
improve the health of babies by preventing birth
defects and infant mortality through community
service, advocacy, research, and education The
Collegiate Council will serve to further this
goal, peer education and campus involvement.

Computer Art Club
To form an organization to relay information
about computer art and related issues.

Crew Club
The purpose of the organization is to engage in
the sport of rowing and to promote enthusiasm
toward it at the University and in the area.

The Criminal Justice Organization is an
education and social group. Members are
oriented to the Criminal Justice field through
speakers and field trips The group also
participates in social-sponsored functions.

Cycling Club
The purpose of the BGSU Cycling Club is to
promote the sport of cycling both recrealionally
and competitively at Bowling Green State
University.

D
Dance Marathon (Children's
Miracle Network)
CMN Dance Marathon is a professional
organization that raises funds for our local
children's hospital through an event called
Dance Marathon while at the same time
teaching students to run a business with realworld challenges and experiences.

Delta Sigma PI
We are organized to foster the study of business
in universities to encourage scholarship, social
activities and the association of students for
their mutual benefit by research and practice.

To provide economics majors, minors, graduate
students or those with an interest in economics
with the opportunity to explore and discuss
issues outside the classroom environment.
Activities include discussions, seminars, field
trips and social gatherings.

Electric Falcon Race and Design
Team
The Electric Falcon race and design team is an
organization that researches, designs and
promotes electric vehicles m a racing
environment. The electric Falcon is entered into
the formula lightening racing competition which
is a competition against other universities in the
country.

Elementary Education Student
Advisory Board

Chorus (Men's)

The Environmental Action Group is an
organization dedicated to raising the awareness
and concern for environmental issues here at
BGSU

College Democrats
The purpose of BGSU College Democrats is to
encourage political activism on campus. This is
achieved through voter registration, working on
campus campaigns for national and local
candidates, and educating students about
political issues which affect them

Fencing Club
The overall expansion and development of
fencing skills and knowledge past the
constraints of the physical education curriculum
in a relaxed, open atmosphere.

Financial Management
Association
To give business students the opportunity to
meet and confer with people from the business
world, to get a better grasp of where they want
to go with their degree.

Flying Team
The BGSU Flying Team is a member of the
National Intercollegiate Flying Association
(N1FA) in Region III. The flight team competes
with other universities in ground and (light
events, with not only a challenge, but a future
competitive edge in the aviation industry.

Friends of the Deaf
Fnends of the Deaf is an organization that
promotes awareness about the deaf community
and its culture and strives to develop
opportunities to meet others and improve
communication skills

Gaming Society
Promote role-play ing games and gaming

Environmental Action Group

Fashion Merchandising
Association
The purpose is to supplement classroom
material with activities and professional
speakers connected with the fashion industry.
The organization is open to all majors

Fellowship of Christian Athletes
The purpose of the group is to present the
athletes and coaches the challenge and
adventure of receiving Jesus Christ as Savior
and Lord, serving Him in their relationships and
in the fellowship of the church

Fellowship of Christian
Graduate Students
The fellowship of Christian Graduate Students

to participate in organized ice hockey. We
leach one another and learn together skills and
teamwork needed to participate in a women's
ice hockey league.

Honors Student Association
To provide BGSU students with opportunities
to broaden their horizons through alternative
learning experiences and interaction with other
students, faculty, etc. And. to instill in all
students a respect and understanding fur the
views of others.

Minority Career Association

We are a non denominational, spiritually based
organization which serves the campus and
surrounding communities through song and
praise

Graduate Business Student
Association
To enrich the academic experience of graduate
business students Facilitate placement of
graduating students. To provide social activities
for students to promote faculty/'student
interaction. Provide students with a link to the
business world. To participate in the culture of
business programs.

Graduate Student Senate (GSS)
The Graduate Student Senate is responsible for
assessing, representing and addressing the
needs of BGSU graduate students. The Senate
Assembly is comprised of representatives from
all graduate academic disciplines and graduate
student organizations. GSS Committees
propose legislation to the administration.
sponsor programs, and plan activities for the
graduate community We welcome any
graduate student concern, issue or idea.

Graduate Students of
Technology

Greeks Advocating the Mature
Management of Alcohol
(GAMMA)
The purpose of GAMMA is to educate greeks
on alcohol and liability. It gives programs (Our
Chapter. Our Choice! to help chapters examine
their own alcohol norms.

Muslim Student Association
The Muslim Student Association is a cultural
and educational organization aimed at meeting
the needs of Muslim students on campus as well
as increasing awareness of Islam, its culture and
related issues

International Relations
Organization
To broaden global political and cultural
awareness of the BG community; to provide a
fnrum for debate and learning.

Interpersonal Communications
Club
The IPC Club is mainly an organization based
on connecting and networking those just
entering the IPC major and those who have
succeeded in the major and gained its benefits
Speakers have given insight into the vast
career opportunities that lie beyond our
graduate studies in the IPC major, and peers
give support and advice for a growing field of
study.

Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship
The purpose of the Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship is to establish, assist and
encourage at colleges, universities, nursing
schools and other comparable education
institutions in the U.S. groups of students and
faculty members who witness to the Lord
Jesus Chnsl as God Incarnate

Intramural Advisory Board
The Board helps plan new intramural sports,
updates game rules, trains officials and
schedules workers for many of the 55 different
sports offered at the University

Irish Club
To create an awareness ol Irish culture and
heritage within the BGSU community through
meetings, discussions, social events and
community service.

I
Japanese Club
The Japanese Club's purpose is to bring
together students and faculty interested in
Japanese culture, politics and economics. The
club also provides information on programs
offered by the University concerning Japan

Juntos (Latino Graduate
Student Organization)
To stimulate the common interest, ensure the
civil liberties and/or improve the quality of life
for all Latinos/Hispanic students through
utilization ol social, communicational.
political, legal and cultural programs and
activities,

K
Kappa Kappa Pel
National honorary band service fraternity. To
promote the existence and welfare of the
University bands, to honor outstanding
members, to stimulate campus leadership, to
fostet a relationship between college bands,
and to provide a social experience for those
involved in the bands

Kappa Mu Epsilon

Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity is an ecumenical
Christian housing organization that works in
partnership with people to improve the
conditions in which they live The three main
functions if the BGSU chapter are :o participate
in construction with affiliates m the United
States and abroad, to educate the campus and
the local community about Habitat and the need
for affordable housing; and to raise funds for
the work of Habitat for Humanity.

rhe Kappa Phi Club is Christ centered. It
provides an opportunity for and challenges
them to realize their individual potential: to
develop a deeper understanding of God. others
and self, to be a supportive community; to be
personally involved, active participants and
leaders in the life of the church, and to commit
themselves to positive action.

Kappa Phi

H.E.A.L.T.H. Club

Korean Martial Arts Club

The propose of the BG H E A L T.H. Club is to
provide an educational organization to support
and assist in the development of the health
promotion programs in business.

This organization provides students the
i>pportunity to Icam Korean arts (Tae Kwon
Do and Hapkido) and practice these skills with
others to develop a practical method of selfdefense.

Hiilel Jewish Student Union
Hillel is the Jewish student group on campus,
celebrating Jewish culture, identity, and
religion. Our activities have included movie
nights, tnps to cultural and entertainment
events, rock concerts, services and dinners.

H.O.P.E - HIV Outreach.
Prevention and Education
Our purpose is to increase HIV/AIDS
awareness through education to the students and
community of Bowling Green We will cover
the history, origins and up-to-date informantion
on the tragic disease we call AIDS

Hockey Club (Men's)
Club Hockey gives the more advanced hockey
player the opportunity to skate on a regular
basis and compete against other club teams

Hockey Club (Women's)
Our organization allows women the opportunity

An elite senior organization basing itself on the
principles of scholarship, leadership and service

IFC is the governing body of the social
fraternities and its purpose is to strengthen and
unify the male Greeks at BGSU.

We are a mathematics honorary society which
emphasizes social and academic interaction
among members, non-members, faculty and
graduate students. Eligibility rules apply for
membership

H

Mortar Board

Interfraternity Council

Into the Streets is a national initiative designed
to introduce students to thoughtful community
service and to provide a learning experience
that will challenge (hem to volunteer on a
regular basis

Gospel Choir

Medical Technology Club
To inform medical technology students what
medical technology is. what courses are
suggested to take, and what the interviewing
process is, (our hospital labs, etc

To increase the succession of minority students
through their chosen fields of study and
subsequently promote exposure to the
opportunities available.

Into the Streets

Our purpose is to recognize the top 15* of
students - academically - in their junior and
senior year at the University.

M'

India Student Association

To encourage students to expand their
knowledge as Geology members and to get to
know each other better

Golden Key National Honor
Society

opportunities and legal interests. It seeks to
provide the pre law student with insights into
the legal community, to expose the pre law
student to a variety of academic opportunities.
and to provide the necessary information for
preparation for a legal career.

Two mam goals are endorsed by the members
of ISA: I > to provide networks of support for
all Indian and Indian-American students and
their families and 2) to sponsor programs
which will promote a critical awareness and
understanding of a broad range of India and
Indian-American events, issues, and
experiences

Geology Club

GSOT provides a forum for graduate students
to communicate and exchange ideas and
concerns about technology and society

The purpose of BG Christian Students is to
serve the University students by providing
Christian fellowship and encouragement to any
and all who desire to serve and follow the Lord
Jesus Christ.

Circle K is a marketplace of service, leadership,
friendship and goodwill We have many
activities ranging from helping out the
community to having socials and making longlasting friendships.

provides a forum for graduate students to
integrate their faith with their academic
discipline and to meet other Christian graduate
students and faculty.

Collegiate Council of the March
of Dimes

EESAB is a liaison between the Elementary
Education faculty and the students. The 25
members arc selected through an interview
process dunng the spring semester.

Circle K

Asian Communities United promotes unity and
pride among Asian-Americans and Asians on
campus We discuss current myths, stereotypes
and racism that occur against Asians & AsianAmericant

College of Musical Arts Student
Advisory Committee

Economics Club

Chinese Club

Arnold Air Society

Asian Communities United

A Division of Student Affairs

Criminal Justice Organization

We intend to do the hard work necessary to
decrease racism, sexism, heleroscxism.antisemmsm and the unfairness which is suffered
by the disabled, the young, the old and the poor.

Arnold Air Society is an honorary, service
organization of selected AFROTC cadets from
the nation's leading colleges and universities. It
b a private, nonprofit organization which
sponsors national projects as decided by the
National Headquarters

Office of Student Life
405 Saddlemire Student Services Bldg.
BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
419-372-2843

Beta Beta Beta

The Bowling Green State University Men's
Chorus, established in 1971. is a student
organization organized for the purpose of
sharing a love of male singing with the Bowling
Green campus, the stale of Ohio, the continental
United States, and the World Our motto is
"Brothers Sing On.*' exemplifying the fraternal
bond that exists among the members of this
organization.

Anti-Racist Action Group

The following directory is comprised of those student dubs, groups or
organizations which were officially registered with the University and the
Office of Student Activities and Orientation as of May 5,1997 for Pall
Semester of the 1997-98 academic year.
Questions or comments concerning this directory should be addressed to:

I •••••••••••
Lacrosse Club (Men's)
To compete in Lacrosse matches with other
University club teams

N•

••••••••

National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
To increase membership on the campus of
Bowling Green State University. To promote
leadership training to students of color at BGSU.
To encourage students to advance educationally,
socially, politically and economically at BGSU

National Student SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association
The National Student Speech Language Hearing
Association is the national organization for
students interested in the study of communication disorders. Our purpose is to keep students
updated on current issues of the field and to give
valuable experiences within the various
environments within the field of speech
pathology and audiology.

Non-Traditional Student
Association
To provide representation of Non-Traditional
student concerns to the University administration, faculty, staff and community and the
opportunity to meet with peers.

Nutrition and Foods
Management Association
NFMA is a student organization for people
interested in dietetics, restaurant or institutional
food service management. The group provides a
fun way to meet other people in our field, to be
exposed to similar experiences that your career
will offer as well as help you set a networking
system that is essential to your field of study

o
Off-Campus Connection
This organization was created to help
commuting students develop leadership
experience and a sense of belonging in the
University community

Ohio Collegiate Music Education
Association
To further the aims and ideals of the musk
profession.

Omega Essence
The purpose of the Omega Essence Organization
is assisting BGSU students with a sense of
belonging. Essence is here to aid students in
building, protecting, and strengthening the BG
community while supporting the University in
its quest for excellence

Omega Phi Alpha
The purpose of this sorority shall be to assemble
in the fellowship of Omega Phi Alpha, to
develop friendship, leadership, and cooperation
by promoting service to the University, to the
community at large and to the members of the
sorority.

Omlcron Delta Kappa
Omicron Delta Kappa is a natioral leadership
honor society that promotes and exemplifies
leadership in the areas of athletic., academics,
journalism, creative and performing arts, and
campus community service. We recognize those
who have attained a high standard of efficiency
in these areas and bring together the most
representative students in all phases of collegiate
life.

Order of Omega
A national leadership honor society with three
main purposes To recognize students who have
attained a high standard of leadership in interGreek activities; to promote unity within the
Greek system; and to interact with faculty,
alumni and^tudent members of our Greek
System

Organization Development
Student Network
ODSN is a student organization promoting
professional development in the field of
organization development, training and human
resource development. ODSN provides
members with opportunities to practically apply
organization development skills and to Icam
more about current organization development
issues.

Orientation Board
Orientation Board is responsible for recruiting,
selecting and training Orientation Staff for Fall
Orientation You must have served as an
Orientation Staff member previously to gain
membership on Orientation Board.

Lacrosse Club (Women's)
To promote the sport of lacrosse, as well as
women's involvement in this particular sport

Latino Student Union
To meet the Latino needs and to educate
Bowling Green Stale University and the
community of its diverse cultures

Law Society
The Bowling Green Law Society is designed
to provide a forum for students interested in
pursuing a career in law to explore their

Panhellenic Council
Panhellenic Council is the governing body of all
women's sororities The council strives to
promote community service involvement in a
unified manner. This organization governs the
14 sororities at BGSU and offers the chance to
expand a woman's leadership opportunities

• Continued on next page

More Information on these groups can be obtained by calling the Office of Student Life or the Indlvudal organization under Its listing in the BGSU Phone Directory
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Sport Management Alliance

Phi Alpha Theta
Recognize scholarly achievement in ihe field of
history.

Phi Beta Kappa
To honor outstanding liberal arts juniors and
seniors for their academic work.

-

Phi Eta Sigma
Phi Eta Sigma is an honor society composed of
individuals with high ideals seeking companionship and fellowship. Membership is
conferred on those who, at (he beginning of the
college careers, give promise of continued
excellence.

Phi Mu Alpha Slntonla
The primary purpose of this fraternity shall be
to encourage and actively promote the highest
standards of creativity, performance, education
and research in music in America. Futiher
purposes shall be to develop and encourage
loyahy to the alma mater, to foster the mutual
welfare and brotherhood of students of music,
to develop trust and fraternal spirit among its
members, and to instill in all people an
awareness of music's important role in the
enrichment of the human spirit.

Phi Upsilon Omicron
Phi Upsilon Omicron is a national honor society
in Family and Consumer Sciences. The
organization works to advance its professions as
well as provide leadership and service.

Pi Omega Pi
Pi Omega Pi is a business education honorary
Micicty. whkh serves business education and
marketing education majors. Membership is
based on academic excellence, leadership
ability and dedication to the profession of
hustness and/or marketing education. Pi
Omega Pi participates in community and local
activities every year. A national project is
complete each year, in which we have placed as
one of the top 10 chapters in the nation for
several years Our overall purpose is to create a
fellowship among fellow teachers of business
and marketing education.

Praecepta
Praecepta shall be an organization which exists
to provide a medium for students' musical and
creative concerns and ideas, to increase the
awareness of new music among audiences and
to encourage the performance of new music.

Pre-Physicat Therapy Club
The purpose of the Prc-Physical Therapy Club
is to inform students of the necessary steps for
applying to MCO and also make them aware of
alternate paths We also provide a network of
interaction between students that have the same
goal - Physical Therapy

Psi Chi/ UPA
Psi Chi is a national honorary society which
meets together with Undergraduate Psychology
Association. Together, the two groups function
as one organization whose main purpose is to
provide much information about the many
different areas of psychology This organization welcomes and encourages all psychology
majors and minors to participate in our fundraisers, service projects, volunteer opportunities, research opportunities, and informative
meetings.

Public Relations Student
Society of America
The purpose of BG PRSSA is to allow members
to enhance their knowledge and skills in the
field of public relations through professional
speakers and conferences.

Purchasing Club
To develop understanding and professionalism
within the purchasing major through
networking. Group meetings, guest speakers
and involvement with the National Association
of Purchasing Managers.

Sales & Marketing Club

R
Racquetball Club
Promote the sport of racquelhall. increase skill
level, provide a framework for understanding
rules and regulations of raquctball and promote
physical fitness, friendship and fair play
through the club's activities.

Radio News Organization
BGRNO airs five newscasts per day. five days
a week on each of the campus radio stations.
We also air a weekly talk show which discusso
current issues that arc important to students. We
also report local and campus news,

Radio Sports Organization

SMC is a professional organization dedicated
to providing members with experience in;
developing profit and non-profit projects,
attending \alcs and marketing executive
luncheons, listening and interacting with guest
speakers in the marketing field, providing
service lo the community, gaining hands-on
selling/marketing experience and networking
opportunities with BGSU alumni. SMC
encourages team unity and campus involvement.

Sigma Gamma Epsilon
The objectives of the Society arc the scholastic,
scientific, and professional advancement of its
members.

Sigma Phi Omega (Tau Chapter)

BGRSO is the largest organization of its size in
the United States The organization broadcasts
every Bowling Green football game and most
hockey and basketball games live over the air.
BGRSO does more li\e athletics than any other
student radio organization in the country.

To promote scholarship, research, professionalism and excellence in gerontology and aging
services and to recognize high attainment in
pursuing academic and clinical excellence in
these areas

Resident Advisor Council

To encourage ice skating as a lifetime *port.

The RA Council will scrse to create increased
communications and understanding between
theRA.prolesMonal and centralized Ittfll
This Council will strive to effect ivel> and
expediently address RA issues, concerns and
questions. The Council may lake on additional
service projects to aid in community
development. In addition, the RA Council can
he a vehicle for internal relations.

Ski Team

Resident Student Association
The Resident Student Association is j studentrun organization which exists to serve the oncampus residents of BGSU. Wc work to
improve on-campus life in the residence halls
and small group living units through upgrading
physical facilities, programming and education.
All on-campus residents are members of RSA
and are welcome to attend meetings and
participate.

Royal Greens
The purpose of the ROTC Royal Greens is to
provide community service for Bowling Green.
We plan to help the people who are needy, lo
clean up trash found along the part of the road
the ROTC has "adopted" and any other new
ideas that are brought up.

Rugby Club (Men's)
To promote union and spirit of rugby sportsmanship, camaraderie, competition and
excellence and to provide those interested an
opportunity to play regardless of skill.

Rugby Club (Women's)
Promote rugby union football in the spirit of
rugby - sportsmanship, camaraderie,
competition, and excellence - both on and off
the field And to provide those interested in
rugby with an opportunity to play, regardless of
skill.

Russian Club
To provide all those students who are interested
in the Russian culture an opportunity to learn
more. Also, to help diversify the college's extracurricular active membership base by allowing
all those who are interested to attend regardless
of knowledge. Finally, to increase awareness rj|
Russian heritage across the campus.

S- • • • • •
Secondary Education Resource
Association
SERA is an organization designed to be a
icsource for all future and present secondary
teacher.. Within SERA there are sub-groups
that provide information and material designed
for each secondary area of speciality: English.
Math. Science. Social Studies and the Arts.

Skating Club

Intercollegiate ski race competition, slalom and
gum slalom All levels welcome for men and
women.

Soccer Club (Men's)
To compete against other universities and
colleges at a competitive collegiate 'cscl. The
men's club soccer team is open to all men who
attend the University. Tryouts are held every
September.

Soccer Club (Women's)
To provide an opportunity for any woman to
participate in a fun but serious soccer
organization. This team will work together as
a group on and off the field

S.C.A. (Society for Creative
Anachronisms)
The Society studies the past by recreating
aspects of the middle ages. These aspects
include combat (m tournaments), dancing.
singing and many arts and crafts.

Society for Technical
Communication

The purpose of the Sport Management Alliance
shall be to provide students with a better
understanding of the scope of sport management and science and to enhance interest in the
professional preparation program.

Student Art Therapy
Association
The purpose of S.A.T.A. is to provide
educational development in the field of art
therapy, to provide peer support and peer
advising for students and to familiarize the
University's faculty and students and
surrounding community with the field of art
therapy.

Student Council for Exceptional
Children
The Council for Exceptional Children is
dedicated to improving educational outcomes
for individuals with exceptionalities. It is part
of the international professional organization
Council for Exceptional Children.

Student Construction
Management Association
To provide exposure to construct ion-related
activities not detained in the normal classroom
curriculum. SCMA gives students a voice in
curriculum evaluation, promotes a professional
attitude.enhances a student fellowship through
social interaction and promotes faculty-student
interaction through social activities.

Student Development
Association
BGSDA serves as the student group for the
Masters students in the College Student
Personnel program. This orgaizahon represents
the needs ot the students in the program and
facilitates programs and events for professional
development, community building and ether
student needs.

Student Education Association
The BG Student Education Association is a preprofcvsional education organization. The
purpose of the organization is to give its
members the cutting edge as a future educator.
BGSEA offers that something 'extra'' to a
student's education.

Student Environmental Action
Coalition

STC is the largest professional association
serving the technical communication
profession, with more than 19000 members
and 140 chapter worldwide. It sponsors highcaliber programs that keep both entry -level and
veteran communicators aware of the latest
trends and technology in the field. It also
rjffim innovative services for the educational
professional development of its members

SEAC is a gravsroots organization led by its
members, dedicated to building power among
students involved in environmental and social
justice action. We accomplish this by
encouraging local. regional. and national
leadership through: educational resources,
building coalitions and encouraging cooperative actions, challenging the traditional
definition of "environment" and using effective
strategies and tactics

Society of Human Resource
Management

Student Marketing Education
Association

To pros ide professional social activities for
students in Human Resource Management. IPC
and other related fields of study.

SMEA is a marketing education organization
that promotes and develops an interest in
Marketing Education. DECA and related fields
SMEA participates in Regional. State and
National DECA Conferences and provide
w orkshops in these events. Our overall purpose
is lo develop respect for education in marketing
amd management as it contributes to vocational
competence.

Society of Physics Students
To promote public interest in physics and
physical sciences fo assist %tudcnts to develop
knowledge, competence and social responsibility. To develop collegially among students and
faculty. To stimulate interest in advanced study
and research. Recognize high scholarship.

S.O.L.D. (Student Organizations
Leadership Development)
SOLI) was formed in order to provide
leadership and learning development to the
members of the student organizations at
BGSU. as well as canpw siudent leaders The
group, along with the Office of Student
Activities and Orientation, sponsor events that
include the annual Organizations Fair.
Leadership Conference. Workshop Series, and
Leadership Recognition Reception.

Student Organization of Social
Workers
To promote, support and assist in the
management of the educational program of
Social Work, to expand on classroom
experience in the area of human service
professions, to promote community service,
and to promote new friendship and unity
among the members

empowering the students to form a partnership
with the faculty for the betterment of higher
education.

VISION
Tau Beta Sigma

Our primary purpose is to educate and to
provide a safe place for gay. lesbian, bisexual,
transgender and supportive straight students
Everyone is welcome and invited to attend.

The purpose of Tau Beta Sigma is lo service the
University Bands at Bowling Green State
University.

Visual Communication
Technology Organization

Technology Education
Association
The purpose of BGTEA is to promote
professional fellowship among prospective
Technology Educators and technologists
through interaction at the local, state and
national level.

Theta Alpha Phi
The purpose of this fraternity is to increase
interest, stimulate creativeness. and recognize
excellence in all of the allied arts and crafts of
Ihe theater

u«
Undergraduate Alumni
Association
The Undergraduate Alumni Association
provides a link between the past, present and
future students. A few of our programs include
the Extern Experience. Finals Week Survival
Kits. Mud Volleyball, Homecoming. Master
Teacher Award, Senior Send-off.

Undergraduate Gerontology
Association

To promote professional interest and
development within the field of Visual
Communication Technology for majors and
others with an interest in the field.

Volleyball (men's)
Men's Volleyball — very highly competitive
sport here at BGSU open lo the general student
body. Tryouts in the fall, field 12-15 players,
season, winter/spnng.

Volleyball Club (women's)
To provide an organized and competitive
volleyball team for women unable to play at the
varsity level.

Volunteers In Progress
VIP is a University-sponsored program that
provides practical experiences to students
Many have found VlPexccptionally rewarding
in their five programs. Campus Sisters.
Campus Brothers. Adopt A-Grand parent.
Filling Home, and Charities Board.

w«
Water Polo Club (Men's)

The Undergraduate Gerontology Association is
a service organization dedicated to promoting
quality interactions between University
students and older members of the greater
Bowling Green community.

The purpose of this organization is to promote
the sport of water polo at BGSU, and to
encourage competition on the intercollegiate
level by contending against other MidAmerican Conference schools

Undergraduate Student
Government (USG)

Water Polo Club (Women's)

USG is in operation to work for every
undergraduate student at BGSU by serving as
the representative voice of the undergraduate
student body. USG strives to serve through
effective communication with the University
administration.

Undergraduate Student
Government-Judicial Board
The purpose of the USG Judicial Board is to
give students the opportunity to appeal parking
tickets that are given out by parking & traffic.

undergrowth
undergrowth was founded to facilitate the
development of an undergraduate creative
writing community and to foster an atmosphere
of constructive criticism among that community. It also serves as a support group and
outlet for young writers.

United Christian Fellowship

The purpose of the Water Polo Club is to
function as a team to arrange, prepare, and
compete in a collegiate level of play.

Water Ski Team
To promote water skiing and competing in
collegiate tournaments.

WBGU 88.1 FM
WBGU 88 1 FM gives students from all majors
an exciting opportunity to gain a positive radio
experience. We lake pride in providing the
community with avant garde programming that
ranges from all genres of musk.

WFAL Radio
To provide the students of Bowling Green with
public service through on-ait and other media.
WFAL is the only modem rock radio station in
the Northwest Ohio area. WFAL also schedules
and promotes various events throughout the
year such as concerts, nights out and other
events.

A group of students interested in environment.
race relations, urban poverty and its effect on
children, women's issues and cultural diversity.
We have field trips, volunteer programs, and
community houses. No formal religious
requirements. We welcome spiritual seekers
and questioners

Women In Communications, Inc.

University Red Cross

Womyn for Womyn is a feminist and womanist
organization devoted to women's issues and
problems on an individual, local and national
level. Womyn for Womyn is open to students
and community women and men. We are a noohierarchial organization without membership
fees or requirements.

The purpose of the University Red Cross wilt
be to serve as an effective channel for students,
faculty and staff as volunteer involvement with
the Wood County District Office of the
American Red Cross. Additionally it will al'ow
all members to become familiar with and
involved in other traditional Red Cross services
in Wood County.

Students for Quality Education
The purpose of SQE is to improve the quality
of education at Bowling Green State University
by making faculty aware of expectations
regarding the learning process and likewise

W1CI is a professional organization that
supports people in various aspects of the
communication field. Members promote the
advancement of women in communications.

Womyn (or Womyn

World Student Association
The World Student Association is an organization whose intention is promote cultural
awareness among the students and community
of Bowling Green. We plan activities and
events that involve all students, international
and national, so that a cultural exchange may
take place.

HELP WANTED!

UNIVERSITY
DINING
"VICE.

THIS COULD BE YOU!
University Dining Services is seeking
BGSU students to work beginning
immediately for Fall and
Spring Semester.

Commons Dining Center
Founders Keepers Food Court
Galley Dining Center
Kreischer Sundial Food Court
McDonald Dining Center University Union
University Union Catering

-372-2563
-372-2781
-372-2766
-372-2825
-372-2771
-372-2641
-372-6095
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ADVISING

DIETING
Continued from page page 10.
suming three meals a day with an
occasion snack, striving for a
reasonable weight and learning
how to enjoy food, opposed to the
"Old Think" method of dieting,
reaching an ideal weight, and
feeling that food is your enemy.
Studentds can also learn how to
make the most out of the food
they do eat starting with one of
the most important meals of the
day... breakfast.
Miller says by having something to eat in the morning, even
if it may just be a glass of orange
juice will give students the
energy they need to function
throughout the day.
Senior gerontology major Jaimie Galgoczy has her own
thoughts and suggestions on how
to become a more responsible
and healthier eater.

"It is okay to turn to food for
comfort but make sure that they
are the right types of food that
will benefit you in the long run,"
she said. "Now that students are
away from home, it is their responsibility whether or not they
will choose healthy foods to eat.
There is no one telling you what
to do."
Most importantly, Miller believes that there is no such thing
as bad food, as long as there is
moderation involved, and that as
long as a person feels comfortable with themselves, there is no
need to make any drastic health
or weight changes.
Anyone having any questions
concerning weight loss or wanting more information on how to
find out whether or not they may
been eating healthy are urged to
contact the Health Center at
372-2271.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES, AND HOUSES
401 South Enterprise #C
109 North Main #H
114 1/2 South Main St. #3, 9
117 North Main #4, 5, 6
134 North Main St. #4
13180 Maple St., Weston #5
221 South Summit
134 East Wooster#B

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES AND HOUSES
843 Sixth #7
31 Stonegate Circle
326 N. Findlay, Portage: Brand New

Continued from page page 10.
Health and Human Services. Advice innocently given and meant
to be helpful can be damaging.
Now is the time to talk to an
advisor about what class to preregister for this spring semester
according to Morgan and Keeley.
It is suggested by Morgan and

Keeley to visit again during slow
times for advising. They also
suggest developing a relationship with the adviser that is
more than just a name and a face.
Advisers are there to help students, which can be hard to do if
they do not know you.

STAR-90

STATE

Continued from page 11.
tention to deadlines and read important dates and mail carefully."
According to McOmber, one of
the long term goals is to increase
the number of hours the system
is open. She said the it is only active during the day because of
the way it is designed.
Course registration for the
spring 1998 semester is scheduled to start Sept. 2.

Continued from page nine.
The contractor will attempt to
maintain a means for traffic to
access the areas that are being
resurfaed, according to Pogan.
According to Bob Waddle,
Capital Planning director, the

added.
Students must familiarize
themselves with the catalog, and
their degree requirements before meeting with an adviser.
Morgan and Keeley added that
each semester an advisee should
monitor their progress.

University had to go through the
same process to use state basic
renovation funds as any city
would for its streets.

The design plan was then handled by the project coordinators
at the University's Physical
Plant, Waddle said.
To release the funds, the
project had to be run through
state accounting.

First, the project must be identified and justified through the
Ohio Board of Regents.

Support Falcon Athletics!

FILM DEVELOPING

BGSU ICE ARENA

DOUBLE
PRINTS

Public Skating Schedule

ANY SIZE ROLL

31" Double Prints

4" Double Prints

Wed., Fri. & Sat. 8-10 PM
Sunday 3:30-5:30 & 7-9 PM
|\ BGSU Students (w/I.D.)
$2.00 admission
$1.00 rental skates of all sizes

BGSU Ice Arena is also available for private
rentals.

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
127 South Main Street #F

public skating will not be available
when the varsity hockey team is at
home.

NEWI9VE
Rentals
From C-41 process color print roll film at time of developing

328 S. Main St.
(our only office)
352-5620

Advisers are more than just
telling you what classes to take.
Advisers can fill students in on
scolarship opportunities, co-op
and internship opportunities,
provide recommendations and
provide guidance for career
planning Morgan and Keeley

University QtUMfettW
DOOKSIO T6

effective 8/27/97 to 9/13/97

CALL 372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.

BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

P#/^frA^f# V^
Welcome
Be sure to stop in for all your
back to school needs!
New & Used Textbooks

f

THE BEE GEE BOOK STORE
Your complete off campus connection
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN
RUSH HOURS
Wed. & Thurs. 8:30-8; Friday 9-6:30; Saturday 9-5
Sunday 11-4; Monday (Labor Day) 11-6; Tuesday 9-7

VW fry \Hs fry W fry
MI

-• 9- —..->---•-•»
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Brandon Wrav
City Editor
372-6968
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Tod McCloskey
Entertainment Editor
372-2603
City offers many
dining options for
students

Meet your
Bowling Green
administrators

Students warned
to play safe
when partying
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What to do in Bowling Green

•21
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City survives turbulent summer
□ Tragedy and triumph
described the top news
stories of the summer of
1997.
By BRANDON WRAY
The BG News
Most students take the summer
off, but news never takes a holiday.
The summer of 1997 was an
eventful time for the community
of Bowling Green.
There was the triumph of the
NBA draft with Antonio Daniels
and the tragic death of chemistry
professor Elliot Blinn. The community agonized over the
whereabouts of Fire-lands Dean
Darby Williams and then responded with confusion when
holes began to appear in his story. Overman Hall saw a potential
safety risk when a chemical
crystallized and became dangerous. The chemical had to detonated in Poe Ditch. The Ohio Supreme Court handed down a ruling that could major ramifications for University students.
■ Darby Williams, dean of
Firelands College (the University's branch campus) was missing
in El Yunque National Rair.
BG Newt photo by Jeremy Martin
Forest in Puerto Rico for nearly
two weeks.
Williams was researching for a The Toledo Bomb Squad was on campus in May to dispose of a chemical that had begun to crystallize and become dangerous in Overman Hall.
book and fundraising for the
Each year the chemistry de- tonio Daniels saw his stock rise away the extra cap room because
University. When he missed his
partment would have a Christ- dramatically as the NBA draft their policy is that by having a
return date of July 22 his family
mas party and Blinn would play approached. When June 26 ar- contract ready Daniels has esreported him missing.
Santa, even though he was Jew- rived Daniels v/as taken by the sentially signed.
While in the rain forest WilA similiar situation occurred
Vancouver Grizzlies with the
ish.
liams ate snails and bananas to
last year in the league when the
fourth overall pick in the draft.
"Elliot
always
loved
children
stay alive. At one point he met up
Daniels was the second point Miami Heat signed Juwan Howso he really enjoyed playing
with a couple and tried to follow
guard taken in the draft after ard after Alonzo Mourning told
Santa
for
the
graduate
students'
them to safety. He was unable to
ESPN he had agreed to a contract
children," Joyce said. "Because Colorado's Chauncey Billups.
keep up though. After 12 days he
Daniels said he was happy to be. with the Heat.
we
are
Jewish,
Elliot
didn't
know
wandered upon a highway and
Daniels is expected to fight for
the logistics of putting on a Santa with Vancouver and was ready to
was discovered.
Williams suit. As time went on he learned play with Shareef Abdur-Rahim the starting position with veteran
Blinn
"It was pure terror, sheer terthings like putting the pillow in and Bryant "Big Country" Lee Mayberry.
ror," Williams said of the time
■ During a routine inventory
Reeves.
when he realized he was lost in bow ties, had been at the Univer- your shirt f i'st makes it hard to
The Grizzlies, who had the May 29 in Overman Hall the
sity
since
1973.
Blinn's
started
put
on
the
shoes."
the jungle.
his bowtie trademark shortly
Ivan DeBensten, chemistry league's worst record last year, chemistry department found a
Although he was no more than after he got his doctorate in professor and longtime collegue improved themselves dramati- bottle of dioxane that had begun
six miles from a highway at any chemistry, according to his wife of Blinn's, said that Blinn was a cally in the off-season by picking to crystallize. When dioxane
point in the jungle, Williams said
crystallizes it becomes explosive
Joyce. Most chemists at the time
the thick underbrush made
and can be set off by the slightest
wore bow ties to accomodate
movement dificult. Moving three University dress codes and keep
touch, even sound according to a
feet took five minutes, he added.
representitive from the Toledo
their ties from coming into conWhen he arrived back in Ohio, tact with chemicals during exbomb squad.
As a safety measure Overman
Williams kissed the ground and
periments.
Hall and and the Physical and
met his supporters who had
"Elliot believed the degree to
Life and Science buildings were
shown their support with yellow be symbolic of becoming a real
evacuated.
ribbons. The University had conchemist and real chemists wore
The Toledo bomb squad reducted a vigil for Williams on bow ties," Joyce Blinn said. "The
moved the chemical and took it to
July 28.
bow tie became a symbol of
Ditch where it was discharAfter the initial relief sur- honor and achievement to him.
Joyce Blinn Poe
ged. Dioxane is usually harmless
rounding his return, holes Afterward they just became a
in its natural state but does beseemed to appear in Williams' tradition with him and even when
come dangerous when it crystalstory. The FBI is currently in- he was just lecturing and not
vestigating reports that a Unilizes or peroxidizes.
■On July 9 the Ohio Supreme
versity charge card of Williams' working with chemicals. Stu- great friend and a person who up Daniels and acquiring Otis
may have been used during the dents always remember him for really cared about education.
Thorpe from Detroit. The team Court handed down a ruling that
time he was in jungle. Rescue his bow ties."
"The success of students in his also locked up Reeves with a six- could have a direct effect on who
Blinn was known to also bring
workers in Puerto Rico also exhas access to discipline records
course
and in life was always on year, $oO-million-dollar contract.
pressed concern as to why they his labrador retriever Mitzi to his mind," DeBesten said. "There
Daniels created a controversy at Ohio universities.
The court ruled 5-2 that the
were not able to find Williams class.
was a certain timeless quality when he told a Toledo television
"Students always loved when
after conducting exhaustive
about him. He was a very good station that his contract was media is entitled to the records of
he would bring Mitzi to class be- friend, always loved to talk and ready and that he just hadn't student disciplinary proceedsearches.
■ Chemistry Professor Elliot cause it reminded them of their weigh all the angles ... anything signed it yet so the Grizzlies ings. The court said that the reBlinn died May 7 after suffering own dogs at home," Joyce said. was fair game. He enjoyed poli- could pursue free agents with the cords are not federally protected
a heart attack while on a morning "Mitzi would roam around the tics for the theatre aspect."
extra salary cap room. When the education records.
lecture hall looking for hugs
jog in downtown Bowling Green.
• See SUMMER, page eighteen.
■ The University's own An- NBA heard about this they took
Blinn, who was known for his from students."

"Students loved when Elliot would bring
Mitzi to class because it reminded them of
their own dogs at home. Mitzi would roam
around the lecture hall looking for hugs from
students."

Arts Festival Black Swamp offers BG culture
□ Bowling Green prepares for
the biggest Black Swamp Arts
Festival yet.
By BRANDON WRAY
The BG News
It's time to party in the Black Swamp.
The Black Swamp Arts Festival in
downtown Bowling Green has become
one of Northwest Ohio's cultural institutions.
The festival, which takes place the
weekend of September 5, 6, and 7, features art, music, food, and a beer garden
for those of age. The festival will be bigger than ever this year according to Jennifer Buskey, director of the Downtown

Business Association.
"The Black Swamp Arts Festival will
absolutely be bigger than ever," Buskey
said. "There are more artists this year
and we have gotten several high profile
musical acts including Junior Brown and
Ekoostik Hookah."
There are over 13S artists this year.
This Is a IS percent increase over last
year. Most of those are juried artists who
are Invited to the festival. Juried artists
also are eligible for prizes at the festival.
There are also spots for non-juried artists.
Artisu have booths along the streets
downtown. Bands play at several
different stages depending on the type of
music. The main stage is behind Stage
department store. There is also a children's music stage on North Main near
I

Pauper's Books. The Community Commons stage next to Madhatter features
acoustic music.
Kelly Wicks, music director for the
Black Swamp Arts Festival said he is
really excited about the music at the festival this year.
"There are over 40 bands this year including Ekoostik Hookah and Junior
Brown," Wicks said. "Ekoostik Hookah is
probably the premier band on the Ohio
college scene. Junior Brown is a great
musician who has been nominated for
Grammies in the past."
"Brown is called a country musician
but I hate to classify him as anything because he really is all over the board,"
Wicks said. "This is not the new Clint
Black. He plays a guitar that he Invented
and just gets crazy on stage. He will play

a song that sounds country and then another that sounds like Jlmi Hendrix."
Local favorites Jackie O and Gone Daddy Finch will also play at the festival.
Planning for next year's festival begins
as soon as this year's is over according to
Buskey.
"It really takes a year to plan," Buskey
said. "We start monthly meetings in October and as the festival gets closer we
move to weekly meetings."
Wicks said that planning must be done
far in advance, especially for the musical
acts.
"Most bands book several months in
advance," Wicks said. "Junior Brown has
gotten so big that he already costs two or
three times what we signed him for a few
months ago."

BG Police
rebuilds
itself
□ Bowling Green
Police reorganized itself
and expanded over the
summer.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News
An internal restructuring has
taken place in the city, specifically in the Bowling Green Police
Division, over the last few
months.
According to Major Samuel
Johnson, Bowling Green deputy
chief, several officers were promoted over the summer. He said
as a result of Lts. Tom Brokamp
and Bill Fox retiring and his
promotion to deputy chief, the
three lieutenant positions were
open.
Brad Connor, Gary Spencer,
and Linda McCool were appointed to the three open lieutenant
positions.
Johnson said Connor is head of
the operations unit, which consists of the patrol and detective
areas.
Spencer is in charge of the the
daily workings of dispatch and
records, Johnson said.
McCool, Johnson said, operates
the accreditation and departmental training of the officers.
As a result of the three lieutenant promotions, three officers
were promoted to sergeant,
Johnson said. Ken Fortney, Mark
McDonough and Allen Carsey
received those promotions.
According to Bowling Green
police chief Thomas Votava,
Johnson was sworn in on June 3
and the newly appointed lieutenants and sergeants were sworn in
Aug. 1.
"We have an excellent career
department," Votava said.
"They're already trained to assume the responsibilities of their
new positions."
Votava said he was pleased
with all of the promotions.
"It was a matter of choosing
the best of the best," he said.
As part of the division changes,
Votava said, Sgt. Al Alvord transferred from head of the patrol
unit to overseeing the investigative department.
With the addition of six new
officers, sworn in Monday morning, Johnson said the number of
patrol officers increased to 25.
"The officers will go to the
Highway Patrol Academy for 14
weeks," Johnson said. "Then
they'll come back here for 12
weeks of field training."
He also stated the officers
should complete their training by
the first of the year.
Johnson said in addition to the
hiring of new officers, mobile
data computers will be implemented in police vehicles.
"In every cruiser there will be
a laptop computer hooked to the
radio," Johnson said.
According to Johnson, when an
officer stops a vehicle they no
longer have to relay a vehicle's
information to a dispatcher. Instead, Johnson said, they input
the information into their computers.
Johnson said he worked on the
new computer system for the last
nine months. He said the system
should be in police cruisers by
Sept. IS.
"Once the computers are interfaced, the great thing about this
is officer safety," Johnson said.
"We will no longer dispatch by
radio but by computer. If there
are warrants out on the person,
the officer will know."
Johnson said the city of Dayton
started using a similar computer
system a few years ago.
"There's quite a lot of these
systems around," Johnson said.
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PAUPERS
BOOKS
New & Used Books • Magazines
Alternative Press Titles
Audio, T-Shirts & More

City Blotter

V

1

1 I*** ">J 1

206 N. MAIN

A woman complained about a group of college students
hanging out by her house. She stated she was fed up with
the disturbances by the students and was preparing to
move. Police arrived and told her to call the station sooner
Instead of yelling at the students.

352-2163
OPEN 10:30-7:00
MON-SAT

\

ma*NEW OWNER: SHAWN P. WILBUR
PAUPERS@WCNET.ORG

http://www.wcnet.org/~paupers

Two drunks threw ketchup on a manager at a local restaurant. Police arrived and found no one.

1

A young kid was drinking outside Dairy Queen last weekend. He told police he wasn't drinking but they found a bottle
with orange Juice and vodka in his hand.
Two people sat outside of their friend's apartment last
week They told police they would sleep in the bushes until
their friend returned. Police said to find some place else.

FREE

Four Juveniles flagged down police and said fireworks were
going off on Clough Ave. Police didn't And any.

Soft-serve sundae with the

Two suspicious vehicles were parked in the University golf
course. The guys said they were waiting for the course to
open.

purchase of any meal with B.G.S.U. ID.
(offer ends 9/17/97)

A man called police and complained about four high school
kids throwing trash In the road. Police didn't locate them.

50-60's type Diner
Breakfast served All Day
Daily Specials

Police were called to Blddle street last Sunday because a
man complained a dog barked all the time.
Two men argued outside their East Reed house and police
told them to go inside for the night.

******

A woman called police Monday morning and stated there
was a man tied to a pole. She said people were throwing
lighter fluid on him. Police checked it out but didn't find
anyone tied to a tree, only people throwing mustard and ketchup on each other.
AiMcUted Prcis ph(H«

Tues.-Sat.: 6:30a.m,-8 p.m.
Sunday: 8 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Closed Mondays

NBA commissioner David Stem congratulates Bowling Green's own
Antonio Daniels at the draft in June after he was picked by the Vancouver Grizzlies.
854 S. Main St.

353-8423

SUMMER
Continued from page seventeen.

POUR
'16 FLAVORS ON TAP' •-**:..

HAPPY HOUR 3-9
$1.00 Domestic Draft, 2 for 1 Mixed Drinks
TUESDAY
Margarita Night
THURSDAY
Ladies' Night

Ask about Brewster's All-Star Team!
Good Times, Cold Beer & New Faces

353-6912

/^JTW)

Welcome BGSU Students !

m

This service is free for University students and anyone in the
BG community.
This 24-hour, seven-day-aweek confidential hotline is staffed by trained counselors
through Behavioral Connections
of Wood County. It is available
for anyone who is in need of as-

By CYNTHIA LEE SHECKLER
n it no \i-ws
It's your first time away from
home, you're experiencing some
anxieties and need to talk, just
pick up the phone and call The
Link' hotline at 352-1545 or
800/472-9411.

off suggested retail price
on all Spring Air
mattresses, bed rails,
and frames, and futons
• (with this coupon)

Conveniently located at
Woodland Mall
354-3507
Store Hours:
Mon-Sat :10a.m.-9p.m.
Sun: 12p.m.-5p.m.

Some exclusions apply

A man and his girlfriend drowned their sorrows in loud
music Tuesday morning. Police told them to drown quietly.
A man was urinating on the First Federal Bank Tuesday
morning. Police cited him for disorderly conduct.
Someone shot off a gun and tried to break in to a Napoleon
Street house. The man reported he was watching television
upstairs when he heard the gunshot behind his house.
Police didn't see anything unusual.

We accept Mastercard, Visa, and Discover
Expires 9/31/97

sistance whether it be for counseling, clothing, shelter, or personal safety.
Karen Wallack, volunteer coordinator, said the volunteers
who staff the hotline are trained
individuals who are nonjudgemental.
"The crisis consultant on duty

talks with you, accesses any
other emergency services you
may need and makes referrals to
other agencies that can assist in
your behalf," Wallack said.
"Our function is to help the
person In need, not to report the
crime," Wallack said.

Travel with us!
WE OFFER: • Airline Tickets • Tours
• Cruises • Hotels • Car Rentals
• Group Arrangements
• AMTRAK Authorized Agent

Lowest Fares on Major Airlines...
We take care of planning at no additional costs for you!_

Gen's

^fefe^

840 S. Main

,wo«h Vear Serving*"'

354-2402

Reg. OH T.A. 0077 352~6567
140 N. Main St., Bowling Green

Largest Hallmark & Gift Shop in BG!
North
1091 N Mam
352-2430

CONVENIENCE MART

Buy 1 Footlong Sub
and get a 2nd for

990

USUBUJfiV*
Expires 8-31 -97

2L

It

South
996 S Mam
3520534

Greenwood Centre
1602 E. Woosler
352 3443

0REENW0O0 CBTTRE 1KB E. Woom< SL JSM44J

2L

-k-

Ji

Howard's
club 14
Mon-Sot 12-2:30 om
NMain

Sun 5 -2:30 om

TUESDAY
LOUD AND LOCAL

(no cover)

Buy 1 ice-cream
cone & get a 2nd

THURSDAY

FREE

LIVE MUSIC
$1 SCHNAPPS SHOTS
(no cover)

d&fihtotib,

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

*

BEST LIVE MUSIC IN TOWN

Expires 8-31-97

— WEDNESDAY Aug. 27

Barney's Features:
• Super Lotto
• The Number
• Instant Lottery

• Charge all purchases
'Including Gas
• Money Orders: 49<

OPEN 94 HOURS!

FREE DELIVERY AND SETUP

f

Police were called to Prospect Monday night because a
woman saw a dog foaming at the mouth. They didn't find it.

10% Discount
Every Wednesday
with Student I.D.

Back to School Special

0

A woman complained an animal, possibly a cat, was going
potty in her flowers. Police set a trap.

SpeciaCfor CBQ Students

The Amish Oak Gallery
and Home Center
Amish crafted quality
for the entire home

A man was yelling at his child Monday night and police told
him to stop for the evening and go inside for the night.

The Link offers crisis hotline, counseling

WEEKEND
Midnight Mauraders
Billiards, Darts, Air Hockey

135 N. Main

Last year, the Miami student
newspaper asked Miami University for the records of student
disciplinary records from
1993-1996. The school refused
and the newspaper filed Ohio
Public Records request. The university gave them the records
but deleted key information.
Under the new court ruling, universities must provide all information except the names of
the students involved.
For example, a member of the
media could ask the University

for all the documents pertaining
to the seizure of a rifle in Batchelder last year. The University
would have to provide all information about the incident except
the student's name.
The ruling has come under fire
recently, however. The Ohio Department of Education claims
that universities who comply
with the act may be violating
federal law according to Ed
Whipple, the University's vice
president for Student Affairs.
Darla Warnock, John Stebbins,
Jim Good and the Associated
Press contributed to this story.

In the parking lot of BW-3's a guy was urinating. He told
police he had to go real bad and the bars were closed.

-Welcome Back to Class and Howard'j
' Six Finger Satellite Show (10 p.m.).

3e

HAPPY HOUR NOON TILL NINE1
__ $1.00 DOMESTIC BOTTLES
Free Pool Noon - 3p.m. Daily

de Greenwood Centre,

M4L

■cn4- Pool • Video
J Games
|T • Electronic Darts • Pinhall
M.S* I. .

L II

I

I II

.

1 r

■
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Meet your city administrators
□ The city of Bowling Green is governed by a
group of people that come from diverse backgrounds. The top positions in the city are mayor,
municipal adminstrator, police chief, and there are
seven city council members. City Council is
broken up into four members representing wards,
and three who represent the city at large.

JOHN FAWCETT was appointed municipal administrator earlier this year following the retirement
of Colleen Smith.
Fawcett settled in Bowling Green after serving
in the military and living in places like Hawaii,
Thailand, and South Korea. Fawcett has a bachelor's degree in pyschology from Ohio State, and a
master's in Organization Development from the
University.
As municipal administrator Fawcett directs all
city operations. Fawcett has a daughter who will
be a first-year student at the University.

WES HOFFMAN has served as mayor of Bowling
Green since 1992.
After serving in the military for twenty-four
years Hoffman taught geography at the University
In the late 60s. He then worked as Safety-Service
Director and Municipal Administrator before his
election as mayor.
Hoffman recieved his Master of Arts from the
University in 1971.

THOMAS VOTAVA was named police chief in
February of this year after the retirement of Galen
Ash. Votava has been overseeing a department
that has undergone a lot of change in recent
months.
He was originally hired in 1971 and was named
assistant chief in 1986.

ROBERT McGEEIN is In his first term on city
council as an at large council member.
The Republican is the chairman of the Parks and
Recreation committee. He also serves on the Public Utilities and Community Improvement committee.
McGeein worked at the University from
1969-1993 as director of capital planning and assistant vice-president for operations.

JOHN MURA is in his third term on council representing the Fourth Ward. He is seeking election
this year as an at-large member.
Mura, a Democrat, is a 1969 graduate of the University. He is the chairman of the Planning, Zoning and Economic Development committee. He
also serves on the Finance and Ways and Means
committee as well as the Transportation and
Safety committee.
He is the owner of Falcon House Sporting Goods
in downtown Bowling Green.

WIIJJAM J. FISCHER is In his third term representing the second ward on council. The Democrat
is seeking election an at-large council seat this
year.
Fischer graduated from the University in 1986
with a degree in English.
He serves as chairman of the Public Utilities
committee. He is also on the Transportation and
Safety committee as well as the Planning, Zoning,
and Economic Development committee.

CHET MARCIN is in his first year of a four year
term on council as an at-large member.
The Democrat is chairman of the Public Lands
and Buildings committee. Marcin also serves on
the Finance, Ways, and Means committee and on
the Planning, Zoning, and Economic Development
committee.
He attended the University of Toledo for his undergraduate and graduate degrees. He now practices law in Bowling Green.

BECKY HANSEN is serving her second term on
city council. The Republican is a 1963 graduate of
the University with a degree in speech education.
Her husband and two children also attended the
University.
Hansen is the chairman of Transportation and
Safety committee. She also serves on the Community Improvement and Parks and Recreation
committee. During tax season Hansen works for
H&R Block and is not seeking re-election.

TONIGHT:
:

n

Learn more about VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Meet new and exciting people
MAKE A DIFFERENCE in your community
Join Program Coordinators, Volunteers and other Staff
q>\. COV4,
Members from
^ JL. ^The Link and The SAAFB Program
of
Behavioral Connections of Wood County

at our first annual
*O0D CO**

Fall Volunteer Mixer
Sunday September 14,1997
2:00 p.m.

k will be an opportunity for you to team about the volunteer
programs offered at Behavioral Connections and talk to people who
have already said "yes" to these rewarding volunteer experiences.

For more information about the programs please call
Karen Wallack, Volunteer Coordinator

352-5327

JOYCE KEPKE Is In her fifth term on city council.
Kepke, a Democrat, has been council President for
the last six years. She is the chairman of the
Finance and Ways and Means committee and also
serves on the Community Improvement and Public
Lands and Buildings committees.
Kepke works at the University as the director of
conference programs in the office of continuing
education.

SARAH OGDAHL is a senior at the University and
a native of Toledo, Ohio. She in is her first term
and not seeking re-election this year.
Ogdahl, a Democrat, was elected in 1995 to represent the First Ward. She is the chairman of the
Community Improvement committee and also
serves on the Public Utilities and Parks and Recreation committees.
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Compiled by BRANDON WRAY

353-0044
2ND PIZZA

Anderson Hall - Sherwood Anderson
(Ohio novelist)
Bromfield Hall - Louis Bromfield
(Ohio novelist)
Chapman Hall - John Chapman
(Johnny Appleseed)
Dunbar Hall - Paul L. Dunbar
(Poet Laureate)

McDonald Quad - Dr. Ralph McDonald
(fourth president ol BQSU)
Prout Hall - Alice Prout
(wife of BGSU president Dr. Frank Prout)
Rodgers Quad - E. Tappln Rodgers
(Trustee for BGSU)
Kohl Hall - Dr. Clayton C. Kohl
(Chairman of Sociology Department)

MEDIUM PIZZA

jBmMnanMMKBnammMKnMmnmttBmm

OFF

$5.99

[Any Pizza or
Two Subs

$5.00

• Not valid with
any other offer

' Additional toppings $1.00 each
' Limited time offer

Ulirage Salon

$2 Dollar Tans

10% off w/ student ID on all nail care services X
with Robert

$5.00 off any package
(offer ends Friday 9/5)

Men's Clipper Cuts $5.00
expires 9/30/97
10% Off all Retail
Call For Monthly deals and specials
Appointments preferred but not necessary
(Behind Dairy Mart 1 2 block from campus)

11 Visits $i§?rj[) $20.00
Month unlimited $$fc<t) $25.00
352-7889
425 E. Wooster

HOURS.
SUN.-THURS. 11-1 AM
FRI. &SAT. 11-2:30 AM

CHEESE & ONE TOPPING

2ND PIZZA

Campus Tanning

Jrte (DeCivery

• Additional toppings $1.20 each
• Limited time offer

MY HALL WAS NAMED AFTER WHOM?
Ashley Hall - James M. Ashley
(Ohio congressman in late 1800s)
Batchelder Hall - Ann Batchelder
(Journalist)
Compton Hall - The Compton Family
(scientists and scholars)
Darrow Hall - Clarence S. Darrow
(American criminal lawyer)

1045 N. Main St.

$6.00

§

SSI IfliPl S3

354-2016

We Have What You Need
£.

J
•ml

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE

• $39 99 Answerin9 Machine with
lT
Digital outgoing message,
Full remote operation
_i__-_ \
lets you call and retrieve
B
messages from any phone.
"■PP
#43-761
;%off
res. $59.99

Trim Phone with lighted
keypad is easy to dial,
night or day. Colors available
in White #43-585TH, Almond
#43-586TH, Gray # 43-587TH
^V:^;..-;::y.".----■;■• ■•;;.• ■■■■: • "■.■.>■:-•■■■-. :-":"■.■■'■■::>-. -■ ■:--: ■■ -■-:■■■■.#■■' ■': ■' ■■ '

12953 KRAMER RD.
OFF OF S. MAIN
-BG-

Fish, Chicken,
Shrimp and
More!

$14*99

Call to carryout at

354-8700
(located next to
College Station)

FREE
16 oz. drink
with the purchase of
fish or chicken dinner

$

FREE

*
6 Hushpuppies
s with any entree dinner or
\
sandwich pac

Ask us how you can receive
200 free minutes • ' A.... %&ijJm*\
of Ions distance ^Spl™*,

20% off
res- $19.99

BG'S LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE
IMPORT FACILITY

• 15-1836

COME SEE US FOR ALL YOUR AUDIO,
VIDEO, TELEPHONE, CABLE, AND
COMPUTER NEEDS

352-7031

8®!
lEESM

95*/^
AUTO

25 Years of Service

Compact indoor
TV/FM antenna
12- position
fine-tuning control

«£

RadioShack
"at the Woodland Mall"
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City offers many dining
options for hungry students
□ Bowling Green has
over 50 restaurants to
choose from.

"Everything here is homemade. Our recipes were handed
down to me from my mother and
grandmother," she said. "All our
products are fresh and we make
everyhting here."
ByJOHNSTEBBINS
She added that with its laidThe BG News
back atmosphere, the Corner
Your food card's taking a beat- Grill is a good place to introduce
ing, or you feel like going off- themselves to the Bowling Green
campus and eating something community.
"I love it when the kids come
else than cafeteria food. Maybe
your parents are up and willing back. They are my business," she
said. "Most of the come in on
to foot a bill for a meal.
second and third shift during the
Where do you go?
With over SO places to eat in week and many come in on SatBowling Green, there are many urday for breakfast and lunch."
Another place downtown to eat
options to fit most any budget
and taste, from pizza and burgers after a night out or get delivery
to vegetarian fares, sometimes from a night in is Mister Spots, a
two-link chain With a sister store
under the same roof.
One place most students go be- in Ann Arbor, Mich. Known for
fore leaving is the Corner Grill, their hoagie fries and philly sub
on the comer of Court and Main sandwiches, "Spots" offers a
Streets, in the middle of down- break from pizzas and burgers.
"We're mostly a good place to
town.
A veritable institution of the eat after going out," said general
community, "the Grill" has been manager Mark Koldan. "We have
offering students a simple fare in a large delivery business, but
a diner atmosphere for over 50 most of our delivery as well as
years. Owner Linda Stacy said it eat-in business Is college kids.
"Spots fits in a little niche," he
is this ismplicity which has
added. "We are the only place
brought continued success.

that delivers (buffalo) wings. It's
obviously not a pub atmosphere,
but it's still casual."
And what would a college town
be without a pizza joint? Bowling
Green has over ten places that
sell pizza. Aside from the major
corporate chains like Domino's
and Pizza Hut, the city can fill
any slice of your pizza appetite.
Located one block from campus, Myle's Pizza Pub has been in
business for over 20 years. With
40 toppings and ten different
"lover's" pizzas. Manager Steve
Pugh said they can give students
a good value.
"Our pizzas are twice as big as
most pizzas," he said. "We always pile on everything. You get
a lot for your money here."
Other pizza places include Pagliai's and it's sister store Campus
Pollyeye's, located on Court
Street across from campus, and
Pisanello's, recently voted Best
Pizza in Wood County for 1997.
For a less-casual fare, there
are restaurants like the Easy
Street Cafe, SamB's, Kaufmann's
and Junction Bar and Grill, with
a menu containing salads and
soups to steaks and prime rib.

BG Newi Photo by Cy ilhla Lie Shccklcr
The Wood County Fair is always a place where local residents can showcase their skills. Here the Wes
Linenkugel Quartet performs.
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MAINTENANCE TFRONTBRAKE SPECIAH
LUBE, OIL, & FILTER
I
SPECIAL*
I TUNE-UP SPECIAL* |
I
ONLY
!i0 QK
i
I ONLY 14.95 I 4 Cylinder '32.95 i
»»•»»
(Complete domination of ,6 Cylinder * 36.95.
'8
Cylinder
* ««.s»«*
39.95 !•['«*
e«*«;D*« *** ,I
UJosher fluid
.
'
. |nspect froke noses

Welcome Back!
Come see us for all your car care needs
• Engine Repair • Exhaust • Tires
• Radiator & Heater Repair • Towing
• Starters & Alternators • Water Pumps
• Accessories • Mufflers • Brakes

1

...

Power Steering fluid
Brake fluid

llNClUMS. flnoius* of
storting, chorg^gond

Inspect Broke Hoses
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rni,n«K
'• i„w,,
Inspect Colipers
,.• ndd
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fluid As
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WRIGHT TIRE & AUTO CENTER
NEW LOCATION

UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES WELCOMES YOU TO 8GSU!

NEW OWNER MATT MOON 352-5155 1089 N. MAIN- BEHIND NAPA
•Must present coupons
ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
for Special Price
ACCEPTED
24 Hr. Towing
Service Hours: Mon. - Fit 7 am - 5 pm; Sat. 7 am - Noon

FALL OPENING SCHEDULE
Aug. 26

GT Express
GTDeli
Towers West
Restaurant

Aug. 27
Aug. 24
Aug. 27

I Present this coupon
ius we set i. |nspecl UJhee| Cv|indefS' to receive speciol

Mo*'Car,
'P C Most Cars
up to 5 qts. most cars W
MoslCars
'Call for an Appointment 1 Call lor an Appointment Call lor an Appointment kail for an Appointment
I
1
-L
I
J

located behind Dairy Queen

Aug. 23 - 25

ONLY
21.95

J

Automatic Transmission I

Sockman Automotive
352-3607 or 353-1697
425 Grant

Dining Center

(4) TIRE
ROTATION
& BALANCE

MCDONALD
7:00 - 8:00 am
10:00 - 2:00 pm
4:30 - 6:30 pm
7:00 - 8:00 am
8:00 - 4:30 pm
4:30 - 6:30 pm
Regular hours begin
Noon - Midnight
2:00- 11:00 pm

4:30 - 6:30 pm
KREISCHER
Sundial Food Court Aug. 24
Noon - 7:00 pm
Aug. 25
10:00-7:00 pm
Aug. 26
10:00- 11:30 am
11:30-4:30 pm
4:30 - 7:00 pm
Aug. 27
Regular hours begin.
Shadows Snack Bar Aug. 27
7:00 pm - Midnight
Silver River Cafe
Sept. 3
5:00- 8:30 pm
8:30- 10:30 pm
COMMONS
Aug. 26
Dining Center
4:30 - 6:30 pm
Aug. 27
Regular hours begin.
Chily's Express
Aug. 24
N<x>n - Midnight
Amani Down Under Closed for the year
FOUNDERS
Keepers Food Court Aug. 25
10:00- 7i(K)pm
Aug. 26
10:00- 11:30 am
11:30- 4:30 pm
4:30-7:00 pm
Aug. 27
Regular hours hegin.
Keepers Snack Bar Aug. 25
7:(X) pm - Midnight
HARSHMAN
The Galley
Aug. 27
7:30 am - 2:00 pm
4:30 - Midnight
STUDENT UNION
Prout
Aug. 27
10:30 -2:00 pm
Monday - Friday
Bowl-n-Greenery
Aug. 25
11:30- 1:30 pm
Monday -Thursday
4:30 - 7:(X) pm
Pheasant Room
Monday - Friday
Sept. 2
11:30- 1:30 pm
Monday -Thursday
4:30-7:00 pm
4:00- ll:(K)pm
Pizza Shop
Aug. 24 - 28
Aug. 29
11:00-6:00 pm
Monday - Friday
Nest
Aug. 18 - 22
7:00 - 3:00 pm
Aug. 23
10:00 - 6:00 pm
4:00 pm- 1:00 am
10:00 AM-6:00 pm
Aug. 24
4:00pm-3:00 am
Mont/ay -Thursday
Aug. 25
7:00 am- 11:00 pm
Friday
7:00- 1:30 pm
Monday - Friday
7:30- 10:30 am
Monday - Friday
11:00- 1:30 pm
Monday -Thursday
5:00 - 8:00 pm

Continental Brcaklast
Brunch
Dinner
Continental Brcaklast
Closed for Picnic
Dinner

BACK TO
SCHOOL SALE

ScpL3

Continental Brcaklast
Closed for Picnic
Reopen for dinner.
Full Service Restaurant
Coffee and Desserts
Dinner

Continental Brcaklast
Closed for Picnic
Reopen for dinner.

Lunch
Lunch

:

STUDENT DISCOUNT PROGRAM
Looking for good furniture on a college student budget? Globe Furniture Rentals has the styles
and prices to get your apartment set up fast. Rental return sofas, dinettes, dressers, desks, and even
accessories are all marked down in our clearance center. Present the coupon below and receive an
additional student discount on your purchase!

We sell previously rented furniture at remarkably low prices!*

LIVING ROOM
Sofas
Loveseats
Occasional Chairs
Sleep Sofas
Coffee Tables
EndTaWes
Entertainment Centers
Table Lamps
TV Stands
Desk Chairs

from
from
from
from
from
from
from
frcm
from
fiom

$159.03
$99.00
$59.00
$199.00
$29.00
$29.00
$89.00
$19.00
$29.00
$79.00

DINING ROOM
3-piece Dinette
5-piece Dinette
BEDROOM
Headboards
Dressers
Mirrors
Nightstands
Twin Mattress & Box
Full Mattress & Box
Queen Mattress & Box

from
from

$89.00
$119.00

from
from
from
from
from
from
from

$9.00
$129.00
$39.00
$39.00
$99.00
$110.00
$129.00

Dinner

New Furniture also available for rent or sale.

Lunch
Dinner

"l-nrnin
irp
r Furniture

Rentals

Gnll
Pizza
Grill
Pl//U

STUDKNT
DISCOUNT

Name.

Toledo
1244 Corporate Drive
Holland, OH
866-6800

School

Bakery
Bakery
Cafeteria Line

10

%

OFF
any purchase

? Furniture
Rentals

Cafeteria Line
Cafeteria Line

VOU ARE INVITED TO AN ALL-CAMPUS PICNIC ON AUGUST 26, FROM
11:30-1:30 PM. FREE FOOD, PRIZES, AND ENTERTAINMENT! COME AND
ENJOY THE FUN ON THE GREENS AREA IN FRONT OF UNIVERSITY HALLI

STORE HOURS:
Monday, 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. i Tuesday-Friday, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • Saturday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

3
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Parties can be tempting, but
one mistake could be costly
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News

It's your first time away from home and you
can't wait to experience THAT college party. Partying with all your friends with a few kegs of beer
on hand sounds like fun, right?
According to Sheila Harris, a wellness and prevention counselor, there are serious drinkingrelated health issues many students aren't aware
of or don't take seriously and should.
She said alcohol poisoning is one result from
over-drinking. Often times students are afraid to
help their friends because they don't want to anger
them, but Harris explained it is more important to
save their life. Their anger will die down after they
sober up.
Alcohol not only has affects on the Intoxicated
person but also on the people around them, such as
a roommates, Harris said.
There are two different types of drinking, according to Harris. Moderate drinking is defined as
one drink per day for women and two drinks per
day for men. Binge drinking is having four or more
drinks per occasion for women and five or more
drinks per occasion for men.
'Tills doesn't mean that you can not drink for
seven days and then have 14 beers in one day,"
Harris said.
Binge drinking often results in impaired judgement which leads to injury and aggressive behavior, she said.
"Often when a student is impaired there is a

"Often when a student is
impaired there is a greater risk
of sexual assault, as well as a
greater risk of STDs."
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greater risk of sexual assault as well as a greater
risk of STDs," Harris said.

Since most freshman are not going to be 21, Harris said, each student should become aware of the
risks and consequences of underage drinking.

R

,?

counselor for Wellness and Prevention

"I was astonished and discouraged by the results," Kaplan said. "I knew students were drinking but I didn't realize how extensive it was."
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Sheila Harris

According to Dr. Josh Kaplan, director of Health
Services, the University was one of 98 schools to
participate in the U.S. Department of Education's
Core Drug and Alcohol Survey. He said 893 students participated in the survey.
Kaplan said the results of the survey show that
91 percent of students had consumed alcohol
within the last year and 81 percent of students
under 21 consumed alcohol within the last 30 days.
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BC Newi Photo by Cynthia Let Sc Heckler

The annual Wood County Fair featured a perreni.il favorite, the Catch-a-Pig contest.
Despite the statistics, Harris wants to dispell the
myth that all college students drink and party. She
said it is false and there are ways of having fun
without alcohol.
"Not all college students drink and by educating
the students on the dangers of alcohol we're hoping to make it socially unacceptable," Harris said.

Gear Up For AnotherGrcat Year At.

\

-_

Both Kaplan and Harris said they are want to
educate students and make them aware of the dangers of drinking.
"We hope to change the attitude and behavior
about drinking," Kaplan said. "We feel there needs
to be a focus on why students feel it is necessary to
drink."
__*
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BACK TO SCHOOL
BACK TO KLEVERS

300 E. Woostei

354-4280

119 E. Court St., Bowling Green, OH 43402
1.800.77.GREEK • FAX: 419.353.1006

MONDAY - $ Dollar Domestic Bottles
Pool Tournament at 8:00 p.m.

We service, as well as sell a wide
selection of watches, jewelry &
gifts.

EVE GOT THE STUFF YOU WANT!!!

TUESDAY - $ Dollar Well Drinks
WEDNESDAY - $1.50 Long Islands

Large Selection
of Pre Made
Sportswear ,

THURSDAY - Ladles Night
50C Amaretto Sours • 50C Blow Job Shots
ALL N1GHT1

So come visit us and keep your
good times going. We Care.

scxzvH.'nrXrrXS, ■otttprm.-Kf
erVMpyjAWfi

SATURDAY

Bud Light

SUNDAY

Mich Light

Miller "Lite
>

LD alien,
Rings & Other

$1.75 Before
9:00 p.m.

32 oz. Frosted
Bud

FRIDAY

KLEVERS JEWELRY

Creek Jewelry

$2.25 After
> 9:00 p.m.

I 125 N. Main St.

Plua. Cb«ck Om Oui
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THE DECK IS OPEN

Proud To Support The BGSU
Greek Community

Sponsor ftMrnntf A Sorority Ruth - 19M.95, M. 07 • DanccMaratoon • '005-07 • GVa*k Wwk • 1004.05
Individual Cornmurwty Sow-as Award - Spring Greek Award*
BGSU Gr«#k Philanthropy WMkanda • 1003-07
B6tMggaggegggagaaegg6ggaMflgec«a»Mce«gcagcgcci

(with 4 TV's)

35,e,i

|

^Located Downtown across from Junction Bar And Grill £

A
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HOUSEPLANTS

COMPLETE FLORAL
& GIFT SHOP
Carnation
Special

$795
f dozen

Selected 6"
Foliage Plants

25% OFF
Check out our

50% OFF

All Grafted
Cactus

Foliage Plant Area ^

25% OFF
Golden Pothas 8" s 98
Hanging Basket 10

Cash & Carry
Wrapped in
ptOM

-TLEAN AIR

10" Spider Basket

$1698

(faicte*t> &e*ttet
906 Napoleon Rd., B.G. • 353-8381
WE GLADLY ACCEPT MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS!

FALL HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8 to 5:30
Sat. 8 to 4

©

BGSU

-X>BT

BGSU

WE'D LIKE TO
INTRODUCE OUR
FAMILY TO YOURS.

Now you can invite Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck. The Flintstones, The Jetsons and all
the other top toon stars Into your home whenever you want. That's because we've
brought them all together on the Cartoon Network mm . i .lwri^l
to offer 24 hour programming your whole family l*1AI >0lI L'Jwl
will en]oy watching. So get the bronto burgers and IhMf qT."iOI *TKI
spinach ready. You've got company coming over. ''
r|_iji

O0u3LECOMM
OH UKM. (MU I* oa»#«
Napolxxi Rd

"Northwest Ohio's Most Complete
ipli-te Floricultural
Iloriculluml Sho,
Shopping Lxperience"

352-8424

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
SIGN-UP FOR STUDENT PACKAGE NOW!
TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
Check out Cartoon Network on channel 421

'

tx FliniiionM" "Tin Jeftoro' and 'HucKlrtwry Mound" arc tiademarks ol Hanna-Baroara ProoWcnom Inc "Loonty TuntT "Meme Mandia*: "Bugs Bunny" and "Oiny Duct' ire tnt axclusiva
p<operty and trademark! ol WARNER BROS Inc Usad 6y permiHion "Droopy 0og" * a hademarti or Turnei Entertainment Co C19M Turner Bioaocaslino System. Inc M fbgNB nuMuad
The charactan depcted or referenced herein an east a aw of trie cartoons mat you *-l lee on (tie Cartcion Netwwk and aie suotett to awilaoility
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All Varieties-14-oz. Bag
(Except Baked Lay's)

BACK
SCHOOL

LAVS
POTATO CHIPS

Potato
Chips

StfrS'U Student*

Cotto Salami or
Regular or Light—1 -Lb. Pkg.

KOIIM.N t

1094 N. Main St.
Bowling Green

OSCAR MAYER
BOLOGNA

HclllM.W

For Your Convenience...
Kroger Bowling Green Has Many
Services To Offer!
•
•
•
•
•

WESTERN UNION
FIFTH THIRD BANK
MONEY ORDERS 49
POSTAGE STAMPS
FAX SERVICE

•
•
•
•
•

Regular, Bun Size or
Reduced Fat 1-Lb. Pkg.

OPEN 24 HOURS
UPS SERVICE
TICKETMASTER
PHOTO PROCESSING
5C COPIES

ECKRICH
FRANKS

• CHECK CASHING (With Driver's License or State I.D.)

• COLUMBIA GAS BILL PAYMENT
Plus these additional Store Features. ..
• VIDEO RENTAL
• IN-STORE BAKERY
• FLORAL SHOPPE
• SALAD BAR
• CAESAR SALAD BAR
• PHARMACY
• WISHBONE CHICKEN EXPRESS

WE ACCEPT:
©
50O0 0001 234ft 9%F

*

Seedless Red Flame or

0ffl

VGA

THOMPSON
EEDLESS GRAPES

«

12-oz. Cans
Sprite, Barq's, Nestea Cool,
Caffeine Free Coke or

6-PACK
DIET COKE
OR COKE
Pf Jfcrn

I- ;

- rr-

c

t
LIMIT 4-6 PACKS, PLEASE!

33HFF

r

* at * FULL LINE
Rubbermaid

SALE

•EVERYDAY LOW PRICE
RED TAGS REFLECT 33% OFF SAVINGS

Prices and Items Effective at Bowling Green Kroger Store thru August 30, 1997.
COPYRIGHT If97. TNI KROCER CO. QUANTITY BIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS.
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Entertainment
U.K. band has political edge
By BRANDON WRAY
The BC News

. In this age of political apathy
the British band ManBREAK is a
welcome change.
With a sound that recalls Rage
Against the Machine with a Beatles-esque pop sensibility, ManBREAK is a band who tackles
modem social and political issues while staying musically accessible on Its aggrressive debut
album "Come and See."
I Lead singer Swindelll, In a
phone interview from London,
said that his music is very political simply because it is natural
for him - it is his life.
: "Ever since I was growing up I
have been very interested in pojlitcs and it comes through naturally In the music,"Swindelli
said.
' A challenge for ManBREAK
I and any other band with a strong
. political agenda is to make sure
; they still create good music and
not just good political commenj tary. Some bands. Including Rage
I Against the Machine, tackle is' sues with more noise and venom
than intelligence and poetry, according to Swindelli. Man-

BREAK does not make that mistake, he said.
"Some bands really become
subordinate to their lyrics and
forget that they are a band that
makes music that people should
want to listen to," Swindelli said
"I think we maintain a good balance between making a strong
statement in our lyrics and playing good music. We kind of throw
down the gauntlet of political
rock 'n' roll on the album. If you
can't deal with it you can still
dance to It and you can still sing
along."
Swindelli said he simply can't
write sappy songs about love.
"I can't write love songs without sounding pathetic," Swindelli
said. "I don't know how much
love I have in me. Someone once
said only art, love and politics
matter. Well, I'll take two of
those."
Literature, including Noam
Chomsky, Upton Sinclair, Karl
Marx and Leon Trotsky, and the
"Socialist Worker" Journal are
important influences on his music and political views, Swindelli
said.
Swindelli, hailing from Liverpool, said the home of the Beatles
is also a major influence.

"Liverpool has had a huge effect on me, undoubtedly so,"
Swindelli said. "The place used to
be very industrial but now it is
really just a great nightclub
town. It's a great place to live and
be in a band."
The Beatles themselves are
ManBREAK's primary Influence,
Swindelli said. "I really admire
them and their accomplishments,
writing and recording 176 songs
in seven years in addition to all
the movies and tours," Swindelli
said. "My goal in songwriting is
to write a Beatles B-side. Nothing
can touch the Beatles, so that is
about all anyone can shoot for."
Swindelli said he calls bands
like Radiohead, Eels, and the
Disposable Heroes of Hypocrisy
his peers. He also had strong
feelings about some of the United
Kingdom's bigger musicians.
"Oasis has a strong angle on
creating good pop hooks," Swindell! said. "As for Blur I think
they are an average band that is
more about image than music.
They seem to be in music just to
maintain their fame. The media
rivalry those two groups had a
few years ago was very childish."
The historic recent elections in

the U.K. were a postive step for
his homeland, Swindell said.
"They are positive because we
have rejected 19 years of conservative rule," Swindelli. "People at least now believe that
maybe change can happen
through Parliament and the
vote."
The name ManBREAK comes
from a once-secret British military program of the 50s and 60s
in which soldiers were exposed
to chemical weapons and then
sent into action to measure the
effect of the chemicals.
"Governments do not care at
all about their people," Swindelli
said. "It's the same as happenned
with the U.S. In the Gulf War.
Governments treat their people
like guinea pigs. The British
government has never taken responsibilty for the ManBREAK
program."
The Britsh royal family, and
specifically Americans' obsession with them, is another one of
Swindelli's favorite topics.
"It is a throwback to feudalism," he said. "The media bombards the U.K and the U.S. with
stories about them and people
develop this misguided fascination with them. People see their

The U.K.'s ManBREAK released its debut album "Come and See" this
past summer. The band is, from left to right, Mr. Blonde, Snaykee, Roy
Van Der Kerkoff, Swindelli and Stu Boy Stu.

world as this romantic, idealized
place, and it's really kind of silly
and absurd."
The first single off "Come and
See" - "Ready or Not" - is a good
representation of what the band
Is about, according to Swindelli.
It has been gaining In radio airplay and has actaully been heard
in Bowling Green bars recently.
Topics covered on "Come and
See" include the boredom of suburbia in "It's On," the concept
of religion and afterlife in "God's
Never Heard of You," and cautious modern urband optimism in

"Morning." In "Cut Ups" Swindelli writes about a story he read in
the "Socialist Worker."
"In Mexico City a woman went
up on a ledge, about to commit
suicide," Swindelli said. "A
policeman is sent up to talk her
out of it. Instead she convinces
the officer of the futility of theii
lives and they both Jump."
ManBREAK headlined a tour
In the U.S. this summer and
opened for Live at several dates
on their current tour.
The album "Come and See" on
available on Gef fen Records.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
530 S. MAPLE ST.

352-9378

353-7767
425 E. Wooster

Now Leasing
Summer & Fall
Fox Run * Haven House Manor
Piedmont * Birchwood Place
Mini Mall * Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
(Indoor healed swimming pool, sauna.
HydraSpa
Whirlpool, complete exercise equipment
complete
locker room and shower faculties.I
All residents receive a membership to'
"Cherrywood Health Spa:

Ice • Fountain Express
Cold beer at state minimum prices
Fresh deli • Fresh gourmet coffee
^gX^m

- Money Orders Available -ATM-
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Welcome Back BGSU Students!
Free Admission With BGSU ID
We Care
About
Water-mill The Water
§xpr&S You Drink"
TRY
WATERMILL
EXPRESS8
LOCATED AT:

989 S. MAIN
(next to Pagliai's, BG)

1058 N. MAIN
(infrontofTCBY, BG)

O Computer Monitored Safety Shut-Down System
O Tested by the State
O NAMA Approved
O Just 250 a Gallon
O Serviced and Sanitized Daily
O Unique 8-stage R.O. Purification Process
O Self-Serve: You fill your own clean bottle
O Open 24 Hours a Day
WATERMILL EXPRESS* removes if present:
□ Herbicides
D
O
O
□
O
O
O

Nitrates
Chemicals
Fertilizers
Incecticidcs
Chlorine
Radon
Rust

O Bacteria
O Arsenic
O Detergents
O Mercury
OTHM's
OPCB't
Q Asbestos
O Sediment

3
O
0
0
O
0
0
O

Lead
Spores
Algae
Viruses
Sodium
Cysts
Foul Odor
and Other Impurities

G
S
U
F
O
O

1997

1997

FALCON FOOTBALU
SCHEDULE

FALCON VOLLEYBALL
HOME SCHEDULE

Aug. 30
SEPT. 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
OCT. 4
OCT. 11
Oct. 18
OCT. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8

@ Louisiana Tech
MIAMI
(N-DZo'i Pony,
@ Ohio State
@ Akron
@ Kansas State
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
WESTERN MICHIGAN

7:00
3:30|

©Ohio
TOLEDO
<F« Apprtrtaiiom Dayl
©Kent
@ Marshall

2:OOJ

G

7:0(J
1:10
2:0ol
2:0ol

2:0ol

u

V

3:3(1
3:30]

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
4:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

YOUNGSTOWN STATE
tMett iht Tiam Nlghl,
CENTRAL
MICHIGAN
(Youth Nithi)
MIAMI
M/aaui Dc,l
AKRON
KENT
WESTERN MICHIGAN
MARSHALL
Oct. 25 OHIO
f Parent, Ooy)
Oct. 29 TOLEDO
ill*' Grand Fan!
Nov. 12 BALL STATE
Nov. 14 CLEVELAND STATE

Sept. 9
Sept. 17
Oct. 4
Oct. 10
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 24

L
V
DIVISION I-A CERTIFICATION
IN DANGER!

A
L

We need at least 17.000 Luis ;ii
each luum' game to keep it.

L.

nr^cn A*U1 *'
C
Kroger, Pepsi, Ohio Pork Products Council, Ohio Lottery,
BUS LI AtnletlCS SpOnSOrS: Barney's, 360 Communications, Family Health Plan
|
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Cartoons provide college students with memories
□ The Cartoon Network has
a unique following on the
college campus.
ByTODMcCLOSKEY
The BC News
Last spring semester, Wood Cable
added a new channel that opened the
door to lots of memories from the past.
It was the talk of the town all over
Bowling Green and is sure to glue incoming freshmen to their television
sets.
The Cartoon Network is here, reminding students of their youth through
shows like "Voltron" and the "Thundercats."
This network is the first cable station
ever to show animated cartoons 24
hours a day. One reason for the popularity of this station is the famous cartoons in which they show.
"Scooby Doo," Voltron," "Thundercats," "Superfriends" and "Speed
Racer" are just a few of the old school
cartoons that can be seen daily on Wood
Cable channel 42. Other famous and
currently rerun toons, such as "Looney
Tunes," "Flinstones" and the "Jetsons"

can be adored around the clock.
In the days proceeding the Cartoon
Network, Saturday morning shows and
weekday afternoon toons were the only
time one could see their favorite animated characters (excluding the
"Simpsons").
"People have an emotional need to
stay in the state of 'extended adolescence,'" said popular culture professor
John Dowell.
Students Identify with cartoons primarily because It allows them to escape
from the horrors of reality and into a
world of fantasy. People remember
these shows from when they were S and
6 years old. It revives happy memories
of youth.
This revival of their youth sparks a
yearning to talk about the past and
share stories of crazy adventures of
youth and different common events
that are instilled within each and every
one of us.
"It reminds me of coming home from
school, sitting down in front of the TV
and eating a peanut butter and jelly
sandwich," cartoon fan Vince Sanelli
said.
The Cartoon Network serves as a
survival tool for University students
and even faculty members, as a means

"People have an
emotional need to stay in
a state of extended
adolescence."
John Dowell
professor of Popular Culture
to ignore the stressful events that happen around them. Sit down, relax and let
Scooby Doo solve another mystery.
If you think this is Isolated to Bowling
Green and that the attention by adults
and college students to the cartoons will
drop off, you're mistaken. Why? People
love to feel young again and they will do
anything to keep that feeling. The Cartoon Network gives people that avenue
to experience their childhood again.
"It brings you back to your childhood
and recalls old memories of good
times," said Dennis Svozil, a frequent
"Voltron" and "Scooby Doo" watcher.
The perceived dropoff in cartoon ratings recently can be attributed to the
reduction of Saturday morning shows.
Most televisions stations only run

FUN, EXERCISE, MEET NEW PEOPLE
GET INVLOVED IN INTRAMURALS
OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF
IF YOU DONT HAVE A TEAM, CALL THE OFFICE 2-2464 AND
WE WILL TRY TO PLACE YOU ON A TEAM

currently has part-time opportunities for day and night
Sorters at Toledo-Hub.

Candidates may apply between the hours of
8:30 am - 4:00 pm or 11:30 pm - 2:00 am,
Monday thru Friday at Burlington Air Express,
One Air Cargo Pkwy. E. Swanton, OH 43558

(419)867-9911
M/F/D/V, EOE

environmentally sensitive lumberjack
groundhog). With so many different opportunities for older cartoons to be run,
the Cartoon Network still has yet to
satisfy everyone's needs. "Transformers," "Shirt Tales," "Gummy Bears"
and "G.I. Joe" are still some favorites
that are waiting for their revival.
"I think it Is cool that they put cartoons on from every generation," said
Eric Kuebler, popular culture major.
"But I take personal offense to the fact
they rarely put 'Captain Caveman' on."
It is our fascination with childhood
that makes the Cartoon Network so
popular and yet neccessary to watch.
It seems that as today's college students get closer and closer to adulthood
with its promises of jobs, rush hour, two
weeks vacation a year and marrying
those girls or boys we used to think had
cooties, there is a want to get back to
childhood and their youth. First there
was the fascination with 80s music and
now the return to those glorious peaceful and hangover-free Saturday mornings.
This enthralling and supercool network has grade point averages falling
and students reminiscing of the glory
days when forts, flashlight tag, toys and
cartoons ruled the world.

FALL 1997 INTRAMURALS

m BURLINGTON
Wk AIR EXPRESS
• $8.07-$8.25 per hour
• Major medical, life and dental benefits
• Educational Assistance
• Paid Holidays and Vacations
• Must Possess a high school diploma or equivalent
• Must Possess a valid drivers license
• Must be able to lift 70lbs. consistently
• Pre-employment drug testing

weekend mornings toons until 10 a.m.
now instead of the 1 p.m. ending that we
all grew up with.
Another factor is that the new cartoons are weaker, as compared to shows
of older generations, with the possible
exception of the excellent "Animaniacs." There is still a great appreciation
of older cartoons existing today - just
check out the number of web pages for
the following cartoons:
■ "Scooby Doo" - 3,329
■ "Voltron" - 857
■ "Speed Racer"-2,046
■ "Flinstones" - 3,565
■ "Smurfs"-2,046
Besides those shows, the Transformers (with 6,179 websites) have the
most sites of nearly any cartoon, which
Is a good sign of their popularity,
though the Cartoon Network has yet to
pick up the show.
With such a diverse array of loved
shows, the Cartoon Network has something for everybody. "Speed Racer"
was one of the best cartoons of our parents' generation. Now we can see (by
watching "Speed Racer") why our parents are such nerds and dweebs.
Lately, the network has also put on
old Dr. Seuss specials, including characters, such as the lovable "Lorax" (an

ENTRIES DUE BY NOON ON DUE DATE
CODE: M = MEN
M, W DOUBLES GOLF
W,C SOFTBALL
M SOFTBALL
M, W DOUBLES TENNIS
C INNERTUBE WATER POLO
M, W, C ULTIMATE FRISBEE
C 4-PLAYER VOLLEYBALL
W. C FLAG FOOTBALL
M FLAG FOOTBALL

\.»

W = WOMEN
SEPT. 2
SEPT. 3
SEPT. 4
SEPT. 9
SEPT.10
SEPT.11
SEPT. 29
SEPT. 30
OCT. 1

C = CO-REC

FRAT S INDP. ICE HOCKEY
W INNERTUBE WATER POLO
M BOWLING
M. W CROSS COUNTRY
M,W SINGLES RACQUETBALL
C WALLYBALL
M, W SWIMMING
M, W 3-PLAYER BASKETBALL
M, W TRACK & FIELD

OCT. 7
OCT. 8
OCT. 14
OCT. 15
OCT. 29
NOV. 4
NOV. 10
NOV. 12
NOV. 20

•CLIP AND SAVE

Welcome Back Students!
CHURCHILL'S

Just A Few Short Minutes to South BG
Across From Walmart - nail to Kmart

-The Small, Friendly-Service Grocery-

BCSU

Some students have never heard of Churchill's
and where we are located. Once you visit
us you'll love our smaller, tidy store with its
low prices and friendly service.
Come Check Us Out!

JK
Napoleon Road
E. Gypsy Lttn«

Stock Up On These
Back To School Specials!

l&maoL

Regular or Diet

Assorted Varieties

Lay's Potato Chips
14 oz. wt.

COCa

Aunt Millies
Hamburger &
Hot Dog Buns
8 count
iXi

Original or Plain or
Cheesy Beer-N-Brat

Johnsonville Brats
or Italian Sausage
19.76
OZ. wt.
i9.76oz.wt.

$2.99

99<t

Assorted Varieties

6.5-7 oz. wt.

Assorted Varieties

Snyder's Pretzels
16 oz. wt.

10/$4
Regular or Diet

Pepsi Cola
Products

5

^tfrs* ^*

A /<fc Q

2/$3

Banquet Pot Pies

0

Nickles Toastmaster
Buy

^.

°ne' ®et One

FREE

Assorted Varieties

Prego Spaghetti
Sauce
27.75-28 oz. wt.
& H r.n

$1.99

Assorted Varieties

Combos Snacks
8.5-8.8 oz. wt

$1.39

2/$3

Assorted Varieties

Natural or Butter

Healthy Choice
Chi-Chi's Pkante
or Salsa
Microwave Popcorn

12
i* pk.,
UK., 12
ix ut.
oz. tarts
cans

$$.49

8.5-8.8
r
— -— oz. wt.

$1.79

3 pack

$1.79

Prices effective 8/25-8/31

Check Our Large Selection of Beers
& Wines-Imported & Domestic
«

110 S. Main St.., B.G.
354-2526
Shop 6 a.m.-midnight
7 Days A Week

COLORS K/HAVEN
ART SUPPLIES
7350 Airport Highway • Holland, Ohio • 868-7240
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri. 7-5; Sat. 9-2; Thurs. 7-7

NEWSPRINT
18 x 24

$299
Reg. $6.30

HARD
BOUND
SKETCH

$75
Reg. $12.99
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Jim Tocco
Sports Editor
372-2602

Sports
CUP W SAVE
Special Falcon
schedule page

Sports
Today:

Women's soccer
wins first-ever
scrimmage
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Jason
McMahon
BG News
Assistant
Sports Editor
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News staff to
offer a more
intimate view
of athletics
We have a lot to tell you, and IS
inches to say it in. The pages you
hold in front of you have been
produced by the dedicated, hardworking sports staff at The BG
Newt. If something happens in
Falcon sports, we want to tell you
about it.
We have the most comprehensive sports section in town. Nowhere will you read more about
the Falcon athletic teams than in
these pages.
We cover every BG football
game, home and away. We cover
every home hockey game, every
home basketball game (men and
women), and we hit the road with
those teams most of the time as
well.
It's not always easy - sometimes returning from a game at
Ohio University at 3 a.m. isn't actually an ideal fit for anyone's
schedule. But we do it, and for the
most part, we enjoy it.
I hope that shows. But moreso,
I hope that you, the readers, enjoy it. I hope you look forward to
reading our sports section.
And I hope you look forward to
our regular features. We will be
gearing much more toward features this year. We'll still have
the same amount of normal game
and sports news coverage as we
had in the past, but less of the
national sports coverage that can
be found in other, bigger papers.
Every day, we'll be running a
regular feature aimed at better
informing the readers about BG
athletics and athletes, features
that won't be matched by any
other paper.
Each Monday, we will run a
schedule graphic, telling you
what's on tap for the week for
each team. Tuesdays we will continue to select The BG
News/WBGU-FM Athlete of the
Week. Wednesdays during football season, Pigskin Picks will
appear again, giving readers the
chance to match wits with members of our sports staff with
prizes on the line.
A small personal feature on a
Falcon student-athlete will appear every Friday, giving
readers a chance to get to know a
BG competitor in an informal
manner. Statistics may tell you a
great deal about the athlete, but
this feature will help define the
person behind the numbers.
Each Thursday, you'll see the
feature that our sports staff is
most excited about. Two News
sportswriters will face off
against each other and tackle
both sides of an issue in the
sports world. We're hoping you
find these columns interesting
and provocative, and we hope you
get Involved.
With each column, we will print
the topic of the following week's
battle. We welcome and want
your input. You can either call
the sports desk on campus at
372-2602 or off campus at
353-9315 to voice your opinion.
Talk to a reporter or leave a voice
mail, and we will print selected
responses along with our columns.
There will be more columns as
well. Sports Editor Jim Tocco will
address a myriad of sports issues
every Monday in "Out of
Bounds." News sportswriter Mike
Leonard will vent from the
"Blasting Post" every Wednesday. And Fridays, I will try to
seek out the lighter and more
human side of Falcon sports in
"Sentiments from the Sideline."
We will have so much to tell
you over the course of this year,
but I'm sure you'll have just as
much to tell us. Please do. Write a
letter to the sports editor. Call us
with a story idea. Let us know
what you think about what we're
doing.
I have so much more to say, but
it will have to wait until next
time. My IS inches are up.
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Two new
programs join
MAC
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Check out Scott
Brown's MAC
predictions
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Perry Stadium
undergoing
renovations
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BG hopes to recapture winning ways
Q Offensive and defensive backfield remain
biggest preseason questions for Bowling Green
football.
By SCOTT BROWN
The BC News
After two frustrating years.
Bowling Green football coach
Gary Blackney coach is taking
the spirit of college to heart.
"Every change you make in a
program starts with a mental
change or an attitudnal change,"
said the seven-year veteran, referring to what he hopes is a
change from the 9-13 record of
the past two years.
"We've been spending a lot of
time with our entire football
team trying to re-educate them
about what it takes to win. Even
myself, I've been going through
that re-education."
The Falcons lost just eight
games over Blackney's first four
years at the helm, winning a pair
of MAC championships in the
process.
Getting back to that level
hinges on a variety of factors,
perhaps most important the confidence of being a winner. The
swagger that punctuated the
program from 1991-94 has been
remiss the past two years.
"We've been a young team the
past two years," said captain Kevin O'Neill, perhaps the best
linebacker in the conference.
"We've had people that have
been in and out of the lineup
week-in and week-out.
"I think the thing we'll see this
year is we've found the right
people."
In all, IS starters return for
Bowling Green. O'Neill is among
18 seniors on the roster.
A look at the Falcons by position follows:

combination in 1997.
Fifth-year seniors John Kuck
(6-4, 27S) at center and Sam Hemke (6-3,290) at right guard each
started all 11 games last season.
Kuck is the most experienced
player on the team with 22 starts.
After that, the Falcons will rely
on youth. Rob Fehrman (6-7,270),
a rcdshirt freshman, is penciled
in at left tackle. Mark Kautzman
(6-4, 290) and Chad McCarthy
(6-4, 275), a pair of sophomores,
are at left guard and right tackle,
respectively.
"Chad McCarthy is a young
star on the rise," Blackney said.
"He played a lot for us a year ago
and got baptized under fire. He's
ready to set in as a veteran
player.
"Kautzman got some experience a year ago and we think he'll
be outstanding. Fehrman reminds me as close as anybody to
(former Ohio State AllAmerican) Jim Lachey in terms
of size and athletic ability. He's
that kind of a guy."
The problem with the line is
the depth - or relative lack
thereof. Rcdshirt freshmen are
listed as backups at four of the
five positions.
At tight end, Tony Hoicomb
(6-4, 260) returns after catching
11 passes a year ago. Look for
him to get more involved in the
offense - if this line can keep
quarterback Bob Niemet out of
trouble.
Quarterback

At quarterback, Niemet is the
man until somebody beats him or until he gets injured again.
Niemet was in and out of the
lineup last year due to injuries.
Keeping him healthy is a top
priority for the Falcons.
"Bob Niemet has to turn
around this year and prove that
he can be a great quarterback,"
Blackney said. "I think I've said
on several occasions that he is an
outstanding athlete. Now, can he
Offensive Line
develop into the type of quarterA question mark the past few back that he needs to be to lead
years as several players have our football team?
moved in and out of positions, the
"That's going to be a major
Falcons feel they have the right challenge for our offensive
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Fifth-year senior defensive back Jamaine Williams goes up to deflect a pass in the Falcons' final intrasquad match Thursday.
coaches and to Bob himself."
Niemet completed 83-of-191
passes for 1,129 yards a year ago
in nine starts.
Sophomore Ricky Schneider
had a solid spring, getting the
majority of the snaps with
Niemet playing baseball. He has
a solid hold on the No. 2 spot at
quarterback.

Running Backs
BG averaged a paltry 2.8 yards
per carry last season, a number
that needs to improve dramatically to get the offense moving.
The only problem is that all of
the backs in camp are unproven.
Adam Uge, currently the No. 1
fullback, is a converted linebacker who has never played a

down at fullback in college.
At tailback, junior Robbie Hollis and senior Damien Platt will
likely split time. The two combined for just 29 carries a year
ago.
Hollis has shown potential in
his limited action, while Platt was
the second-best rusher as a
• See FOOTBALL, page 29.

MAC
□ The Falcon soccer
team hopes to silence
those who call this
season a 'rebuilding
year.'
By JIM TOCCO
The BC News
It's a new year for the competition, and some of the MidAmerican Conference soccer
teams seem to think the Falcon
juggernaut's hull has sprung a
few leaks.
Indeed, it is up to Bowling
Green coach Mel Mahler, back
for his fourth year, and assistant
coach Wade Jean to patch the
holes left by the departure of the
best senior class in BG history.
Gone is Steve Klein, the
school's all-time leader in assists
and scoring, now showcasing his
talents with Major League Soccer's New England Revolution.
Gone also are Joe Burch and
Dave Kindl, each in the Top 10 in
all-time goals scored. Solid defenders Peter Kolp and Tony
Dore were lost to gradation as
well, as was sub Jaime H irmon.
Their absence leaves a big flag
to carry, but they also left a solid
senior class and a fine tradition
of excellence.
"We have a lot of work to do
this year compared to the last
few years," Mahler said. "It's
just a matter of finding the right
combinations to try to fill the
holes that those guys left.
"Our goal is very simple - to
continue where we left off although we've lost six very impor-

tant young men who have been
the moral fiber of our program
for four years."
And where they left off was in
the Sweet 16 round of the NCAA
Tournament and ranked 17th in
the nation with an 18-4-1 record.
As for the players who are now
juniors and seniors, Mahler says
they will be given every opportunity to make it their team.
"It's now their time to step
forward and put their stamp on
the game," he said. "It's very important to us that they raise their
level of play."
And though the team is under
new leadership, the college soccer world still expects great
things from this team. The
National Soccer Coaches Association of America lists BG as its
19th-rankcd club - a ranking
Mahler calls "a fair assessment
of this program." They are also
favored by the coaches to win the
MAC for the third consecutive
time.
And despite the high ranking,
despite all the other MAC teams
gunning for Bowling Green, despite having to fill some big
shoes in the process - Mahler
maintains that the team thrives
on that pressure.
"Any pressure we feel is all
self-imposed," he said. "We are
our own hardest critics. But we've wanted to be in this position,
and we feel we have players who
can maintain that. If you are a
competitive athlete, these are the
situations you want to be in. You
want to have other teams gunning for you."
In the meantime, Mahler admits that the team's ability to

Jason Began dribbles the ball in Friday's intrasquad scrimmage. Began, who will anchor the midfield
along with Dan Kindl, is one of seven seniors on the Falcon squad this year.
score may be a liability early in would be the Steve Klein show. returns for his junior campaign
the season. They will look to jun- This year, we've got to have a guarding the net. Last year, Valior Nick Kolliniatls, a Northern number of guys with the ability low had 10 complete-game shutouts to go along with a razor-thin
Illinois transfer, stepping into to score."
Klein's position at attacking midIndeed, Klein either assisted or 0.70 goals-against ratio, which
field and sophomore Chris Dore, scored over half of the Falcons' ranked ninth in the nation.
who lit up the net with eight goals goals last season. The new atBowling Green hopes not only
his freshman season, to provide tackers will have to step up their
to keep its ship afloat, but sail
offensive production.
some offensive punch.
straight to its third consecutive
"Last year, Steve (Klein) really
One place where veteran MAC regular-season title and its
bailed us out of a lot of situations," Mahler said. "We could leadership will be evident is in second consecutive MAC Tourjust give the ball to him and it goal, where keeper Scott Vallow nament title.
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1997 Fall sports schedules
Football
Aug. 30 - at Louisiana Tech
Sept. 6 - MIAMI*
Sspt 13 - at Ohio State
Sept 20 - at Akron#
Sept 27 -at Kansas State
Oct. 4 - NORTHERN ILLINOIS ©
Oct. 11 - W. MICHIGAN©
Ocl 18 - at Ohio#
Oct 25 - TOLEDO©
Nov. 1 - at Kent*
Nov. 8 - at Marshall*

Men's Basketball

Nov. 3 - LITHUANIA SELECT(EX) 8:15 p.m.
Nov. 8 - OHIO ALL-STARS(EX)
3:30 p.m.
Nov. 15-at St. Bonaventure
TBA
Nov. 24 - OHIO NORTHERN
7:00 p.m.
Nov. 29 - at Illinois-Chicago
TBA
Dec. 3 - at Detroit
TBA
Dec. 5-6 - at Pizza Hut Classic (Springfield, MO)
Dec. 10 - WRIGHT STATE
7:00 p.m.
Dec. 29 - MIAMI*
7:00 p.m.
Jan. 3 - at Western Michigan©
TBA
Jan. 5 - at Central Michigan©
TBA
• ■ Divisional Mid-American Conference opponent
Jan. 8 - TOLEDO©
7:00 p.m
O = Inter-divisional conlerence opponent
Jan. 10 - EASTERN MICHIGAN© .... 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 14 - KENT*
7:00 p.m.
Women's Soccer
TBA
Aug. 22 - SlfcNNA MhlUM I'S(EX ) 3:00 p.m. Jan. 17 - at Akron*
Jan.
21
at
Ohio*
TBA
Aug. 25 - F1NDLAY(EX.)
6:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
Aug. 29 - at Kent
4:00 p.m. Jan. 24 - MARSHALL*
TBA
Aug. 31 - LOUISVILLE
2:00 p.m. Jan. 29 - at Eastern Michigan©
Jan.
31
at
Toledo©
TBA
Sept. 3 - at Dayton
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Sept 6 - at Ohio State
2:00 p.m. Feb. 5 - NORTHERN ILLINOIS©
7:00 p.m.
Sept. 7 - ST. FRANCIS (PA.)
1:00 p.m. Feb. 7 - BALL STATE©
7:00 p.m.
Sept. 12-at Indiana
7:00p.m. Feb. 11 - AKRON*
2:00 p.m.
Sept. 14 - NORTHERN ILLINOIS*
Noon Feb. 14- at Kent*
TBA
Sept. 20 - at Toledo*
7:00 p.m. Feb. 18- at Marshall*
.__
7:00 p.m.
Sept. 28 - at Eastern Michigan* 2:00 p.m. Feb. 21 - OHIO*
7:00 p.m.
Oct 1 - at West Virginia
4:00 p.m. Feb. 25 - at Miami*
Oct 5 - at Western Michigan*
2:00 p.m. Feb. 28 - MAC Tournament first round
(Campus sites)
Oct 11 -at Miami*
1:00 pm,
Oct 17 - KENT*
4:00 p.m. Mar. 2-4 - MAC Tournament (SeaGate Centre,
Toledo)
Oct 24 - BUFFALO
1:30 pjtt.

Oct 26 - OHIO*
Oct 29 - MICHIGAN STATE

7:00
3:30
1:30
7:00
1:10
. 2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
3:30
9:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

OWWond Mtd-AfTencan Conlerence opponent
* kam-HMonal conference opponent

Women's Basketball

Men's Soccer

Nov. 3 - LITHUANIA SELECT(EX.)6:00 p.m.
Nov.8-AAUALL-STARS(EX.)
1:00 p.m.
Nov. 14 - at Youngstown State
7:00 p.m.
Nov. 22 - DETROIT
1:30 p.m.
Nov. 28-30 - at Central Florida Tournament
(Orlando, Fla.)
Dec. 6 - MICHIGAN STATE
7:00 p.m.
Dec. 13 - at West Virginia
TBA
Dec. 21 -at Michigan
2:00p.m.
Dec. 30 - at Miami*
7:00 p.m.
Jan. 3 - WESTERN MICHIGAN*.... 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 5 - CENTRAL MICHIGAN*
7:00 p.m.
Jan. 8 - at Toledo*
7:00 p.m.
Jan. 10 - at Eastern Michigan*
TBA
Jan. 14 - at Kent*
7:00 p.m.
Jan. 17 - AKRON*
_.. 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 21 -OHIO*
7:00p.m.
Jan. 24 - at Marshall*
TBA
Jan. 29 - EASTERN MICHIGAN*... 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 31 - TOLEDO*
1:30 p.m.
Feb. 5 - at Northern Illinois*
TBA
Feb. 7 - at Ball State*
TBA
Feb. 11 -at Akron*
7:00 p.m.
Feb. 14 - KENT*
1:3C p.m.
Feb. 18 - MARSHALL*
7:00 p.m.
Feb. 21 - at Ohio*
3:00 p.m.
Feb. 25 - MIAMI*
7:00 p.m.
Feb. 28 - MAC Tournament Qualifier
(Campus sites)
Mar. 2-4 - MAC Tournament (SeaGate Centre;
Toledo)
# ■ Mid-Amencan Conference opponent

Aug. 30-31 - ACME Soccer Classic
(Akron, OH)
Aug. 30 - vs. St. Bonaventure
Noon
Aug. 31 -vs. Northeastern
Noon
Sept 6-7 - Tiger Soccer Classic
(Memphis, Tenn.)
Sept 6-vs. Memphis
5:00 p.m.
Sept 7 - vs. South Alabama
2:00 p.m.
Sept 13-14 • BGSU SOCCER CLASSIC (COCHRANE
FIELD)
Sept 13 - DAYTON
3:00 p.m.
Sept 14 - TBA
4:00 p.m.
Sept 20-21 - Nike/Snickers Soccerfest (Indianapolis, Ind.)
Sept. 20 - vs. Indiana
7:00 p.m.
Sept 21 - vs. Butter
3:00 p.m.
Sept 25 - at Detroit
5:00 p.m.
Sept 28 - at Eastern Illinois....
3:00 p.m.
Oct 3 - at Akron*
7:15 p.m.
Oct 5- at Marshall*
2:00 p.m.
Oct 10-at Kentucky*
7:30 p.m.
Oct 12 - MIAMI*
»..
2:00 p.m.
Oct 15 - XAVIER
3:30 p.m.
Oct 19 - at Michigan State
1:00 p.m.
Oct 24 - WESTERN MICHIGAN*
_.3:30 p.m
Oct. 26 - NORTHERN ILLINOIS*
1:00 p.m.
Nov. 2 - at Eastern Michigan*
v.00 p.m.
Nov. 6-9 - Mid-American Conference Tournament (Oxford,
OH)
Nov. 15-16 - NCAA Play-in (vs. Patriot League) (at MAC
Tournament Champ)
Nov. 21-Dec. 7 - NCAA Tournament first three rounds
(Campus sites)
Dec. lt-14-NCAA semifinals and finals (Richmond, VA)
• = Md-AmMIca Conference opponent

Oct 31 - at Robert Morris
3:00 p.m.
Nov. 2 - YOUNGSTOWN STATE ... 1:00 p.m.
Nov. 7-9 MAC Tournament (at MAC Champ)

Volleyball
10:00 a.m. Oct. 24 - MARSHALL*
7:00 p.m.
Aug. 29-30- WMU Invitational
(Kalamazoo Mich.) Sept. 13 - vs. banta Uara
3:00 p.m. Oct. 25 - OHIO*
7:00 p.m.
Aug. 29-vs. Marquette
5:00 p.m. Sept. 13 - vs. Cal State Fullerton
# = Mid-American Conference opponent
7:00 p.m. Oct. 29 - TOLEDO*
7:00 p.m.
Aug. 30-vs Valparaiso
11:30 a.m. Sept. 17 - CENTRAL MICHIGAN*
3:00 p.m. Nov. 1 - at Miami*
7:00 p.m.
Aug. 30 - at Western Michigan
7:30 p.m. Sept. 20 - at Eastern Michigan*
Men's Cross Country
7:00 p.m Nov. 7 - at Akron*
7:30 p.m.
Sept 5-6 - MSU Invitational
(E. Lansing, Mich.) Sept. 26 - at Marshall*
Sept 13-Ohio & Marshall
7:00 p.m Nov. 8 - at Kent*
7:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. Sept. 27 - at Ohio*
(Athens, OH) ..JU ... 11:00 a.m. Sept. 5 - vs. Duquesne
7:00 p.m Nov. 12 - BALL STATE*
7:00 p.m.
Sept. 6 - vs. Drake
9:00 a.m. Sept. 30 - at Wright State
Sept. 19 - MEL BRODT INVITATIONAL
7:00 p.m. Nov. 14 - CLEVELAND STATE
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. Oct. 4 - MIAMI*
(BOWLING GREEN) — 5:05 p.m. Sept. 6 - at Michigan State
„
7:00 p.m. Nov. 15 - at Toledo*
Sept. 9 - YOUNGSTOWN STATE
7:00 p.m. Oct. 10 - AKRON*
7:00 p.m.
Sept. 27 - Indiana Univ. CC Invitational
_.. 7:00 p.m. Nov. 18-22 - MAC Tournament (Campus sites)
(Fresno, Calif.) Oct. 11 - KENT#%
(Bloomington, Ind.)
11:15 a.m. Sept. 12-13 - Dan Gamel Invite
7:00 p.m. t ■ Mid-Amencan Conference opponent
Sept. 12 - vs. Arkansas-Little Rock
10:00 a.m. Oct. 15 - at Northern Illinois*
Oct. 3 - Notre Dame Invitational
7:00 p.m. % ■ Game to be played at Bowling Green High School
3:00 p.m. Oct. 18 - WESTERN MICHIGAN*
(South Bend, Ind.)
5:00 p.m Sept 12 - at Fresno State
Oct. 10 - All-Ohio Cahmpfonshipe
(Delaware, OH)
2:00 p.m.
Women's Cross Country
Women's Tennis
(Morgantown, WVa.) I
Oct. 17 - Central Collegiate Championships
Sept 6 - OU Cross Country Relays (Athens, OH)
9:30 a.m. Sept 12-14 -West Virginia Tournament
(YpaBanti, Mich.)
5:00 p.m. Sept. 12 - BALL STATE & WESTERN MICH (BOWLING GREEN)
5:00 p.m. Sept 27-28- BGSU INVITATIONAL
(BOWLING GREEN)
(BOWUNG GREEN) |
Oct. 24 - EMU Open
Sept 19 - MEL BRODT INVITATIONAL (BOWLING GREEN)
4:30 p.m. Oct 4 - BGSU PRO-AM
(YpsUantt. Mich.).
. 6 00 p.m Sept. 27 -Miami Invitational (Oxford, OH)
10:45 a.m. Oct 10-12- Michigan State Invitational
(E. Lansing, Mich.)
Nov. 1 - MAC Championships
Oct. 3 - Notre Dame Invitational (South Bend, Ind.)
2:45 a.m. Oct 17-19- MAC Individual Invitational
(Kalamazoo, Mich.)
2:45 a.m. Nov. 6-9 - Rolex Midwest Regional Qualifier
(Madison.Wisc.) I
"(Toledo, OH)
Noon Oct 10-All-Ohio Championships (Delaware, OH)
Nov. 15 - NCAA District 4 Qualifier
Oct 19- Michigan Inter-Regional Meet (Ann Arbor, Mich.)
10:30 a.m.
Men s Tennis
(Bloomington, Ind.)
11:00 a.m. Nov. 1 - MAC Championships (Toledo, OH)
Noon
Sept 13-14 - BGSU PRO-AM
(BOWLING GREEN)
Nov. 24 - NCAA Championships
Nov. 15 - NCAA District 4 Qualifier (Bloomington, Ind.)
Noon
Sept 19-21 - BGSU KEEFE IVITATIONAL
(BOWUNG GREEN)
(Greenville, S.C.)
11:00 a.m. Nov. 24 - NCAA Chamionships (Greenville, S.C.)
Noon
Sept 26-28 - UND/Fallen Ivitational
(South Bend, Ind.)
Hockey
Oct 10-12 - Kentucky Invitational
(Lexington, Kent.)
Oct 10 - Waterloo
7:00 p.m. Nov. 27 - at Alaska-Fairbanks*
7:00 p.m. Feb. 14 - MIAMI*
7:00 p.m. Oct 31-Nov. 3 - ITA Rolex Regionals
(Urbana, III.)
Oct 11 - WESTERN MICHIGAN* 7:00 p.m. Nov. 28 - at Alaska-Fairbanks*
7:00 p.m. Feb. 20 - at Western Mich*.... 7:00 p.m.
Women s Golf
Oct 17 - at Boston College
7:00 p.m. Nov. 29 - at Alaska-Fairbanks*
7:00 p.m. Feb. 21 - at Ferns State*
7:00 p.m.
1.6-7 - Illinois si. Hearjira uiassic
(bloomington, ill.)!
Oct 18 - at Northeastern
7:00 p.m. Dec. 6 - at Michigan State*
7:00 p.m. Feb. 27 - at Miami*
7:00 p.m.
Sept. 13-14 - Spartan Fall Invitational
(E. Lansing, Mich.)
Oct 24 - CLARKSON
7:00 p.m. Dec. 7 - at Michigan State*
7:00 p.m. ?••>• 28 - OHIO STATE*
7:00 p.m
Sept. 20-21 - Falcon Invitational
(BOWLING GREEN)!
Mar 6
Oct 25 - CLARKSON
7:00 p.m. Dec. 27-28 - Vermont Sheridan Classic
- " MICHIGAN*
7:00 p.m.
Sept. 26-27 - OSU Fall Invitational
(Columbus, OH)|
Mar 7
Oct 31 - FERRIS STATE*
7:00 p.m. Jan. 2 - at Northern Michigan
7:00 p.m.
- - MIAMI*
„
....7:00 p.m.
Oct 4-6 - Wolverine Invitational
(Ann Arbor, Mich.)
Nov. 1 - FERRIS STATE*
7:00 p.m. Jan. 3 - at Lake Superior*
7:00 p.m. Mar. 13-15 - CCHA Quarterfinals
Nov. 7 - at Notre Dame*
7:00 p.m. Jan. 9 - at Michigan*
7:00 p.m. M»r- 20 - CCHA Semifinals (Detroit, Ml)
Men's Golf
Nov. 8 - WESTERN MICHIGAN*.. 7:00 p.m. Jan. 18 - at Ohio State*
3:00 p.m. Mar. 21 - CCHA Championship (Detroit,
Sept 17 - Titan Invitational
(Detroit, Mich.) I
Nov. 15 - OHIO STATE*
7:00 p.m. Jan. 23 - NORTHERN MICHIGAN*7:00 p.m. Ml)
Sept. 20-21 - Hawkeye Intercollegiate Invitational.... (Iowa City, Iowa)
Nov. 21 - MICHIGAN*
7:00 p.m. Jan. 24 - NOTRE DAME*
7:00 p.m.
Oct 13-14 - Dayton/Wright State Invitational
(Dayton, OH) |
Nov. 22 - MICHIGAN STATE*
7:00 p.m. Jan. 30 - LAKE SUPERIOR*
7:00 p.m. ' " Cen,ral Co"e<"a,e Hocke' ^soc"'™ °a™
Other men's golf events TBA
BG News graphic by Jim Tocco

"Your One Stop
Electronics
Service Center"

'Sporting Goods
•Sweatshirts

PEMTRONICS INC
353-3115
287-4428

GLASS CITY GAMES

3659 Upton Ave. Toledo, OH 43613
1419-474-0304 gcgames@primenet.com

990

'Imprinted Sportswear

Computers ■ VCRj ■ Audio/Visual
SmatfAppGances - MandtKtU'PozvtTTools

150 N. Main St., Bowling Green
222E. Front St., Pemberville

— — - coupon — — —

•Greek Organizations
Total
•Intramural Teams
Sports
Source •jackets

1045 N. Main
Bowling Green, OH
353-3411
M-F10-7
SAT 10-3

'Licensed Sporting
Apparel

1

Fresh Made to
Order
1/4 lb. Singles

Sun.-Th. 10:30 a.m.-10 p.m. '
Fri. & Sat. 10:30 a.m.-11 p.m.L _E2"!i1!L12;27

•Clubs

I

WELCOME STUDENTS

( Just 20 minutes away!!! Take 75N through
Toledo to 475W. Use the Jackman/ Central exit.
Follow Central to Upton. One minute north of 475)

MAGIC THE GATHERING,
LEGENDS OF THE 5 RINGS,
STAR WARS, OVERPOWER
AD&D. VAMPIRE , WEREWOLF, MAGE,
SHADOWRUN,
CHAMPIONS, AND OTHER RPG'S
Huge selection of CANES WORKSHOP, fantasy and
historical miniatures, and gaming accessories. Call or e-mail
for tournament, league and special event information

248 SOUTH MAIN STREET
STEAK & SEAFOOD
1544E. Wooster

352-0461

• Newly renovated
• New Menus
• All New Ranch Steak & Seafood

Come join us for lunch & dinner
»

3528578
Welcome Back Students!

'A
Is there a FISHER in your future?

***>o
•With all models
on SALE
^heremaybe!
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New MAC football teams
going different ways
The Blasting Post
Mike
Leonard
BG News
Sport* Writer
With every new football
season, there comes a rebirth
of sorts. New players, new
championship hopes, and, in
the case of the Mid-American
Conference, two new teams.
The entrance of Marshall
University and Northern Illinois University into the MAC
is bound to send ripples
through the conference. In one
way it already has by splitting
the MAC into two divisions for
the first time.
But a split that puts Bowling
Green in the MAC East and
Toledo in the MAC West? Obviously, geography is not MAC
Commissioner Jerry Ippoliti's
strong suit.
Speaking of geography,
Marshall and Northern Illinois
now represent the eastern and
western extremes of the MAC.
The distance between the two
teams' abilities on the field are
equally as distant.
Coming from the east, Marshall will be a welcome addition to the MAC on the gridiron. For those who have not
followed the Thundering Herd
up to this point, allow me to
bring you up to speed.
Marshall has participated in
five of the last six Division
I-AA championship games.
They have won two of those
five including last year's
game. Montana and Youngstown State were the Herd's
only competition during their
championship seasons.
In the Southern conference,
Marshall has had no equal. The
Herd finished 15-0 last season
and dominated the league as if
the rest of the teams were Division III squads. How dominant was the Herd? Marshall
outscored its opponents
658-210 last season. Make no
mistake, as happy as the MAC
is to see Marshall join, the
Southern Conference is just as
happy to see it go.
It's not hard to figure out

See related story, page 28
Marshall's success. Last year,
wide reciever Randy Moss
caught 78 passes, 28 for touchdowns - as a freshman. Moss'
success has earned him recognition as the MAC'S first Heisman Trophy candidate in recent memory. Couple Moss
with running back Doug
Champman, who rushed for
more than 1000 yards last
season, and a host of other
offensive weapons, and it
should come as no surprise
that Marshall is favored to win
the MAC championship in its
first year in the conference.
To hear Ippoliti talk, you
would think that a championship is preordained for the
Herd.
On the western extreme,
Northern Illinois looks to be
the cellar dweller of MAC.
Last season, NIU was a Divisioi I-A independent after a
three-year stint with the
MAC's former west-coast
counterpart, the Big West
Conference. Although officially listed as Division I-A, NIU's
only victory came against Division I-AA Arkansas State by
one point.
So after going 1-10 a year
ago against a schedule that
Bowling Green High School
might have had a winning record against, the Huskies
make their triumphant return
the MAC after a 12-year hiatus. This comes after losing to
perrenial MAC also-ran Akron
34-17 last season.
Indeed, a conference victory
for the Huskies might be a
sign of the coming apocalypse.
This season marks the beginning of a new era of football
in the MAC, complete with two
teams that are polar opposites
of each other on the gridiron.
Marshall has the ability to take
over the MAC in way that
would make the meteoric rise
of the Carolina Panthers look
tame, while Northern Illinois
will struggle for survival.
Ippoliti believes that the addition of these two teams will
vault the MAC into the thick of
the Division I-A college football fight. At least he's half
right in his belief.

Women's soccer wins first
ever scrimmage vs. Findlay
□ The women's soccer
team defeats Findlay 1 -0
in its first intercollegiate
scrimmage as a varsity
sport.

five minutes into the second half,
which skipped into the bottom
right corner of the goal. Junior
forward Krista Shamblin had
been tripped by Findlay defender
Crystal Bennett in the penalty
box.
Though her aggressive play
did lead to the penalty kick,
ByJIMTOCCO
Shamblin had two solid opportunTheBG News
ities to score earlier in the game
Bowling Green women's soc- With 9:20 remaining in the first
cer coach Tom Piccirillo couldn't half, she received a pass from
hide his ear-to-ear smile Monday Christa Garver and sent a shot
that took deflections from a leapevening. He was beaming.
And why not? After a year of ing Findlay goalie and the the
building his team from scratch, crossbar to stop it. Just before
then molding it into a game- she was fouled in the penalty box,
ready unit, the team finally hit she sent another shot off the
the field and powered its way to a crossbar.
solid 1-0 victory.
"It was awesome," Shamblin
The victims were the Universi- said of the win. "It was the first
ty of Findlay Oilers, participants time we all played together, and
in each of the last three NAIA the other team is all juniors and
Championships.
seniors."
"You've got to like it," he said.
Indeed, Shamblin was the only
"We played a team here today upperclassmen to take the field
that... beat Eastern Michigan last for Bowling Green. She is the
BG Newt Photo by Jcrc my Martin
year, that beat Toledo last year, only junior on the team, and the
so we've got to feel that our feel- only senior, Michelle Dorman, Freshman midfielder Janice Mentrup has her jersey tugged by Findlay's
Theresa MM.
ings in the MAC look good as far saw no playing time.
"That really means I have to
as that goes."
The Falcons' lone goal came on step it up big time," she said, "it was awesome. U was the first time we
an Ashley Enser penalty kick •Tm the most experienced p/flyed together< Qnd th(, Qther team wag fl,j

juniors and seniors."
Krista Shamblin
junior forward

player on the field, so I've really
got to play the leadership role out
there."
The Falcons enjoyed good defense all day from Emily Graham, Paige Suhay and Autumn
Harris, highlighted by Suhay's
sliding block to ward off a 2-on-l
as time ran out in the first lialf.
"Paige was taken out of the
game offensively," Piccirillo
said. "We had her Just simply
marking Chelsea Combs."
Combs, a spry 4-10 forward, is
well known to be the catalyst of
the Findlay offensive attack
Findlay's Bennett, seeking
redemption for the foul she
committed earlier, had a chance
to equal the score with 6:20 reBGNiwo Pketo by Jeremy Martin maining in the game. She had
Coach Tom Piccirillo was all smiles on the sideline. Here, he talks with broken past the defense on the
assistant coach Julie Rcule.
right side, but sent her shot wide

Refrigerator Rentals
3.1 $55^

9QHAQ8
Tie
TZfoktciou* Tbloct
Alternative Ctottiins
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry
• Imported Cisars • Clove
Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Glass Curios •Tapestries
• Stickers • Posters
• 200+ Tees

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9 Sunday 12-6

352-3306

page 27

Futon Rentals
School Year

$85 oo

spnc€ snvens
405 Thurslin

352-5475

194 S. Main
• items tor your dorm/Apt Furniture; Lamps; fishes; books; "Funky "5Cts. 60s, 70"s ctolhes, andfots more!
OPEN LATE
M - Sat. 11a.m-9p.m.; Sun lp.m.-6p.m.
353-6300

11
?Z=
==*1
II li s Tl

UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES
1997-1998
SCHEDULE OF HOURS
..

("McDonald Dining Center)

:

C

ship potential and helps
you take on the challenge of command.
There's no obligation
until your junior year,
so there's no reason not
to try it out right now.

Monday • Friday
Breakfast 7:30 - 10:45 am
Lunch
Ham-2pm
Dinner
4:30-6:30pm

Keepers Food Cour

Monday - Friday
7:30am - 7pm
Saturday - Sunday
10am - 7pm

Saturday - Sunday
Breakfast 10am - Ipm
Lunch
II :30am -2pm
Dinner
4:30 -6:30 pm

Keepers Snack Bar

Sunday • Thursday
7pm - Midnight

(

Studcn

Garden Terrace Deli

Sunday - Thursday
2pm - 11 pm

Prout Cafeteria

Towers West
Restaurant

Monday - Friday
4:30-6:30pm

Monday - Friday
10:30am-2pm

Bowl -n- Greenery

GT Exprevs
Convenience Store

Monday - Friday
Sam - Midnight
Saturday - Sunday
Neon - Midnight

Monday - Friday
11:30am- 1:30pm
Monday - Thursday
4:30-7pm

The Pheasant Room

Monday - Friday
II :30am- 1:30pm
Monday - Thursday
4:30 - 7pm

Pizza Shop

Monday - Thursday
I lam- 3 am
Friday
II am - 1 am
Saturday
4pm - 1 am
Sunday
4pm - Sam

Nan

Grill
Monday • Thursday
11 am - 11 pm
Friday
11 am - 6pm
Saturday
10am - 6pm
Sunday
10am - llpm

Sundial Food Court

Monday - Friday
7:30am - 7pm
Saturday • Sunday
10am - 7pm

Shadows Snack Bar

Sunday - Thursday
7pm-Midnighl

Silver River Cafe

Restaurant
5 - 8:30pm
Coffee House
8:30- 10-30pm

("Commons Dining Center/}
Main Dining

Monday - Friday
Breakl'asi 7:30-11 am
Lunch
11 am - 2 pm
Limited Service 2-4:30 pm
Dinnncr 4:30-6:30pm

Chily's Express
Convenience Store

Monday - Friday
8am - Midnight
Saturday - Sunday
Noon - Midnight

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOD UN TAKE
For details, visit Rm. 151. Memorial Hall 01 call
372-2476

■

., • •

■

I I •'-1 •

-

■

Ef
f^H
|&j9
1 ffi S T)

Founders Dining Center^

fKreischer Dining Center")

Excitement and adventure
is the course description,
and Army ROTC is the
name. It's the one college
elective that builds
your self-confidence,
develops your leader-

BG's only other scoring opportunity came with five minutes
remaining in the first half, when
freshman forward Stephanie
Sizemore had a shot deflected by
Findlay goalie Erin Lane, which
left the ball sitting with a wideopen net. Sophomore Emily Graham tried to finish off the goalmouth melee, but her shot was
blocked by the Findlay defense.

B.G. Antiques

Main Dining

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.

right. It was the best scoring opportunity the Oilers had all day.
All told, 17 of the Falcons' 24
players saw action, including two
goalkeepers, with Lynette Lasancn taking over the duties for
Kit Gasley in the second half.
Findlay played BG to an even
match offensively, launching 11
shots to BG's 10, with each team
snapping off five shots on goal.

•

Bakery
Monday - Thursday
7am - 11 pm
Friday
7am - 1:30pm
Cafeteria Line
Monday • Friday
Breakfast 7:30-10:30am
Lunch
Ham - 1:30pm
Monday - Thursday
_Dmner
i-Hpm,
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Two new programs join MAC

Unique Gifts For fill Occasions
• Sculpture • Hummels • Baldwin Brass
10% off unfromed prints, posters

rAO/ OFF nil Framed Artwork
(feuj exempt)

VOUNG'S
Mon. thru Sot 8 a.m. - ° p.m.

GIFT AND ART SHOP
156 N. Moin. Doujntoujn BG|

Sunday noon 5 •

□ Marshall and Northern Illinois swell MAC
membership to 12, divide conference into divisions.

352-91 74
ByTODMcCLOSKEY
The BG News

Forrest Creason Golf Course
• Student Fall Passes are
available starting Sunday,
August 24th
• All the Fall golf you can play
for only $50.00

East Poe Road
Bowling Green, OH
419-372-2674
Phone for Tee Times

• You must have a fall
schedule or validation
sticker
• Get your Tee Times one
week in advance

[he little Shop
...in the union

Greeting Cards • Gifts • Helium Balloons
School & Computer Supplies
BGSU Items • Film & Film Processing
Health & Beauty Aids • Candy
• Postage Stamps • Phone Cards

"a little bit of everything"
8:30 am to 5:30 pm Monday - Thursday
8:30 am to 5:00 pm Friday

We're Expanding!!!

N.W. OHD's

Largest Selection of Compact Discs

SONY/EPIC
*,

1 '**~ i ■f

lr~

\ p| oasis |,

*; 1
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\

p^ssi
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be here now ^J£m
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Locales
A dot-by-dot listing
of Mid-American
Conference
schools:

At the Mid-American Conference football preview conference
this July, it was apparent that a
West Division
feeling of excitement was in the
CMU
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
air.
WMU
Kalamazoo, Mich.
There were many new faces, as
EMU
Ypsilanti, Mich.
well as a look of eagerness for
BSU
Muncle, Ind.
the 1997 season. With new addiNIU
DeKalb, III.
tions Marshall and Northern Illinois, the MAC ups its team total
UT
Toledo
to 12.
With this expansion of teams,
also comes an increase in the
standards of the conference.
Marshall University was 15-0 last
BG N»-s Graphic by Swprwn* Schnwle.
year, which Included a Division
I-AA national championship.
"Six of our players from last Trophy candidate," Marshall can be competitive in this pionship game will play in the
year's team are in NFL camps coach Bob Pruett said. "We think league." Though the Jump from Ford City Motor Bowl at the Ponand Randy Moss is a Heisman we have some good athletes that Division I-AA to Division I-A is tiac Silverdome.
considerable, Marshall personnel
"It's exciting to have almost a
are confident that they will ad- playoff-like system in the MAC,"
just quickly.
Bowling Green linebacker Kevin
"Depth, athletic ability and O'Neill said. "It's exciting to
those things I think people as- competing to get to that big
sume were there last year, this game, I think it adds a lot of
year's team wants to prove (that drama to the conference." As for
those qualities are still there)," the MAC'S opponent, the MAC
Pruett says. "Our first goal is to will pick an at-large bid from any
have a winning season and com- conference of its choice. Most
pete for the conference cham- probably, the at-large bid will be
pionship." Northern Illinois, on the fifth-place finisher from
the other hand, is just happy to either the Southeastern Conferbe in the MAC. It spent last year ence or the Big 10, according to
as a Division I-AA team without a MAC officials.
conference and finished 1-10.
Besides the expansion of the What it means for Bowling Green
two teams, the MAC also made
considerable changes within its
The Falcons have more options
internal structure, changed and chances to advance into the
bowls and joined the Bowl Alli- postseason then ever before.
ance.
With the divisional split. Bowling Green will still play rival
Divisional Play
Toledo every year, though the
Rockets are in the West division.
Like the Big 12 and other big
Even if Bowling Green loses a
name conferences, the MAC split game or two In the MAC, they
itself into East and West divi- still would have the opportunity
sions. The West division includes to advance to the championship
Toledo, Central Michigan, game in December.
Eastern Michigan, Western
Michigan, Northern Illinois and Bowl Alliance
Ball State.
The East Division holds the
In past years, it didn't matter
remaining six teams: Bowling how good a MAC team was, it was
Green, Marshall, Miami, Akron, still obligated to go to a small
Kent and Ohio.
bowl, whether that was the CaliEach team will play schools of fornia Raisin Bowl or Las Vegas
each division, with all MAC Bowl.
games counting as conference
By joining the Bowl Alliance,
games.
the MAC now has the capabilities
to send a team to a major bowl.
Championship and Bowl Came
There Is one stimpulation
though. In order for any MAC
Splitting the MAC into divi- team to be accepted into a major
sions allowed MAC officials to bowl, they must finish the reguset up a championship game be- lar season ranked nationally in
tween the top finishers of the the top six.
East and West Divisions.
"I know there hasn't been a hisThis year the championship tory in the MAC of finishing in
game will be held at Marshall the top six, but it is the principle
AuocUted PTTII photo
Marshall wide receiver Randy Moss is considered by many to be the University on Dec. 5.
of the issue," MAC commissioner
The winner of the MAC Cham- Jerry Ippollti says.
best wideoul in college football.

Stye 3tendj Knot
is JUST RIGHT

FREE DELIVERY

[The Right Prices!!!
The Right Service!!!
The Right Products!!!]

HJI

112 Mercer & Wooster

345-6500
ANY SIZE ...
ANY TOPPINGS!

Let Us Prove We Are "Just Right" For You!

"Your Music Library!"

$2 OFF" COUPON" *2 OFF"
5 or More Regularly Priced

Compact Discs or Prerecorded Cassettes
403 S Mam St
Findlay. OH
422-1161

128 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH

352-7677
Offer expires: September 30. 1997

l!2 OFF .COUPON JJ2 OFF
$1

OFF"

COUPON" $1OFF"

1 or More Regularly Priced

Compact Discs or Prerecorded Cassettes

East Division
BGSU
Bowling Green
MIU
Oxford
OU
Athens
AU.
Akron
KSU
Kent
MaU
Huntington, W.Va.

D&ILL, M

5JPT© 1

i ©m Ltmm POUA
TOPPOMGli

(Toppings to choose from:
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Green
Peppers, Onions, Ham, Bacon, Beef,
Tomatoes, Italian Style Sausage,
Black Olives, Pineapple, Banana
Pepper Rings, Anchovies)
Expires 8/31/97
Topping selection may vary by market. Offer Includes
small, medium, large Original Round or Deep Dish
Pizzas, and excludes extra cheese and any double
topping orders. Offer excludes Pizza By The Foot and
Olant Caesar. Free Crazy Bread with 2nd pizza is a
4-plece order. Offer valid only at participating locations
for a limited time. No coupon necessary.
O 1997 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

403 S Main St.
128 N. Main SI
Findlay, OH
Bowling Green, OH
422-1161
352-7677
■S55V
Offer expires: September 30, 1997

c\PIl -QQWQN. -$lftFf
Open 7 Days \ Week!

BUY A 2ND PIZZA FOR $6.99 AND GET

FREE CRAZY BREAD!

i
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FOOTBALL

Handicapping the Field

Continued from page 25.
freshman at Illinois - including a
pair of 100-yard games - before
transferring.
"I think we've got three running backs right now that, if they
Just stay on track, they could be
three pretty good players for us,"
Blackney said.
Platt will live in infamy as the
player who stood between BG
and perfection in 1996. BG set an
NCAA record by losing just one
fumble all season - a Platt drop
during the first game of the year
at Alabama.
Whether Platt - or any of the
other running backs - can outlive
that infamy will be the biggest
key to the Falcons reaching
championship form.
Wide Receivers
For the first time in a while,
the Falcons have a wide receiving corps they can count on.
Damron Hamilton and Terry
Loville provide one of the top returning groups in the conference.
Already having played a year
with Niemet, the Falcon passing
game has the chance to be prolific again.
The last season that the Falcons had such a solid receiving
duo - in 1994 with Ronnie Redd
and Rameir Martin - the Falcons
scored a school-record 391
points.
Compare that to the 402 points
BG has scored in the last two
seasons combined.
Defensive Line
Dan King (6-1, 295) returns at
noseguard. The bookends are
new, but Letoskey Carey (6-3,
24S) and Gardner Howard (6-3,
290) offer some experience at
end and tackle, respectively.
"We have to get a better pass
rush than we've ever gotten before," Blackney said. "I think our
defensive line is bigger, stronger
and more mobile and I think we
have greater depth than we've
had before."
Linebackers
The linebackers are definitely
the strength of the team, with
O'Neill, younger brother Joe O'-

,
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overall

Marshall

MAC

8-3 7-1

j(J Bowling Green .. .7-4 6-2
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Miami
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"

0WJJ Ohio
Igkn
Kent
JE Akron
/^
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6-5 5-3
3-8 2-6
2-9 2-6

By JIM TOCCO
The BC News
Just three days before his first
class at the University, an allstate high school athlete was
killed when his car crashed into a
semi-truck parked alongside
Ohio 420.
The State Highway Patrol said
Aaron Lawniczak, 18, of Perrsyburg, here on a baseball scholarship, was pronounced dead at
the scene of the accident Sunday
in Perrysburg Township.
Lawniczak was headed south-

Campus Location \ |

Comment
No matter what division they are in, the
Herd still rolls
Unless the Falcons beat Miami in Week 2,
these numbers might end up being reversed
What's in a name? Redhawks still won't win
big road games.
Kureem Wilson made the grades. Can he
pass the pigskin?
Hasta La Vista, Jim Corrigall.
Zips won't sneak up on anyone this year.

Toledo

8-3 6-2

Winner by default in weak West.

EMU

6-5 5-3

Defense? We have to play defense?

Ball State

6-5 5-3

Defending champs decimated by graduation.

CMU

4-7 3-5

Can they keep Florida under 70 in Week 1?

WMU

2-9 1-7

NIU

0-11

0-8

The Falcon secondary

Athletic
Equipment

Roller
Hockey
Sports 1 Sports -l
IIEquipment|
Blades
Posters I Novelties! ^es^ser^j \____

from last year. Junior punter
Andy Pollock was third in the
conference last year and is the
top returning punter, while Jason
Strasser has a range near SO
yards as the returning kicker.
Loville will handle the punt returns while Leon Weathersby, a
promising transfer from California Pierce College, will return
kickoffs. Weathersby could also
make an impact at running back.
Schedule
BG's schedule can be summed
up In one word: tough.
The Falcons have only four
home games this season, meaning they will have to get familiar
with the road. BG's seven road
opponents were a combined 53-31
last year.
Ohio State (defending Rose
Bowl champions) and Marshall
(defending Division I-AA champions) are among the road games.
The Falcons open at Louisiana
Tech Saturday.

in car crash

of our best wishes go out to the
Lawniczak family."
Schmitz said that Lawniczak
was going to be a dual player,
playing shortstop and seeing
some time on the mound.
Lawniczak, a standout Division
III prep star in baseball and basketball at Eastwood High School
In Pemberville, was all-state in
both sports as a senior.
Said to be the best athlete to
come out of a Wood County prep
school in many years, the 6-5
Lawniczak planned to walk on to
the basketball team later this
year in an attempt to establish
himself as a two-sport star at the
university level as well.
During his senior year, he
averaged 32.6 points per game to
go along with 11.6 rebounds. And
he did it despite wearing a cast
for the first nine games of the

Open Moo

.Prt.,,.7. Sat. 10-5

FALCON HOUSE
A^#

These guys would have trouble with
Bowling Green High School.

burned a lot last year.
It was burned even more in the
offseason, with the departure of
Tony Everhart to graduation and
Demetrius Carr to grades.
What's left is an unproven
corps that is Blackney's biggest
question mark.
"I was really dissatisfied with
our secondary play in the
spring," Blackney said. "We
didn't perform or function well in
spring ball. That was a great concern."
Chioke Bradley is the lone
senior returning starter in the
secondary, although Morty
Bryce and Junior Williams each
saw extended time and will move
Into starting spots at strong and
free safety, respectively.
Jay Register, a transfer from
California Glendale College, is
penciled in as the other defensive
back.
Special Teams
got
All of the specialists return

bound on Ohio 420 Sunday afternoon when he began to drift into
the left lane of traffic and into
the path of an oncoming vehicle.
According to witnesses, Lawniczak swerved back into his lane
but overcorrected, went off the
right side of the road, and hit the
back of the truck. The truck had
been parked on the shoulder
while the driver updated his log.
No one else was hurt in the
crash, which remains under investigation. The truck driver was
not charged, troopers said.
Sources close to Lawniczak say
he had just come out of Wendy's,
where he had picked up some
fast food.
"Besides being an athlete, he
was a very good person," said
Danny Schmitz, Bowling Green's
baseball coach. "This is just a
very difficult time for us, and all

^
BGSU & Pro I
s rts
"=a"' I
P° ,
Uniforrr^^Jppare^

SPORTING GOODS

Broncos are young; wait 'till '99.

Neill and Brian Manns each returning as starters.
Todd Bush steps up as the four
starter at outside linebacker, giving the Falcons perhaps the best
group in the conference.
"I think our four linebackers
will match up with any four linebackers in the conference,"
Blackney said. "I think the O'Neill's, Manns and Todd Bush are
going to be great, great players
for us."
O'Neill, the senior captain, is
the emotional center of the team
and that will emulate into the
linebackers' play. Those four are
charged with controlling the defense and keeping the Falcons in
most games.
They did a reasonable job of
that last season - in only two of
the seven losses were the Falcons
more than a touchdown away.
Defensive Backs

at the corner of

Printing

BG N«wt Graphic by SteprwM Scnn*d«i

Freshman athlete ki
Q Two-sport athlete
Aaron Lawniczak dies in
a car accindent just days
before beginning his
freshman year.

MOW OPEN

Football writer Scott Brown examines the Mid-American Conference in 1997:

year. He was also named most
valuable player of the annual
North-South Ohio all-star basketball game in Columbus.
In baseball, Lawniczak had a
9-4 record as a pitcher for Eastwood in his senior year and batted .560 with seven home runs
and only one strikeout all year
long. Lawniczak pitched a nohitter his freshman season.
"It's a great loss for everybody," Schmitz said. "It's amazing how many people have called
to voice their sympathies. It's
just amzing in his 18 years how
many people's lives Aaron
touched."
Lawniczak had moved into his
dorm room in Ashley Hall on
Saturday, living there for just 24
hours before his death.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.

900 E. Wooster at S. College
352-3365
Also visit our Main Store Downtown at 123 S. Main - 352-3610
Open Mon.-Fn. 10-8: Sat. 10-5:30

BGSU

Student Health
Service
BGSU Student Health Service
Erovides quality, outpatient
ealth care to all University
students and their spouses.
•♦•Accredited by AAAHC***
Located in the Health Center
Building on Ridge Street.
Appointments are encouraged t«
minimize waiting time.

Call 372-2271.

Services Offered
*Care for
Acute/Chronic Illnesses
•Well Check-up

'Allergy Injections
'Immunizations
'Medications and

Supplies
•X-ray A Lab testa
'Physical Therapy
'Women's Health Clinic
•Center for
Wellness A Prevention
Regular Offic*
Hour*
Sam to 4:30pm
Men, Tue, Fri.
8am to 7:30pm
Wednesdays
9:15am to
4:30pm
Thursday*

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

Servina Our Customers 'for Over 60* years!
STRIVING TO ACHIEVE EXCELLENCE IN ALL
YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS!

BG'S BEST
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing
In house embroidery, screen printing, and
sewn on letters.
Over 300 fabrics to choose from.

*ASE Certified Trained
Technicians
•Recipient of Toyota's
Presidents & Service
Excellence Award!

•Body Shop
•Parts Department
•Rental Department
Including Vans
•FREE Shuttle
Service

r

BGSU Wear
y B 2*1' •Sweatshirts»Hats»T-Shirts»Sports«
"*»«f |y •*n0#i Unprinted»Many Misc. Items

°*0»

lf

WATCH FOR OUR
SEPTEMBER
SIDEWALK SALE

BG's One Stop Shop
SERVICE HOURS: Mon. - Fri. 7:30-6:00 pm. ; Thursday til 8:00 pm.

THAYER CHEVROLET - TOYOTA
1225 North Main St., Bowling Green, Oh.
353-5751
Toledo 244-2161
352-PART

4 s fe
TUXEDO
RENTAL

1
COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
Sorority & Fraternity Merchandise

•Sweatshirts«Hats«T-Shirts»Pullover Jackets
Come In And Check Out All The New Merchandise

SWIMSUITS
$10

531 Ridge, BG 352-8333
Mon.-Thurs. 10-8, Fri. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

I
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Aging Doyt Perry Stadium receiving facelift
□ Renovations to the BG football
stadium will make it more accessible
and aesthetically pleasing.
By JASON MCMAHON
The BG News

Doyt Perry Stadium sat at the edge of campus,
aging quietly while new buildings sprung up all
around it. Now, with a couple million dollars
thrown in its lap, Doyt has been busy undergoing a
nip and tuck of sorts.
Thirty-one years after its construction, the Falcon football facility is in the midst of Its first extensive renovation project. By Bowling Green's
home opener against Miami Sept. 6, new ticket
booths, new fencing and renovations to both the
press box and luxury boxes will be complete.
Construction of two elevator towers reaching
both box levels and the offices on the east end of
the stadium is ongoing, and should be complete by
Dec. 1, according to Jim Elsasser, assistant athletic director for athletic facilities.
The total cost of the project is about $2 million,
Elsasser said. Half a million came from the state to
help the University comply with the Americans
with Disabilities Act. $100,000 was received from a
private donor in exchange for naming rights to the
walkway from the east elevator to the offices, and
the remaining funds came from various private
donors and fundraisers.

c

The new ticket booths have been moved a little
farther out from the stadium, and Elsasser says it
will present the fans with a more aesthetically
pleasing look, as will the new fencing.
The elevators, when completed, will allow handicapped people to enter the press box and luxury
box areas, along with the east-side offices, where
the majority of Falcon sports are headquartered.
These areas are currently inaccessible to the
wheelchair-bound.
"It's something that we wanted to take care of,"
Elsasser said. "Someone that was confined to a
wheelchair could never get into our department
offices. They couldn't get to the top of the stadium.
It's something that we wanted to do."
The press box and luxury box areas have been
recarpeted and painted and will have a much more
colorful look to them. They will also be furnished
with new furniture.
The President's box, sitting atop the center of
the stadium's east side, has been completely remodeled. Along with new carpet, paint and furniture, it has been split into four glass-partitioned
boxes.
Previously seating 75-80 people, the President's
box now has a more cozy setting. Elsasser says it
will make the President "more accessible" to the
guests that he may be entertaining, and also allows
different administrators and other groups to host
on Saturday afternoons.
"The boxes are really what will make the money
for the stadium," Elsasser said. "They're renovated, they're nice. In regards to revenue genera-

tion, that's going to enhance the stadium greatly.
Planning for the remodeling began years ago as
part of the three-pronged "Peregrine Project," Elsasser explained. A facelift to the football stadium
was lumped together with funding for gender
equity and rewards for coaching excellence.
'That title - 'Peregrine Project' - was phased
out," Elsasser said. "But they still kept the three
ideas alive, just on a separate tangent. That's how
it really began."
Elsasser hinted that when the elevators are
completed, the renovations may not be.
"Our wish list would be to put in a new scoreboard at some time and maybe add lights to the

Crliving Adventure? j

stadium," Elsasser said. "Those again are on our
wish list. We'll take it one thing at a time."
He was quick to point out, though, that when the
current project is completed, Perry Stadium will
still be able to match up with any structure in college football.
"It puts us right back up to the top," Elsasser
said. "We've got arguably the nicest grass surface
in the ranks of college football right here. Now
we're just adding to that ... just trying to make it
one of the finer facilities in the Midwest and in the
nation. That's what our goal is and I think we're
reaching that goal by completing the project."

Welcome Back Students
and New Freshmen!

Looking fot rxcitomont?

Just Need to Get Away from it allfj
Enjoy an exhilarating, two-day rafting
excursion on the Lower Cauley River in

Fresh baked bagel sandwiches.
Free delivery all over town.

scenic West Virginia. Depart from
Bowling Green at 4 pm on Friday, Sept. 26.
Please Register Early-Space is limited

354-0011
A close walk from campus
1 1/2 Dozen bagels and
1 1/4 pound gourmet
1 cream cheese

, 750 off

^^CALL US!

1

.

Sandwich & Irg. drink
$1.00 off
Dine in or Delivery
Expires 9/30/97

Expires 9/30/97

353-MEGA
6342

1616E. Woosler#l

Delivery or 1 S min. pick-up
MasterCard

Available Toppings

£MSSC

H.

HANDTOSSED THINCRUST
ADD
ONS:

Pepp«roni
Onion*
Black Olives
Beel
Tomatoes

Mushrooms
Grwn Peppers
Ham
Pineapple
CheOdar Cneese

Sausage
Green Olives
Hot Peppers
Bacon
Extra Cheese

Attention Off-Campus Students
Your Local Off-Campus address and telephone number will be
printed in the BGSU Telephone Directory.
Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change form below to provide Off-Campus
residence and telephone only.

To assure proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory please submit
completed forms by:

M:II;MH

G&eesgf

Thursday
September^ 1997
5:00 p.m.

STICITS

SMALL PLUS ■ MEGA PLUS 'MEDIUM PLU:

6.99

8.99 : 7.99

ONE SMALL
3 ITEM PIZZA

ONE LARGE
PIZZA WITH UP
TO 9 ITEMS

I

ONE MEDIUM 3
ITEM PIZZA

— PLUS —

— PLUS —

,

— PLUS —

FREE TWISTY
BREAD
OR
2 FREE COKES

FREE TWISTY
BREAD
OR
2 FREE COKES

I

FREE TWISTY
BREAD

:♦'

♦

Not valid Min any ot)«r offer
Expires 11-2-98

i

■

Deep Diih 1 00 Exka. Double ■
Cheese E *»a No) valid — rh I
any other oWer
_

♦

OR

2 FREE COKES

Please mail or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local Address change form to
the Office of Registration and Records, 110 Administration Building or drop off
the form at one of the sites listed below.
Drop Locations:
University Union Information Desk
Off-Campus Student Center
Library Circulation Desk
Campus Bookstore
Administration Building, 1st Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records
Off-Campus Housing

Not valid vwlh any o*Ser offer
Expires 11-2-98

Off-Campus Local

EARLY WEEK' LARGE PLUS 'DOUBLE SUBS

Use this form only if Off-Campus Local Address Change or Correction is required.
Contact the On-Campus Housing Office to change residence hall or Greek unit address.

: 5.00: 6.99 : 8.99
I
I

BUY ONE LARGE
1 ITEM PIZZA
FOR ONLY 5.00

■
.

I VALID ONLY ON TUESDAY OR_I

:♦

WEDNESDAY

Na vdid -* fim Braadudu
DMP Oth I 00 Mra No"
I
»oltd *•»> any otrm oH«r
to.,m 11-2-98
I

BUY ONE LARGE PIZZA
WITH ONE ITEM

BUY ANY TWO
FOOT LONG SUBS

— PLUS —

Zesty Italian, BIT, Ham

:♦

FREE TWISTY
BREAD

OR
2 FREE COKES
CtopDiih I 00 «x»a N01
valid with any o#>«r oH.
E*»r» 11-2-98

&

OIMM.

Oub Sub.

I

AMI

ttrati

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 J
1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Philly Steak. Pizza
Sub. Turkey & Oiee»e.

!♦

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M

All the Way, Bacon

1

Qub, Vegi Sub

Zip

T«ph.n«
No) valid ..Iti any olh.
E«p..« 11 -2-98

WE ACTEPT COMPETITORS COUPONS FOR
LIKE PRODUCT & SERVICES
l

m

• 1uo.nl 10
(ITMI
IM
t>

!

Address Change Form
■•»MC

»U8JII

1886

llonttur. and Dm

—Ml

u
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protected uuuv
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Buy one for yourself, your lamlry
or buy one with your roommates'

TheBGSU
Ur.vers.ty Ambassadors
would like to say
WELCOME
to the Fall 1997 New Students

September's Children
FOOO'DJ
Sponsored by IFC a Panhel
Free bowling and billiards night
Thursday, August 20. 7-9pm
Campus Bowling and Billiards Room

ATTENTION
Ushers needed tor UAO's Campua
Films Committeel
Usher the movies and see them tor F REE I
Committee members preferred
Call Matthew E. Sayra. Campua Flma
Director at 372-2486, tor more Into

SERVICES OFFERED
S«avn*[r«tsg A Bridal Apparel
Will do custom sewing to* bfktosrnaids A flower
girt* Alterations on bndal gowns, Dndesmaids,
flowergirl & mother'! dresses References
avaiable 823-1092
SKYDIVE NOWI110minutes from BG.S.U.
nt iump courses every Sat. or Sun. Student &
group discounts VISA & MC accepted.
SKYDIVE BG ■ 352-5200

CAMPUS
WELCOME BACK PARTY
Thursday 5 9 in
Od Fraternity Row

' ornxc Hw»rt O

Attention:
UN IVE RSTTY AMBASSADORS
Our first meting is on
September 3rd at 9:1 Spm
Meet at the west side ticket booth
ol the lootoaii stadium

Good thru June 30. 1998

ATTENTION:
Uahara naadad tor UAO Campua
'
Fiima Comminaal
Uahar DM moviaa and aaa torn lor liee1
Com mine* members preferred
Call Matthew E. Sayra,
Campua F«ma Diraoor. al 372-2488
tor mora into

Attention:
UN rVEHSITY AMBASSADORS
Our Aral meeong i* on
September 3rd al 0:15pm
Meet at the weal aide ticket booth
of the football stadium

ANYBODYIKE MOVIES7I
H so. UAO's Campua F ilms Committee
wants you Join today and help ohoose the
schedule for neit semester
Get involved with:
Snaak Previews Sohedulmg Publicity
Call Matthew E Sayra. Campus Flma
Dtrecior. at 372 2486 tor mora into.

Available thru APtCS. 11I Floor. CBA
Aug. 27.28. a 29.10am - 2pm

ANYBODY LIKE MOVIES?!
If to, UAO's Campus F ilms Committee
■ranta you. Join today and help choose trie
schedule lor neit semester
Gal involved witfr
Snaak Prevtes - scheduling - publicity
Ca» Matthevr E Sayra. Campua Fllma
Director, al 372-2486 lor mora into

American Heart i
aAssociarionJl

CPR
can keep your love alive

FREE FOOD
$10 txjy one. get one free' coupon card
buya $100. worth of food at NW Ohio
Burger Kings. PiHa Huts, » Taco Bells

CAMPUS EVENTS

II college cost is dosing your door ID opportunity and education. The Ohio Air National Guard
has the key to unlock college grants up to
$27,000. Part-time members earn benefits late
travel, technical traning, and great pay. Don't
be last in line to get your key. CALL
1 -800-708 <068 or 419-868 4068

Energize your Body
Quiet your Mind
Reconnect with Nature
8 ELEMENT/CHI KUNO
Begins Sepl. 8
Continuing Education. 410-372-8181

Life is a series
of tests.

Under the terms of the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, and
University policy on student records, Bowling
Green State University may disclose such
personally identifiable information from a
student's educational record as has been
designated to be directory information.

Some of them just
count more.
Find out why nearly 3 million
students have chosen Kaplan.

Students have the right to refuse the
designation of personally identifiable
information as directory information. If a
student exercises this right, directory
information will not be released without the
student's consent except as provided by law
and University policy. Students choosing to
exercise (heir rights respecting withholding
directory information should contact in
person the Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs by 5 p.m., Wednesday,
Septembers, 1997.

To find the class nearest you,
call today.
expert teachers

Improve sell-discipline
Reduce stress
Have fun learning an ancient exercise
KARATE
Classes tor beginning, intermediate
and advanced students
Begins Sept. 3
Continuing Educaton. 41*372 8181

FREE T-SHIRT
.1100
Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities A groups
Any campua organization can
raiae up to 11000 by earning a
rrhoppmg $S OorVISA application.
Can 1-800-932-0528 out. 65
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

UNIVE1SITY/C0MMUNITY

Bowling Green
Summer Musical Theater

Ik,

PRODUCTION

bw

'TlTheaT ^
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Music ^aMM
^uaaaSfaaSaaaaal

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: SOFTBALL. ULTIMATE FRISBEE. INNTERTUBE
WATER POLO. FLAG FOOTBALL APPLY IN
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP
TAKE-HOME TEST BEFORE SEPT 2N0.
MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINICS
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M. W DOUBLES GOLF - SEPT 2; W, C SOFTBALL B SEPT. 3: M SOFTBALL - SEPT. 4; M. W
DOUBLES TENNIS ■ SEPT »; INNERTUBE
WATER POLO - SEPT. 10: M.W.C ULTIMATE
FRISBEE-SEPT. 11

PERSONALS

STCDEIVF
RECORDS
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superior materials

<3^$>

Book, music a lyrics by Meredith Willson
September 5 S 6
Alt shows 8 p.m.
College of Musical Arts. BGSU
Kobacker Hall
Tickets: S8, $10 ft S12
Bo* orfiCf oprn weekdays, noon to 6 p.m. For Information. (419) 172-8171 or (100) 5I9-Z224

COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE!
Sat., Sept. 6 • 6:45 - 7:45 p.m. • Moore Musical Arts Center
Meet students, faculty and stall of the CMA
• learn about special events and programs • tour the facility
Sponsored by Pro Musica - Friends of Music at BGSU

WELCOME BACK ...
the 462
students who
co-oped/
interned this
summer and
gained an
edge in their
future while
earning more
than $2,2
million.

(^ft
Welcome Back
BG Studentsl
Call Today
for a FREE
local Seminar
Schedule!

smart technology proven results

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

COME JOIN ...
this elite group, visit our program in
310 Saddlemire Student Services. We look
forward to meeting you soon!!
Cooperatiue Education Program
372-245t

'Course names are registered trademarks of their respective owners

A CALIBER SYSTEM COMPANY
The Perfect Job For Males And Females Who Want to
Work, Stay in Shape, and Have Fun!!
Starting Pay $ 8.50-9.00/hr.
Tuition assistance
Work 3 - 5 hours a day
5 days a week
6 paid holidays after 1 year of service

- Shits to fit any schedule
Start Times
Night- 12:30 AM
Sunrise - 2:30 AM
Preload - 3:30 PM
Day - 2:00 PM
Twillight - 6:30 PM

WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY, 9/10
TUESDAY, 9/16

- STUDENT UNION FORT ROOM
10 AM-2 PM
STUDENT UNION FORT ROOM
10 AM-2 PM

SCHEDULED INTERVIEWS ARE NOT NEEDED

\
■

___
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-—.

.^__—
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The BG News

Children's Mracfe Neiwort Dence Marathon
Slewing Commtiee Applications are out!
Coma f(Mn lha warn mat helps make miracles
happen tn the lives of cfaMrenl
Applications can be pcked up at the Dance
Marathon Office m 450 Slurient Services Due
back Sept. i5ih
QUESTIONS?? Call 372-0530 and ask tor
Amy. Julianno. Triad or Jason'
INTRAMURAL FIRST AIDERS NEEDED
PCK UP APPLICATION IN 130 PERRY
FCLD HOUSE AND RETURN BY S£PT. 2.
OUAL ^CATIONS CURRENT STANOARD
FIRST AID OR COMMUNITY FIRST AID.
CURRENT CPR
AMERICAN RED CROSS
PROFESSIONAL OR AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION LEVEL C REQUIRED TO
COMPLETE A SHORT 8LOODBORNE
PATHOGEN TRAINING COURSE AT TEH IM
OFFICE'S EXPENSE MANDATORY MEETHQ.TUES.SEPT 2,6:00PM.

Chnstan graduate student in private home
3S2 2606

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
Free information Call 410-347-1475.

Roommate wanted-male. own room in small
houae. $42Srmo no deposit, utilities included
Call 669-4077.

ChikKare needed immediately tor 9 A 6 yr. old.
3.15 5 30 Mon. thru Fn in my Perrysburg
home. Must have car, experience A refer
ences &'?.-2109

HELP WANTED

CNldcare needed in our WaterwHe home It C
for 2 ft 4 yr old Reliable car. ret. req Cal
419-678-4536.

-FUN PART TIME WORK
Play children's educational characters in pre
grade schools Good pay flexible hrs. Car
needed Bob, 614 ?97 6688

Choir director for adults ft/or children. Send
resume of music experience ft refs to: First
Christian Church. 875 Haskms Rd. Bowtmg
Green. OH 43402 co Randy Ballard

A need tor some good workers at Pisaneltoa
Pizza. Flex, schedules, good working conditions, no silly uniforms. Prev exp. helpful.
Kitchen ft wait staff. Apply after 4pm 203 N
Main.

Christian to work w/chJdren in Sun. school on
Sun. mornings. Send resume to First Christian
Church. 875 Haskms Rd Bowling Green. OH
43402 c/o Randy Ballard.
Cleaning lovely home Th. or Fri; 5 hrs week
Good pay. Musi enjoy cleaning and be fastidious Call tor interview. 353-0721.

ANYBODY LIKE MOVIES!
If so UAO's Campus Films Committee wants
you. Join today and help choose the
schedule for next semester.
Get involved with
Sneak Previews - Scheduling • Publicity
Can Matthew E Sayre, Campus Films
Director, at 372-2486 lor more info

Seeking Excitement ft Adventure?
Take a
Lower Gauley River Rafting Trip
Sept 26 28
Exhilarating two-day excursion
explores the scene beauty ft thnii
o' navigating the famous West Virgin a
•while-water
Please register early
Enrollment is limited
Continuing Education, 419-372-8181

Faculty couple seeks BGSU student for parttime care of 2 toddlers m our home Cad
3524)189
FuB ft pi. bme exp. dog groomers needed
Good pay w/ benefie). Send resume ft rel. to
Sue Animal Medical Center 15028 US 225 E.
Find lay OH 45840.

Baby sitter needed
Mon ft Wed afternoons
372-0470 or 3S4-20S4

TheBGSU
University Ambassadors
would like to say
WELCOME
to the Fall 1907 New Students
Travel Grant Money Available
to Study Abroad
Undergraduate students who wish to study
abroad during the 1998 spring semester may
pick up proposal forms in the Center for Inter
nasonat Program* (1106 Oflenhauer West).
The deadline is September 30 Call 2-0309
with questions.

Gymnastic instructors ft Administrative Assistant warned Can Perrysburg Gymnastics at
8749383.

Babysitter needed in my Perrysburg home
Afternoons, some evenings. 2 boys (ages 6 A
2). Cal 872-0538 or after 200 372 7757

Hunan Palace Chinese restaurant now hiring
pt ame Apply at store 1616 E Wooster, BG
352-9153.

Babysitter needed tor 2 young kids must like
dog. Call 3S2-8400.

J.C Penney ■ Woodland MaH
Seeking male/lemale part-time sales associates to work days, evenings and weekends.
Apply at the Woodland Mall
Equal Opportunity Employer

Barry Bagels Perrysburg (Rt 25 at Riverplaoe)
is now hnng mature individuals for fun and part
time deli positionsA>aker poeiDons. For info
CBl 872-4700.
Buckeye Budget Motor Inn * 352 1520
Part-timedeek clerk needed midnight to 8am 2
shifts per week. Some weekends, apply 8-4.
M-F 1740E WoosterSi BG

Krogers Now Hiring
■or all positions
Looking for friendly people
to work flexible hours
Apply At
Krogers'1094N. Mam

Cashiers Barney's Convenience Mart Starting
pay $6.00. College tuition reimbursement. Apply m person at 906 S Mam St., 1091 N. Mam
St or 1602 E WOQStorSl

WANTED
1 - 2 male suWeasers
for 1907-98 school year
Call 884-9404
1 subieaser needed immed 2 bdrm apt on
Fourth St. Utf included m rent 354-2240

please no phone cats

Childcare needed in my Perrysburg Ft. Me*gs
home. Approx 30 hrsvwk {wkdays only) for 3
young children. Caring, dependable, 'onsmoker. Dependable tranap. req. Excellent
pay. References req 419-874-3641, leave
IMMI0I

Mike's Party Mart, S. Mam BG is seeking a
pan time all clerk. 15-22 hrs/week for new
store1 Must be friendly, neat, honest, dependable and avail, weekends Apply 8-4 Tues. • Fn

Wednesday. August 27, 1997

Newmans Marathon is seeking al around se<
vice help (full'sell'm.nor repairs) Apply in
person btw 8-5 525 N Main.
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS
MARKET RESEARCH
If you are looking (or a great permanent parttime |Ob working lor a growing company, read
on NFO Research. Inc needs you to conduct
market research surveys with our panel mem
bars NFO panel members are located across
the United Stales and have agreed to do mar
ket research with NFO These people expect
our cal There is absolutely NO SELLING Involoved NFO Research offers
*Fle*ible schedules ■ you create your regular
schedule.
'Pleasant office work environment.
'Paid training.
'Benefits package.
'401 (k) and profit sharing plans.
•Weekend shift differential
'Pay for performance bonus.
'Referral bonus
*90 day wage increase
Starting wage .s $5 25 per hour with earning
potential ol $6 per hour. Minimum typing skills,
customer service experience and pleasant
phone voice required
Our operallng hour* are:
4 30pm lo 11:30 pm
Mon.-Fri and
10am lo 6pm Sal. 1 Sun.
We require a three-day minimum schedule with
one of the days being Saturday or Sunday. Tel
us what days are best for you We want you to
join our learn.
Slop by our office al 27000 Oregon Rd in
Northwood lo complete an application We are
conwenlty located off t-7S (exit 196) No phone
calls please Equal Opportunity Employer
This position serves as Receptionist/Genera I
Office Worker for the Registration area in Continuing Education Previous office experience
preferred. Proioency m both Mircosofi Word
and Excel helpful. Work schedule 15-20 hours
per week Monday - Friday Salary $5.15 per
hour. For additional information call, Mary
Hennings. 372-8181, by Fnday. August 29.
1997
VAN DRIVER Part-time position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Must be between the ages of 21-85.
have a valid Oho driver's license and an excellent driving record. Submii resume to PO Box
738, Bowling Green OH 43402.

WaitretMS. ba/landars, pizza makers a pin
crvaier*. Apply at Varsity Lanes 1033 S. Main
35? 5247. ask ror Jay.
Want to earn some extra cash? Avail between
S a 0pm? AZG Research is now hiring lor part
time employment. Good communication skills
required is 25 starting salary Stop by 13330
Bishop Rd lo apply or call 352-8115 tor more
in'o
Wanted 100 students Lose 8-100 lbs New
metabolism breakthrough. Or recommended.
guaranteed. 130 cost. Free gift
1 800 858-0916.

FOR SALE

Mormng A Lunch Prep ft Delivery Personnel
Apply DiBenedeno's 1432 E Wooster 2-5

91 Honda Accord EX I owner detailed maintence records, new ores a CD player
353-0648
Colfee table a 2 end tables, dark walnut H5
set. Stereo-walnut cabinet, works good. S2S.
Ca1l354-l4748am-4pmror appt to see.
Couch $75, Lazy boy chair 150. codee table
$15. Call 354 9602 days. 354 3277 alter 4 30
Honda Accord 90 LX 2 door 102 K 16500 or
best oiler Lots ol new extras 354-6192 Great
condition
Mac SE w/40 meg external HD Also Power
point. Quark Xpress. Pacemaker. Adobe Pno
toshop.MSExcel.WP.etc 686 2333eves
Power Macintosh 7100 PC wiOi printer a
modem. Evening #419-686-3795 $1400.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm large turn apt a* ubl ind except electr-c lights 352 7454
1 bedroom api. for rent (265 per month. Half a
Woe* from campus. Call 352-3224
2 bdrm turn. All util included except electric
lights 352-7454

317 N Summit-Available immediately Large 4
BR, 2 bath house w/ basement Must have
mm of 4 unrelated people Rent collected
Quarterly Sec. dep. ft parent guarantee. Tenants pay all util. MKV 12 mo. lease only Local
Owners Call 354 2854
Check out the best Kept housing secret in BG
Mi Vernon Apartments Clean. 2 bedroom.
furnished, balcony, dishwasher, util. provided.
on-S'te manager. Call for appointment
352 9909.
Free rent. Sublease nice one bedroom New
carpet 3S2-S045 215 E Poe>28
Large 3 bdrm. apt. 453 S. Prospect A No pets.
Sieve Smith 352 8917. or 261 8298 (ceo
phone).
Subieaser needed. 2 bdrm.. bath; share with 2
others Call Derrick or Lynn @ 352 2281 or
Mary 722-3304

Cinemark Theatres

I CINEMA 5 SE!fdland

129 N. Main Si.. H.li. • VSl-1 ((,1

111234 N. Main St. 354-0558

Welcome BackStuderts

Event Horizon (R)
1:10 320 5:30 7:45 10:10*

Admission $5 • Matinees $3

Air Force One (R)
1:40 4:30 7:15 10:00
Conspiracy Theory (R)
1:00 4:15 7:00 9:50

_^^^^^^^_

Free Pop & Popcorn With This
Ad Valid Thru 9'2:97

Needed childcare Perrysburg area
Ages 3, 4 ft 6 yr olds. 2 8pm. 3 days a week.
References/non-smoker Call 672-5756

Tan A brown Lazy Boy sleeper sola. $275 2
retimers, 1 tan, i brown. $35 each. Good condition Call 669 3393

Ilci-zol lliodtir

| Fit Mkhilc Shows • Sat Rociy Homr

Need a part time job? Call about a lady remington business opportunity with flexible hours
and great money Call (419) 425-4046

Sola with matching loveseal. single sofa, two
reclining chairs. Good condition. Call
655-3731.

2 bedroom furnished apt. Close to campus.
Will rent to I or 2 persont Call 353-1731
84 Buick Century E»c cond 1 - owner 11500
or best ofler 352 0705

Scra«%StufcrilD.Kids&UndaS3

352-9259.

Mon • Fn

Painters full and pan lime posaons avail imirwd.Exp neiptui 35?-4»S

Men In Black (PG-13)
1:20 3:30 5:45 8:00 10:15
Leave It To Beaver (PG)
1:30 3:35 5:35 7:35 9:40
"Sorry No Passes
No Supersavers
Box Ollice opens at 4:00p.m

Part time Student Employment
Are you looking for pan-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus7 Interested tn working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc9
Rate of pay is $4 75 per hour ($5 15 after
0/1/07). Apply m person between the hours of
0am 5pm. Mon Fn at: Advanced Specialty
Products. Inc 428CloughSt BG 43402
Personal childcare giver in your own home.
Mature reliable highly experienced, excellent
references 8 resume 352 7494
Spring. Break 96 - Sell trips. Earn Cash ft Go
Free") Student Travel Servicos is now hiring
campus reps/group organizers Lowest rates
to Jamaica, Mexico ft Florida. Call
1-800^48-4849
Sufficient Grounds Coffeehouse in Perrysburg
(just a short jaunt from campus) is looking for a
bunch of customer service onenied COFFEE
FREAKSI If you are over-educated, tragically
underemployed and available days or evenings come join the Grounds crew Drive down
Rt. 25 to The Riverplace Center and fill out an
application or call for mo'e into @ 872-2780

www.bgsu.edu/offices/student_affairs/recsports
FITWELL CENTER

AQUATICS
Learn - Tc-Swim • Fall 1997
• Sign-ups begin Sept. 2 in the
SRC Main Office
• Classes held on Saturdays
• Start Sept. 13-Nov. 22
No Class on Sept. 20

Ml

Diving Platforms Usage
• Coming this Fall
• More information to follow

FREE • FREE • FREE
Cholesterol Screening
Stop by the Fitwell Center to get
your free screening.
Fitwell Hours
Located in the SRC
Mon. - Thurs. • Noon - 5:00 pm
Fri. • Noon - 4:00 pm

Cooper Pool Hours
• Mon. - Fri. - 7:00 am - 10:00 pm
• Sat. - 9:00 am - 10:00 pm
• Sun. - Noon - 10:00 pm

Sign-up for Personal Fitness Quest
A personal training program for

Andrews Pool Hours
• Mon. - Thurs. - Noon - 9:00 pm
• Fri. - Sun. - Noon - 10:00 pm

Check out our free fitness Info!

Personal Fitness Quest

YOU!

FltWELL

/•"

Aerobics begin Aug. 27th
• Over 50 classes, featuring
Funk, Slide, High-intensity,
Low-impact, Water and Step!
• New classes 7:00 am Step
& 7:00 pm Mind & Body

Ml

Bl

ANNUAL
BIATHLON
Saturday. September 20

Cbtck oat oar W«do«idiy

Start training for tfac

Iptraif arils/Sport Clabs Ad

Biathlon

lo tb« BG N«wt for detailed
infornjttiool

Labor Day Weekend
Facility Hours
Student Recreation Center
•
•
•
•

Fri. 8/29 - 7:00 am - 8:00 pm
Sat. 8/30 - 11:00 am - 8:00 pm
Sun. 8/31 - Noon - 8:00 pm
Mon. 9/1 - 11:00 am - 8:00 pm

Perry Field House

1/2 mile owtm. 5k

For
aaajaafc Gat Cramp at
372-74S1 or atop by
tk« SBCMdn Office

FITNESS CHALLENGE

a,

South Padre Island.

Using a

triptlk theme, this program
alms to inuolue the entire
Uniuerslty community In a

WE'VE MOVED
T.

Effective Immediately, we are moving our Barriering practices to
412 E. Wooster Street in suite B, just behind LeGalley Insurance.
Wc have a completely remodeled shop with new equipment and
17 free parking spaces in the rear. Entry is ground level on the west
side of the building.
Our new name is B.G. Barber Shop. Walk in or appointments can
be made at our new telephone number, 352-3316.
Hours are 8:30-5:30 Monday. Tuesday. Thursday, Friday^nd
8:30-1:00 on Saturday. We will be closed Wednesday and Sunday.
We look forward to serving you at Bowling Green's newest
Barber shop with over 100 years of combined experience.
Respectfully,
Loring
Tom
Dick

Welcome to
Bowling Green State University!

BP

msflNcuo's

Automotive Jr Service Canters

8

ft BG TRDDITION
OPCN 4PM
LUNCH UJ€€K€NDS

Ask For
Our Best Deal &
You'll Get Itl
YOUR CHOICE!
ANY 2 ITEMS
Sm SOD La
800
Med 650 XuJPlOOO

HtZZCV

PlZZtV

For All Your Automotive Needs
Brakes
Exhaust
Tires
Batteries

8 *p*f M 0 SO91
Hot VMM WHMny <»«. Oto.

ADDITIONAL PIZZAS $6.25 aa.
S:ago Styto A E«. Ilems 1.00

i'mi
^—^

BGSU Students Receive a 10% Discount Off Services

FREE DELIVERY
3 52-5166

1Lage
$y25
1-ltem Pizza

physical fitness program.

i

Phone (419) 352-3316

•Top Wages
• Ftexfcle Hours
•PJKJ Vacations
•HealthOental Insurance
•Employee
Stock Cption Plan
are just a tew of the great
benefts waiting for you!
Apply in person
Mon.-Frl. 2-4
401 W. Dussell Road
Maumee, OH 43537

^-^

Take a trip to Uermont and

• Fri. 8/29 - 7:00 am - 6:00 pm
• Sat. - Mon. - Closed

JUST

Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

(Just a tern minutes from BQI
Ta*» UTS W to Oumt- turn right J

rife
^+S

AEROBICS

ILr.Am.t-;
NO HI 1 is.
men

Loring Todd-Tom Snydcr-Dick Converse
412 E. Wooster St. • Suite B

\

f NEVER
WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

in mini
FREE DELIVERY
352-5166
lipmiioii

KM Valid Wft Any Otw. 0*t<

• Tune-Up
• Diagnostic
• Lube, oil &
filter

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE AVAILABLE
Hours of Operation: Mon-Fri 7:00am to 6:30pm;
Sat 8:00am to 2:00pm

275 S. Main St Bowling Green
419-353-3060 '
jtfib

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

Hjpt

WE EMPLOY TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY ASE

